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Taxes on Business Inputs and the Effects 
of a Goods and Services Tax

Matt Benge

EVERAL studies have analysed defects arising from Australia’s current indirect 
^W tax  structure. Albon (1996) and Freebairn (1997), for example, have argued 

diat an attractive feature of a goods and services tax (GST) is Üiat it would re
move taxes on business inputs. In addition, whereas current indirect taxes can hin
der efficient export activities because exporters cannot claim credit for taxes on Üieir 
inputs, a GST would allow diem to do so.

This article seeks to clarify die effects of a goods and services tax, to provide 
some numerical examples of how a GST avoids taxing business inputs, to explain 
why diis might be desirable, and to illustrate die international trade effects of a 
GST.

What Is a GST?

A GST is a form of consumption-based value added tax (VAT). Under a consump
tion-based VAT, capital expenditures can be deducted immediately. Value added is 
die difference between die value of a firm’s sales and die costs of its purchases. A 
GST taxes value added in each stage of die production process. The final effect is 
to tax die value of final goods and services sold to domestic households.

To see how a GST would operate, suppose a farmer grows wheat which is sold 
to a miller who makes flour which is sold to a baker who makes bread which is sold 
to a supermarket which sells die bread to consumers. Purchases, sales, value added 
and the amount of GST are as shown in Table 1. It is assumed that die GST" is 
levied at a single uniform rate of 10 per cent of die net price received by a producer, 
and (initially) diat there are no exemptions. In die absence of any tax, die final 
price of bread sold to consumers would be $2,000. This is die sum of value added 
at each stage of the produedon process.

Under a GST, a producer would be required to pay tax on die value of sales 
but would be able to claim a credit for tax paid on purchases. Assume diat die 10 
per cent GST leads to market prices all rising by 10 per cent. Then die gross mar
ket value of wheat sales would rise to $550, die gross market value of flour sales 
would rise to $880, and so fordi. The net amount diat die farmer receives for

1
For a discussion of possible VAT options see Tail (1988). Mctcalle (199.5) provides a good recent 

analysis of the case for a VAT in the United States.
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wheat (that is, gross revenue minus tax) would still be $500. The net cost of the 
wheat to the miller would also be $500. A miller would pay $550 for die bread but 
would be able to claim credit for GST paid on his inputs. By itsell, tiiis credit 
would lead to a refund of $50 in tax. Thus, die net cost of die purchase is $500. 
The story is similar as we go up die chain. Now, amounts shown in die purchases 
column should be interpreted as net costs and amounts shown in die sales column 
as net revenues.

Table 1

Goods and services tax (10%)
P urchases Sales Value added G S T

Farmer 0 500 500 50
Miller 500 800 300 30
Baker 800 1,200 400 40
Supermarket 1,200 2,000 800 80

Aldiough tax is paid at each stage of die production process, die tax ends up 
being levied on die value of final goods and services sold. In principle, a GST 
would have much the same effect as a tax on die final retail sales of bread to die 
consumer. In pracdce, collecdng tax in diis multistage way has benefits and costs. 
Benefits arise because die GST eliminates taxes on business inputs, and may be 
somewhat self-enforcing. Costs arise from die fact dial producers of intermediate 
goods and services as well as final sales are required to calculate dieir GST liability.

Turnover Tax

How a GST avoids taxing business inputs can best be illustrated by comparing it 
widi a turnover tax. A key difference between a GST and a turnover tax is die way 
dial a turnover tax cascades. Goods are taxed and dien diere is a tax on a tax as 
goods and services are bought and sold up die production chain. This is illustrated 
in Table 2, which analyses the effects of a 10 per cent turnover tax assuming die 
same levels of value added as in Table 1 above.

Table 2

Turnover tax (10%)
P urchases Sales Turnove r Tax

Farmer 0 500 50
Miller 550 850 85
Baker 935 1,335 133.50
Supermarket 1,468.50 2,268.50 226.80
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Under the turnover tax, taxes cascade. In our example, total tax levied amounts 
to $495.30. Taxes on business inputs lead to the possibility of high and variable tax 
imposts depending on the number of steps in the production chain. Not only is the 
final level of tax capricious, but, for a given level of tax on the final product, it will 
generally be less efficient to tax business inputs than the final product. This is be
cause taxes on business inputs cause firms to switch to less efficient forms ol pro
duction. In this simple example, if the farmer, miller, baker and supermarket were 
to form a single vertically integrated firm, only $200 of tax would be payable. Note 
that this would lead to the same tax collected and the same consumption biases as a 
10 per cent GST. It would, however, have caused an intrinsically inefficient vertical 
integration of die four firms if, in die absence of tax, dicre were real cost advantages 
in operadng as four separate firms.

Australia does not have a turnover tax, but over half of die first-round incidence 
of wholesale sales tax and of odicr indirect taxes is on business inputs (Chisholm, 
1993; Scutella, 1997). Despite exempdons for sales of many business inputs, diere 
will be some tendency for the wholesale sales tax to cascade. More generally, firms 
will have some incentive to employ produedon techniques which do not have heav
ily-taxed inputs, leading to inefficient forms of produedon. For a given level of tax 
on final products, diis will tend to be less efficient dian taxing the final product.

Zero Rating and Exemption

With a GST/VAT, some goods (including exports) are typically zero-rated whereas 
odiers (such as financial services) are exempt. Zero rating means dial no net tax will 
be levied on die good. The final seller of die good will not only pay no tax on its 
sales, but will also be able to claim credit for taxes which have been paid at earlier 
stages. Exempdon means dial no tax will be paid on sales but also diat no credit 
will be given for taxes diat have been paid on intermediate inputs. If, in die exam
ple given in Table 1, sales of bread were zero rated, die supermarket would receive 
a cheque for $120 from die government. This amount would balance tax diat has 
been paid earlier in die produedon chain, so dial no overall tax would be paid. If, 
however, the supermarket were exempt, it would not be taxed on its sales but it 
could not claim credit for tax paid on its purchases. Tlius, its net tax liability would 
be zero and overall tax paid on die produedon of die bread would be $120.

Fax exempdon is not always an advantage over tax liability. Exempdon can be 
disadvantageous to a firm if it sells intermediate inputs to odier firms. In Table 1, 
we saw diat if tax was paid at each stage of die produedon process, tax paid by die 
farmer, miller, baker and supermarket would be $50, $30, $40 and $80 respeedvely. 
Now suppose diat die baker is exempt. Tax paid by die farmer, miller and baker 
would be $50, $30 and $0, respeedvely. However, the supermarket would be taxed 
on revenue from bread sales while being unable to claim any credit for tax on in
termediate inputs. It would pay tax at a rate of 10 per cent of net revenue received. 
But total tax paid on die product would be more dian 10 per cent because of die 
$80 of tax in total paid by die farmer and miller. Thus, if die producer of an inter
mediate input is exempt, a GST can cascade. If die supermarket could buy from

l
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either a taxed or an exempt baker, there would be a bias in favour of choosing die 
taxed baker, since in diis way die addidonal $80 tax impost can be avoided.

As exempdons can stop die credit mechanism from working and cause cascad
ing taxes, it is important when designing a GST to keep exempdons to a minimum.

Does a GST Promote Exports and Discourage Imports?

It is somedmes argued diat because a GST zero-rates exports and taxes imports, it 
provides an economy widi a compedtive advantage. For example, a prominent 
business leader was reported in The Australian (11 December 1997) as saying, 
‘Under World Trade Organisadon rules, exporters could gain rebates on a goods 
and services tax, making exports more compeddve ... Imports would sdll be sub
jected to a GST, ensuring die compedtiveness of domesdc products’.

It is not true diat a GST, of itself, provides a bias in favour of exports and 
against imports. Starting from a no-tax benchmark, introducing such a tax would 
not favour exports over imports, but would be trade-neutral. However, current 
indirect taxes which result in business inputs being taxed may prevent Australian 
firms competing widi foreign firms despite having a compeddve advantage. If a 
GST allows these taxes to be repealed, diis may remove an undesirable obstacle in 
the way of diese firms competing in the international marketplace. It is of interest 
diat an alternative way of introducing a trade-neutral GST is to exempt imports and 
tax exports. This is often referred to as taxing on an ‘origin principle’ (as die tax is 
levied at die origin of die value added) radier dian taxing on a ‘destination principle’ 
(where goods and services arc finally consumed by households). These two forms 
of GST will have broadly equivalent elfects, however implausible that may seem: a 
tax which falls on imports and zero rates exports will be broadly equivalent to one 
which exempts imports and taxes exports.

Trade Neutrality of Taxing Imports and Zero-Rating Exports

A GST, in itself, does not promote exports. To see diis, starting from a no-tax 
benchmark, consider die effects of introducing a GST under which exports arc 
zero-rated and sales on die domestic market are taxed. Suppose, for example, diat 
clodi can eidier be produced in Australia or imported. Australian firms buy die 
clodi and convert it into filial garments which can be sold domestically or exported. 
To keep die story as simple as possible, abstract from any differences in clodi or 
garment quality and ignore international shipping costs. Assume diat die world 
price of a unit of clodi is $400 and die world price of a unit of finished garments is 
$1,000. Australian firms can use a unit of clodi to produce a unit of garments. In

Other articles have analysed this issue more formally but also less accessibly than the current article. 
Sec, for example, Feldstein and Krugman (1988).
3
Minor differences between the taxes can arise il an economy is miming a suqilus or a deficit in its 

balance o f trade in goods and services l>ecause, for a given rate, the taxes will lead to different amounts 
of tax Ixring collected. The discussion abstracts from this possible difference.
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die absence of lax, an Australian cloth-producing firm could get no more than the 
world price for its product, and so an Australian garment manufacturer would pay 
$400 for clodi whether this was bought from a domestic firm or imported. It could 
get no more than the world price for its product and so would gain $1,000 whether 
its product was exported or sold on die domestic market.

Now, starting from a no-tax position, suppose dial a 10 per cent GST is im
posed. If clodi is imported, its gross price will rise to $440 (at an unchanged ex
change rate) but its net price will remain $400. In our tables it is assumed dial die 
clodi is imported by a separate firm radier dian die garment manufacturer. This 
assumption docs not affect any important conclusions.

A domestic clodi producer will also be able to get a gross price of $440 on 
which he will have to pay $40 in GST. Thus, die net cost to die garment manulac- 
turer will be $400 whichever supplier he uses. The garment manufacturer will con
tinue to gain $ 1,000 from selling garments abroad. He will also gain net revenue ol 
$1,000. Table 3 sets out die net and gross cost of purchases and die net and gross 
revenue from sales. (Note dial on domestic sales die $60 of GST refers to GST 
paid by die garment manufacturer. The clodi importer or domestic producer ol 
cloth will also have paid $40 in GST and so total GST is $100.)

Table 3

Effects of a GST
Purchases Sales Value added G ST

Garments exported
Gross
Net

440
400

1,000
1,000 600 -40

Garments so ld
dom estically
Gross
Net

440
400

1,100
1,000 600 60

This shows why it is wrong to conclude dial a GST necessarily encourages ex
ports and discourages imports. The GST adds $40 to die gross price of clodi 
whedier imported or sold by a domestic manufacturer. This has not penalised im
ports. It is true dial if die garment manufacturer exports cloth, lie receives a cheque 
from the government for $40. However, this merely refunds GST which was col
lected at an earlier stage. Imposing a tax and then refunding it cannot advantage 
exports. Finally, if die garment manufacturer sells on the domestic market, he will 
pay GST. However, if finished garments were imported from abroad, tax would 
also be levied, so leaving die GST trade-neutral.
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Distorting Effects of Taxes on Business Inputs

To see how taxes on business inputs can place an unreasonable burden on interna
tionally competitive Australian firms, let us once more use die garment manulac- 
turer example. For simplicity, assume that sales of cloth are taxed and Üiat exports 
and domestic sales of garments are exempt. (The same sort ol bias would arise il 
domestic sales of garments were taxed.)

The tax on cloth will raise its (net and gross) price to $440. Revenue from sales 
will be $1,000 wheüier diese are from exports or sales on die domestic market. 
This tax squeezes value added hy $40 and encourages produedon to he undertaken 
offshore radier dian in Australia even if firms in Australia are internationally com
petitive. To underline diis point, take a more extreme example. Suppose diat die 
tax were 150 per cent of die producer price radier dian 10 per cent. In diis case die 
cost of clodi to die garment manufacturer would have risen to $ 1,000 and value 
added would be completely obliterated. No matter how efficient Australian pro
ducers are, they will be unable to compete internationally if taxes on intermediate 
inputs are too high.

At first sight, concerns of diis nature may be diought to provide grounds not 
only for exemptions for many business inputs under die wholesale sides tax hut also 
for more ad hoc measures. For example, John Dawkins, die former Common
wealth Treasurer, was quoted in die Sydney Morning Herald (23 February 1993) as 
providing die following instance of how governments can provide specific incentives 
for pardcular industries: ‘He |Mr Dawkins] said diat die airline Cadiay Pacific had 
wanted to base its new headquarters in Sydney, hut found that cost of sales lax on 
computers made Singapore cheaper. To swing die decision, die Government last 
year {1992] agreed to waive die tax.’ Our analysis suggests dial taxes on business 
inputs may make doing business in Australia uncompetidve. However, this does 
not provide good grounds for a one-off exemption for Cathay Pacific or the subse
quent extension of exemptions which were approved for regional headquarters 
more generally. This sort of problem can arise for all sorts of businesses whether 
diey be foreign or domestically owned. It would seem much preferable to reform 
die basis of indirect taxadon so diat taxes on business inputs do not hinder any 
firms from compedng internadonally.

Exempting Imports and Taxing Exports

Now suppose once more diat dicre are inidally no taxes. Consider die effects ol 
introducing a 10 per cent origin-based GST which exempts imports and taxes ex
ports. Start by assuming diat the exchange rate remains constant. Consider die 
garment manufacturer’s posidon once more. Imports are untaxed and so at an un
changed exchange rate the gross cost of clodi remains $400. In order for imports to 
be fully exempt it is necessary for a firm acquiring an imported good to be able to 
claim a credit for die good. Thus, die net cost of die good would become $364 
($400/1.1). In order for local clodi manufacturers to compete diey would need to 
sell clodi at a gross cost of $400, leaving diem widi net revenue of $364. As exports
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arc taxed, the garment manufacturer would get $1,000 in gross revenue from  ex
porting garments, which implies $909 in net revenue. Garment manulacturers 
would need to sell to consumers at a gross cost ol $1,000, which is the cost at which 
garments could be imported from abroad; and so net revenue would once again be 
$909. Gross and net revenues are summarised in Fable 4.

Holding die exchange rate constant, it seems dial value added has been 
squeezed much as in die case analysed earlier when intermediate inputs were taxed. 
However, dicrc arc important differences. First, note dial no matter how large die 
tax rate, it w ill never be die case diat die tax wipes out value added altogedier, be
cause die tax reduces net revenues and net costs in the same proportion. Second, 
and more important, relative prices in diis case will be exaedy die same as in die 
case where imports were taxed and exports zero rated. For example, die net cost ol 
purchases is 40 per cent o f net revenue from sales, just as in Table 3. It is relative 
prices diat drive economic decisions. W hen imports are exempt and exports taxed, 
all prices are 1/1.1 o f die values diat prevailed when imports were taxed and exports 
zero-rated. By engineering a 10 per cent general inflation, all amounts recorded in 
Table 4 would rise by 10 per cent and become identical widi the figures presented 
in Table 3.

Table 4

Effects of exempting imports and taxing exports
Purchases Sales Value added

Garments exported  
Gross 400 1,000
Net 364 909 545
Garments sold
domestically
Gross 400 1,000
Net 364 909 545

Monetary expansion could be used to achieve this outcome. The money sup
ply could be expanded until it debased die value o f die Australian dollar sulTiciendy 
for it to have fallen by 9.09 per cent.

4
Note that this difl'ers from the cascade tax example where die net cost of purchases ($440) rose to 44

per cent o f the net revenue from sales ($1,000).
5
W hen analysing the G S T  which taxes imports and zero rates exports, it was assumed that the ex

change rate remains constant and that domestic prices that consumers pay for cloth or garments rise by 

10 per cent. In  practice, to accommodate this rise it would be necessary for die money supply to be 

increased. In  principle, there is no reason why diis increase in die money supply should differ from 

the monetary expansion required to achieve the same prices if imports were exempt and exports zero 

rated.
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Concluding Comments

This article has shown how a GST operates and discussed how exemptions can stop 
die credit mechanism from operating. If a GST is introduced, it is important to 
keep exemptions to a minimum to stop taxes from cascading.

Over hall die first-round incidence of die wholesale sales tax and of many odier 
indirect taxes is on business inputs. For a given level of tax revenue and given dis- 
Lordons to consumption decisions, diese taxes provide an extra bias by encouraging 
inefficient production decisions. They also handicap efficient Australian firms’ ef
forts to compete in die international market place. A strong benefit o f introducing a 
GST to replace such taxes is dial it would overcome diese defects.
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Deregulating Medical Practice in New 
Zealand: Achievable and Desirable?

David Stewart and Hamish Stewart

CCUPATIONAL regulation of medical practitioners in New Zealand, as in 
I  I  Australia, has tended to develop along the lines of traditional British and 

North American models, with certification or licensing boards established 
by parliamentary statute. These boards, which are usually controlled by the profes
sion itsell, regulate entry to medical practice and have considerable disciplinary 
powers. The licensing regime so established places severe restrictions upon those 
seeking to offer health-care services to persons in need, and thereby reduces bodi 
die total amount and die variety of such services available in die market (Friedman, 
1962). Until relafively reccndy, diere had been litde questioning in New Zealand of 
die merits ol diis traditional approach because it was diought to benefit die public. 
However, following die advent ol die 1993 liealdi sector reforms, awareness of die 
costs of professional regulation has increased. The government has recendy indi
cated that it intends to review die present arrangements (Peters, 1998).

Public Requirements

The way die current system of regulation has developed reflects the demands on a 
health system serving people who are usually anxious and frequendy vulnerable at 
die time of seeking access to services. The vulnerability of the patient relates not 
only to die dependent status caused by die illness, injury or disability, hut, more 
convincingly, to uncertainty about die nature and possible consequences of the ill
ness and the risk of serious harm should die care he incompetent. Because of diese 
concerns, and as a result ol die politicisation of health care, the view has emerged 
that liealdi care is special and accordingly cannot be left to the market, so justifying 
government intervention in bodi die funding and die regulation of healdi-care pro
viders (Arrow, 1963; Evans, 1984; Epstein, 1996a; Green, 1996).

1 his case lor regulating medical practice is most convincingly built upon die 
argument of asymmetry of knowledge, which may affect die patient in two ways: 
how to know which doctors have die appropriate qualifications and expertise being 
sought in a specific circumstance, and how to know which doctors to trust when

David Stewart is Assistant Vice-Chancellor (Health Sciences) at The University of 
Otago, and a Director of Healthlink South and of HealthCare Otago. Hamish 
Stewart is Managing Director of Frost Capital Europe, a London-based 
investment merchant bank.
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treatment is being offered or given. A patient seeking treatment will normally wish 
to consult a medical practitioner who has well recognised and conventional qualifi
cations appropriate to the particular services being sought. People may from time 
to time seek advice and help from practitioners who do not hold generally recog
nised conventional qualifications; but most would wish to do so with an under
standing of die nature of die qualificadons and cxperdse claimed by any such practi- 
doner. The value to die public of informadon concerning die qualifications and 
experdse of practidoners is generally recognised, as is dial oi its cerdficadon by a 
reputable independent agency.

Even when cerdfied informadon about qualilicadons and experdse is provided, 
die asymmetry problems are not fully resolved. The further issue for die padent is 
whedier to trust and accept die advice being given by die doctor, pardcularly in die 
context of a possible pecuniary interest of diat doctor in die advice being given. 
This is, of course, an issue in any commercial transacdon, but diere is a widespread 
view that padents are more vulnerable in medical consultations dian customers gen
erally are in dieir purchases of goods and services. This view is more valid when a 
padent has symptoms or disabilities not previously experienced, and has litde un
derstanding of die malady concerned. There arc also small but appreciable risks of 
an adverse outcome from treatment, and of exploitation by an unscrupulous practi
tioner.

However, die traditional method of addressing die quality issues diat asymmetry 
raises, namely, licensing of medical practice, increases die risks of diminished acces
sibility to services, creates barriers to innovation and leads to an unresponsive medi
cal profession. The disciplinary {lowers granted to the licensing body also create a 
conllict of interest for die profession. An alternative approach to resolving this 
asymmetry would be dirough die use of agents (such as general practitioners or in
surers) acting on behalf ol patients seeking a second opinion or specialist services 
(Epstein, 1996a).

Failure of the Current Regime

The current arrangements for licensing medical practitioners are almost entirely 
aimed at ensuring the quality of those services dial are provided, often at the cost of 
reduced accessibility. The approach is to impose stringent criteria for entry to die 
profession and to strongly delineate die tasks carried out by allied professionals and 
by different specialists widiin die medical profession. Aldiough die Medical Coun
cil exercises a disciplinary function, die reality in New Zealand is diat after meeting 
the entry criteria for specialist medical practice (which now includes family medicine 
or so-called general practice) through training and examination, doctors are essen
tially licensed for their working lives. These entry requirements do generally ensure 
die ability and expertise of doctors, but diey reduce dieir number and hence access 
to medical services, and may fail to ensure that competence is maintained during a 
working life diat often stretches beyond 40 years. Further, die high barriers between 
disciplines reduce innovative practices to meet specific needs: lor example, die pre
scription of certain classes of drugs by nurses, die multiskilling of surgeons for rural
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practice, or the recruitment of multiskilled and culturally appropriate health work
ers to meet basic health care needs of Maori and Pacific Islanders.

In New Zealand, die adverse impact of diese barriers is currendy most apparent 
in die shortage of medical specialists in some disciplines, particularly psychiatry and 
ordiopaedic surgery. The shortage of psychiatrists and odier mental liealdi workers 
is a major public issue at a lime when die workforce need for trained mental healdi 
workers is increasing as a result of de-institutionalisation of psychiatric care and in
creasing substance abuse, especially among die young and die mentally ill. The 
government is committed to expanding publicly financed mental healdi services, but 
has been unable to do so, at least in part because of difficulties in recruiting psychia
trists. It is now more dian 20 years since die need to increase die number of psy
chiatrists was recognised by targeted government funding of posts lor psychiatry 
trainees, but a persistendy high failure rate in die examination which represents die 
single route of qualificadon recognised by die Medical Councils in bodi Australia 
and New Zealand has perpetuated a shortage of psychiatrists in bodi countries.

The shortage of ordiopaedic surgeons and some odier surgical specialists is 
manifest dirough delays of between six and twelve weeks in obtaining an appoint
ment to see a specialist in private praedee, even for a padent who is considered to 
have an urgent problem. Emergencies (trauma, cancer) are effecdvely treated in die 
public hospitals, but there are long queues for all odier condidons. It has also been 
suggested dial incomes for some specialists may include a significant rent compo
nent resulting from a restriction in supply, a matter which has attracted die attention 
of die Commerce Commission. This shortage of surgical specialists is die direct 
consequence of restrictions on entry to die only recognised training program for 
surgeons in New Zealand, through limits imposed upon die accreditation of training 
posts by die College of Surgeons and its advisory bodies.

A furdier cause of public concern is die difficulty in recruiting and retaining 
general practitioners in rural areas, particularly in more remote Soudi Island dis
tricts and in some smaller provincial towns. This situation persists despite concerns 
voiced by die Regional Healdi Audiorities of over-supply of general practitioners in 
some metropolitan areas, notably some suburbs in Auckland and in Dunedin, and 
large numbers of foreign medical graduates seeking admission to the medical regis
ter in New Zealand. Clearly, die present licensing regime cannot be held fully re
sponsible for diis maldistribution, which has more to do with the fee-for-service ap
proach to primary care subsidies and the ability of general practitioners to earn ade
quate incomes in city practice under present conditions; but it docs prevent innova
tive solutions which might odierwise be found.

The historic approach to any dissatisfaction widi diese traditional arrangements 
has been to review die legislation and propose changes to die membership of die 
registration board established by dial legislation. Experience in New Zealand sug
gests that such reviews may increase barriers to entry to die profession in question, 
preserve barriers to innovation and conflicts of interest, and provide only marginal 
benefits in die areas of information and indemnity (die Medical Practitioners Act 
1995 is one such example). These reviews have not considered more radical re-
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form because of a presumption of the requirement lor a statutory approach to oc
cupational certification.

Alternative Proposals

Dissatisfaction with the present regime of occupational regulation in the health sec
tor in New Zealand has led to a number of reviews of regulation of specified profes
sional groups, usually in the context of a review of the pertinent legislation, from 
which a number of suggestions for change have emerged. These suggestions have 
generally been informed by models for odier professional groups or by interna
tional practice (New Zealand Business Roundtable, 1998; Stewart, 1998).

Ontario and die Netherlands have recently brought all regulated health profes
sions under the umbrella of a single act, with die possibility also of amalgamating 
die corresponding registration boards. The objectives are to break down barriers 
between professional groups and possibly to reduce conflicts of interest and barriers 
to entry, diereby allowing greater consumer choice of healdi care provider, more 
llexible use of healdi professionals and evolution of die professions in line widi 
changing patterns of healdi care (Pew Healdi Professions Commission, 1995). It 
will take time to ascertain whedier diese objectives can be achieved in diis way, but 
diere must be some uncertainty as die approach does not address die fundamental 
issue, that of monopoly rights in die provision of certification information for the 
individual occupational groups covered.

An alternative approach recendy taken up in bodi New Zealand and Australia is 
die explicit application of die provisions of competition legislation to professional 
practice. In New Zealand, die Commerce Act 1986 was amended in 1993 to apply 
to all providers of healdi or disability services, whedier public or private, in die same 
way as it applies to odier businesses. Similarly, in Australia die Competition Policy 
Reform Act 1995 amended die Trade Practices Act so as to extend its coverage to 
die professions. The objective of diese measures was to limit die ability of individ
ual professional groups to continue practices which substantially lessen competition 
in die market. However, in regard to medical practitioners diis objective is frus
trated in New Zealand as a result of die statutory powers granted to die Medical 
Council by die Medical Practitioners Act 1995. While diese powers are retained by 
a monopoly body substantially under die control of die profession itself, progress to 
increase competition and reduce die prices of services by opening up entry to bodi 
general and specialist practice is likely to be limited, despite die best efforts of die 
Commerce Commission.

Anodier approach would be to permit die franchise of alternative registration 
boards widi statutory {lowers, dius allowing contestability of certification widi die 
existing regulatory agencies. This would clearly eliminate die present monopoly 
position of diese agencies, dius reducing die ability of die professional groups to 
establish entry criteria at an inelficiendy high level. But die regime required to 
regulate die franchising arrangements would in itself create costs and erect barriers,

Wc are indebted to an anonymous referee for this suggestion.
i
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thereby limiting the benefits.
All of the foregoing suggestions assume a continuation of statutory registration 

boards in some form or other.- A more radical reform would involve the replace
ment of statutory provisions by voluntary arrangements for die certification of 
medical practitioners, as earlier suggested by Friedman (1962). There arc a number 
of realistic approaches to such voluntary certification, ranging from certification by 
Üiird party payers, employers of healdi professionals, credentialling institutions 
(generally hospitals or clinics) or indemnity insurers, to certification by independent 
rating agencies. There would be a great deal in common between all diese ap
proaches, because of die substandal degree of dcrcguladon involved, and die possi
ble absence of any statutory prescripdon about how ccrdficadon should be 
achieved.

The remainder of diis article is devoted to elaborating diis model.

A System of Deregulated Certification: Key Elements

Establishing any truly deregulated system for die certification of healdi profession
als, including medical practitioners, involves four key elements. These are:

• disclosure of specified information by any professional seeking to provide healdi 
care services. The information to be in die public domain would include name, 
qualifications widi dates, business address, scope of practice, and current stand
ing widi bodi an independent certification audiority and an indemnity insurer;

• contestability in certifying die information required by disclosure;

• minimal statutory compliances for healdi professionals covering only disclosure 
and die statutory compliances generally required of die business and private 
community; and

• liability for die consequences of failure to meet an acceptable standard of care 
(medical malpractice) to lie widi die healdi care provider.

Each of diese elements is discussed in detail below.

Disclosure

A requirement to disclose specified information is a minimal and low-cost provision 
for the protection of die public, and would provide equivalent information to diat 
given by simple registration. The value of such information, however, would be 
gready enhanced by its independent certification and, providing diis certification 
were voluntary and contestable, it is likely diat die additional cost would be accept
able. Independent certification by a reputable body would provide assurance to 
patients about die quality and standing of a practitioner’s qualifications and exper-
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lise, and also about continuing competence were current standing with an indemnity 
insurer also fully disclosed and certified. Consideration would need to be given to 
whether there should also be public disclosure of all malpractice claims and disci
plinary proceedings involving medical practitioners, as recently introduced for doc
tors in die United States (Mullan etal., 1992; Epstein, 1997).

There is a view that disclosure of information should be voluntary rather than 
compulsory. This approach would be consistent widi the basic principle diat volun
tary arrangements should normally be preferred to compulsory ones on both moral 
and economic grounds, and be supported by the view that the consumer would be 
protected by his or her right to refuse to deal with any practitioner who failed to 
disclose essential information sought by a potential patient. It is also based upon an 
enlightened view of human nature and human abilities, which would have the con
sumer accept die responsibility of attending to his or her own best interests, and 
would acknowledge die capacity of die majority of die populadon, direedy or 
dirough an agent of dieir own choosing, to do so at least as effectively as would a 
government agency (Epstein, 1996a).

However, in respect of liealdi care serv ices, die public in New Zealand has be
come accustomed to patcrnalisdc arrangements (Green, 1996), and it is widely be
lieved that to move direedy to a completely voluntary system in such circumstances 
could expose too many padents to an unacceptable risk (Evans, 1984). This argu
ment may be more justified in respect of health care services dian of odier services 
because of die intermittent and unpredictable incidence of serious illness or injury, 
die dependent state of a padent at the dine of such illness or injury, and die risk of 
serious and poLcndally irremediable harm in the case of incompetent care.

Whedier these fears are well-founded cannot be known, but, were change to be 
proposed, die strengdi of feeling on diis matter among the public would be fuelled 
by professionals widi a special interest in the status quo. Some compromise widi 
truly liberal arrangements regarding disclosure of information may be a necessary 
minimum concession to gain the public and polidcal support required to achieve 
dereguladon of die kind being suggested here. There would be an expectation that 
as die public became aware of the benefits of dereguladon and more confident in 
dieir ability to take a greater level of personal responsibility in the evaluation of their 
own liealdi care, die need to retain compulsion in this matter could be reviewed.

Contestability of Certification

Any substantial deregulation of medical practice in New Zealand would necessarily 
involve the repeal of die Medical Practitioners Act 1995 and die abolition of die 
Medical Council of New Zealand as a statutory audiority. The Medical Council 
presendy holds a monopoly of certification of information concerning qualif ications 
and of granting a licence to practise. As a minimum, deregulation would require 
diese roles to be contestable.

There is no reason why die certification of information concerning the qualifi
cations, expertise and continuing competence of medical practitioners should not 
be a contestable service. There certainly would be a strong market for information
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of this kind were the Medical Council of New Zealand to cease to exist. At least 
four options to meet diis market come dircedy to mind. The first option would be 
for employers and credentialling bodies to take on die responsibility in-house. The 
second option would be for diird-party payers to do diis. However, in New Zealand 
such bodies are unlikely to achieve effective economics of scale in diis aedvity, and 
are more likely to purchase die information from odicr providers. The third opdon 
would be for indemnity insurers to undertake this task, and in die absence of any 
alternadve reliable sources of certification they would surely do so. But die most 
likely arrangement would be die establishment of one or more independent radng 
agencies to provide diese services.

Such agencies would be very like medical councils, but widiout a monopoly or 
any statutory protecdon, and widiout any role in discipline. They would gadier and 
evaluate information concerning qualificadons, experdse and performance from 
praeddoners, insdtudons, and insurers, and use diis informadon to provide risk 
management advice, possibly in die form of a risk radng, to employers, creden- 
dalling bodies, diird party payers, indemnity insurers and die public. Such risk rat
ing would quickly gain acceptance for use by these various pardes; and contestability 
would control costs and ensure an acceptable degree of reliability.

Contestable certification could give rise to concern about die probity of some 
independent certification agents. There could be a risk diat agents may be willing to 
compromise certification standards on behalf of a client and thereby compromise 
die safety of diat client’s patients. Such a risk might be credible in die case of an 
agent widiout an established reputation, but would be hardly conceivable in respect 
of a nationally or internationally established agency widi a reputation to preserve. 
Employers, third party payers and indemnity insurers would insist upon certification 
by reputable agents who could be held to account in the event of misadventure.

Minimal Statutory Compliances

Deregulation of healdi professional practice is unlikely to result in increased access 
and reduced costs if substantial statutory compliances remain in place in addition to 
diose generally required of businesses and the community. There is increasing 
concern in New Zealand already about die impacts of statutory compliances and 
dicir effect on economic performance. An escalation of substitute regulations for 
consumer protection in the wake of medical deregulation would largely negate die 
benefits of diis reform. This could be avoided only if die new arrangements for 
disclosure and certification of information and liability for medical malpractice pro
vided appropriate safeguards lor die public.

Liability for Medical Malpractice

Medical malpractice, sometimes called medical error, is defined as failure by a regis
tered healdi professional to meet an acceptable standard of care. Medical malprac
tice does not necessarily result in an adverse outcome for die patient, and only a 
proportion of adverse outcomes are die result of medical malpractice. In consid-
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ering liability, it is essential to distinguish between adverse outcomes which occur 
despite entirely appropriate care, and those associated with malpractice.

Regarding die former, it is important to recognise that all medical treatment 
carries some risk, and adverse outcomes may result despite exemplary care. In 
diese circumstances die risk appropriately lies widi die padent as a trade-off against 
die expectadon of benefit from die treatment, and die padent should accordingly 
accept liability. Because die risk of considerable loss and high costs is small but 
significant, it is properly covered by first-party indemnity insurance (Epstein, 
1996b). However, second-party insurance cover by die healdi-carc provider could 
be administratively more convenient, widi die insurance premium set against die 
fees received for die services provided, "file direct or indirect acceptance of diis 
risk by die padent is a necessary feature of ediical medical practice.

However, when an adverse outcome results from medical malpractice, liability 
should clearly rest widi die practitioner and/or provider who have failed to meet an 
acceptable standard of care. Normally all liealdi care practitioners and institutional 
providers carry indemnity insurance cover to meet any claim resulting from alleged 
malpractice. This raises the question whedier full insurance cover in die absence of 
a medical disciplinary regime may result in less risk-averse behaviour by medical 
practitioners, which might not be in die interests of dieir patients or dieir insurers. 
For patients, die concerns of die practitioner or provider for dieir reputation, as 
well as die generally high standards of ediical practice in New Zealand in the context 
of small communities, high literacy and considerable media interest in the quality of 
health care delivery, would oiler some protection. Neverdieless, deregulation 
would inevitably place greater responsibility upon patients in their selection of pro
viders ol healdi care. As far as insurers are concerned, die well-established mediods 
of reducing moral hazard, including liability covered by the insured to a threshold 
amount (excess or front-end deductible) and premiums based on claims history, are 
likely to be effective. The cost of this insurance, and consequendy fees to patients, 
could rise following deregulation, but this would depend more upon the details of 
the indemnity regime for personal injury resulting from medical malpractice apply
ing in die relevant jurisdiction (see below) and changes in the incidence of such in
jury, radier than upon deregulation as such.

In New Zealand, die indemnity arrangements for diese adverse outcomes are 
complicated by the provisions for personal injury under the Accident Rehabilitation 
and Compensation Insurance Act 1992. This legislation provides indemnity against 
die costs of lurdier treatment and rehabilitation, and specified compensation for 
permanent handicap and loss of income resulting from medical misadventure. For 
the purposes of diis legislation, medical misadventure includes bodi medical error 
(medical malpractice) and medical mishap, which is defined as an adverse conse
quence of healdi professional treatment properly given when bodi die likelihood of 
diis adverse consequence is rare (defined as less dian 1 per cent) and die adverse 
consequence is severe.

fhc Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation Insurance Act prohibits a per
son from taking legal proceedings to recover damages in respect of personal injury
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covered by die Act. This provision, in clTect, replaces tort law by contract arrange
ments lor resolving indemnity claims in respect of personal injury (sec Epstein, 
1996b), including that resulting from medical misadventure. It also limits financial 
liability for medical misadventure in New Zealand, and is a major factor in con
straining medical indemnity insurance costs in this country. While Üiere is a gen
eral consensus dial die overall benefits of diis provision outweigh die costs, it pro
tects incompetent healdi professionals from die financial consequences of dieir 
shortcomings and reduces die risk to dieir insurers. This effect seriously diminishes 
one major disincentive to incompetent practice, namely, die financial risk from liti
gation. If diis risk were high, die premium lor indemnity insurance would be corre
spondingly high, and in die extreme case insurance could be unobtainable. The 
present licensing regime protects indemnity insurers, including die Accident Reha
bilitation and Compensation Insurance Corporation (ACC) in New Zealand, by 
excluding obviously incompetent practitioners. Abolition of licensing accordingly 
could have a major impact on indemnity, and no alternative regime would be sus
tainable if diis issue were not effectively addressed prior to implementation.

There arc a number of possible approaches to diis problem. The simplest 
measure widiin the current legislation would be a more explicit experience rating lor 
the ACC premiums of healdi professionals who contribute to die Medical Misad
venture Account. In die first instance diis could be indexed to an independent rat
ing by a recognised rating agency, with a default premium for any practitioner un
able to provide an acceptable rating. This measure, in any case, would be an essen
tial preliminary if die Medical Misadventure Account were to be opened to private 
insurers or even self-insurance, as is occurring widi the Employers’ Account.

Probably a more effective measure would be to amend the present ACC legisla
tion to permit die ACC or alternative insurer to recover all their indemnity costs 
from die liable practitioner in cases of medical error (medical malpractice). This 
would clearly transfer the liability for medical malpractice to die practitioner and 
that practitioner’s indemnity insurer, while retaining die generally beneficial contrac
tual approach of the ACC legislation to personal injury liability.

A third approach would be to exclude medical error altogether from coverage 
by ACC legislation. In effect diis would allow medical malpractice to be covered 
through indemnity insurance contracts held by the individual practitioner and by 
institutional health care providers, with common law tort remedies as the default 
provision.

Of diese dircc approaches, a combination of the first and die second is likely to 
be favoured as providing an explicit and economical padi lor any person seeking a 
remedy diat would meet die condition of requiring indemnity cosLs to rest widi the 
liable practitioner. However, lor diis approach to be fully effective in assigning li
ability, it would be a precondition diat indemnity insurance for medical malpractice 
be lully contestable (Epstein, 1996b), through opening die ACC Medical Misadven
ture Account to private insurers or to self-insurance. This contestability of insur
ance would provide die necessary incentives for insurers to recover dieir costs in 
any cases involving medical error. The diird approach, removal of coverage for
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personal injury resulting from medical error from the ACC legislation, could in
crease die occurrence of unrewarding litigation, create incentives to hide medical 
malpractice, and result in escalating costs arising from tort actions.

If medical and other health professional practice were deregulated, section 5 of 
die Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation Insurance Act 1992 defining medi
cal misadventure, would require review. This secdon, for die purposes of die Act, 
restricts die definition of bodi medical error and medical mishap, and diereby 
medical misadventure, to events associated widi treatment by a registered liealdi 
professional. A review of diese definitions would be necessary to ensure diat ap
propriate coverage under die Act would continue alter deregulation. It is likely diat 
insurers, whedier ACC or private, would continue to require some form of reputa
ble certification in order to protect dieir interests.

Public Requirements: Would These Proposals Meet Them?

We believe dial die arrangements described in diis article would adequately meet 
die needs of die public for information and assign liability f or medical malpractice. 
In addition, diey would offer the benefits generally associated widi deregulation of 
any commercial activities through increased availability, improved quality and re
duced costs. Specifically, abolishing the requirement for a licence to practise and 
allowing certification to become contestable could:

• provide opportunities for entry to practise to diose currendy excluded;

• permit multiskilling of die present healdi professional workforce, including an 
assumption by other practitioners of roles and tasks traditionally reserved to a 
specified occupational group; and

• enhance opportunities for health professionals with qualifications gained outside 
New Zealand and Australia to practise in these countries.

All diese features would be in accordance widi die overall direction of recent gov
ernment policy in New: Zealand, and widi die desire of die public generally to have 
increased access to healdi care services.

The valid concern lor the maintenance of quality and for safety considerations 
could be met by:

• a voluntary certification regime togedier widi an acceptance by die patient of 
responsibility to ensure dial any practitioner consulted were properly qualified;

• ensuring diat liability for malpractice is properly borne by the practitioner, not 
by die state; and

• a likely conservative response of diird-party funders and indemnity insurers to 
new entry of practitioners seeking to provide services.
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In addition, the incentives in the system described could ensure tlie continuing 
competence and maintenance of standards by all doctors Üiroughout Üieir working 
lives, at least to die degree achieved under die present statutory reguladons.

Relevance for Other Occupational Groups

The model elaborated here has been specifically developed in the context ol die 
requirements lor medical praedee, for which protection of padents from personal 
injury or even deadi as a result of malpractice is die principal justification lor statu
tory reguladon. This same jusdficadon also applies in die praedee ol odier liealdi 
professionals, such as nurses, dendsts, physiodierapists, pharmacists and optome
trists, and diis model equally could be adopted for diose groups. Whedier it ap
propriately could be extended to die reguladon of odier occupadons, such as elec
tricians or plumbers, about whom die safety of the public also is a primary concern, 
is less clear to us because of die requirements of die building and odier statutory 
codes affeedng diese occupadons, which lie outside our personal experience. Nev
ertheless, we believe diat die general principles underlying die model could be ap
plied to occupadonal reguladon in general, including die reguladon of occupadons 
in law, insurance, banking and securities, to name only a few, for which the concern 
is the probity and accountability of die provider of services radier than the personal 
safety of die consumer. Indeed, diese principles already generally apply in diose 
occupations which arc substantially deregulated, such as accountancy in New Zea
land, in respect of which die public interest is protected by voluntary arrangements, 
together widi the general requirements of legislation such as die Fair Trading Act 
1986 and die obligations o f ‘caveat emptor’.
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When Contractionary Fiscal Policy Is 
Expansionary

Tony Makin

^  T”ERY early on, university students of economics absorb tlie Keynesian doc- 
%  /  trine Üiat fiscal stabilisation is central to macroeconomic policy manage- 

▼ ment. Governments are supposed to use their discretionary spending and 
income-tax powers to smooth business cycle lluctuations for employment purposes. 
By altering economy-wide activity, fiscal stabilisation allegedly raises employment 
levels during recessions and curbs excessive aggregate expenditure and inflationary 
pressures during booms.

Although there are several well-known counterarguments to the Keynesian view 
of the macroeconomic impact of fiscal activism, it is still surprisingly popular among 
academic economists and remains influential in economic policy circles, in Austra
lia and elsewhere. For instance, it has given the federal Treasury and successive 
Australian governments an intellectual, as well as an electoral, rationale lor fiscal 
expansion, such as during the major recessions ol the early 1980s and early 1990s.

Fiscal stabilisation is also frequently advocated in international policy circles. 
The most obvious example is Japan, where numerous budgetary measures have 
been implemented over recent years, often in response to international political 
pressures. These fiscal measures have been directly aimed at stimulating macro- 
economic activity in the light of Japan’s negligible economic growth throughout the 
1990s. To date, however, Japanese fiscal activism has seemingly been to no avail.

Unrealistically, the textbook view of fiscal stabilisation affords no constructive, 
or reactive, role to financial markets. This simplistic view, promoted most fervently 
by the post-Keynesian school of macroeconomists, is also inadequately set within a 
redundant closed-economy framework and so fails to incorporate die effects of in
ternational capital flows, trade flows or exchange rate movements. As a conse
quence, this remarkably resilient paradigm can oiler few insights into contemporary 
macroeconomic phenomena, such as the Asian economic crisis.

In this article, it is suggested that, like earlier non-Keynesian alternatives, fiscal 
activism can be counterproductive as a macroeconomic stabilisation tool under cer
tain circumstances. As a corollary, it suggests that reducing public consumption 
expenditure in particular can have an expansionary impact on an economy that is 
highly integrated with international goods, services and asset markets. This pre-
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scription is consistent with recent Australian and international evidence on the be
haviour of key macroeconomic variables following episodes of fiscal consolidation.

Old Crowding Out Counterarguments

As currently expounded in textbooks, government expenditure can add directly to 
private sector spending on consumption and investment during cyclical troughs or 
subtract from aggregate spending during cyclical peaks. On the revenue side ol the 
public accounts, discretionary changes to income taxes operate by varying first 
household disposable income and then aggregate expenditure. For instance, in
come tax cuts boost private sector consumption through a rise in household dispos
able income, which in turn lifts aggregate spending.

Interpreting die economy-wide impact of discretionary income tax changes is, 
however, much less straightforward dian calculating spending changes, because 
households are likely to perceive tax changes as temporary radier than permanent. 
As well, diere are supply-side complications associated widi income tax changes that 
stem from possible work incentive effects. In what follows, die focus is therefore on 
die economy-wide effects of discretionary public spending changes.

The main arguments that have been mounted against fiscal stabilisation over die 
years, in bodi closed and open economy setdngs, have hinged on die offsetting be
haviour of households and firms in response to budgetary shocks and fiscal deficits, 
as eventually reflected in private spending, interest rates and exchange rates. In one 
way or anodier, three quite different approaches predict that an increase in public 
spending will be offset by a fall in private spending, implying dial higher public 
spending has no effect on die size of national income, at least in the short term. As 
a general rule, diey each imply diat government spending is more appropriately 
seen as a substitute for, radier dian a complement to, private sector spending.

First, the Ricardian Equivalence proposition, die oldest non-Keynesian argu
ment, suggests dial forward-looking households should expect higher future taxes to 
follow rises in public spending when this spending is financed by running budget 
deficits and increased levels of public debt. Under these circumstances, households 
would save more today (dial is, consume less) in anticipation of higher future tax 
rises diat will become necessary when the public debt matures. In effect, this means 
diat additional public spending ‘crowds out* household consumption spending, 
leaving aggregate expenditure unchanged. Empirical evidence for a range of ad
vanced economies suggests, however, diat such offsetting spending behaviour by 
households has at most been partial. In odier words, an extra dollar of public 
spending is matched by much less dian a dollar of increased private saving.

Second, diere is the standard ‘investment crowding out’ argument. This asserts 
dial because higher government spending raises die public sector borrowing re
quirement, odier diings equal, it pushes up interest rates and thereby crowds out 
private sector investment spending. Hence, die pattern of expenditure shifts away 
from private investment towards government consumption. This implies dial die

See Sealer (1993) lor a useful survey.
1
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opportunity cost of fiscal expansion is lower future economic growth, because the 
rate of real domestic capital accumulation falls.

Like die fundamental Keynesian model against which it was originally set, diis 
proposition is severely limited by its closed-economy assumptions. The scale of 
international transactions has grown to such an extent diat it is no longer appropri
ate to think about macroeconomic linkages widiout explicitly taking into account 
international factors such as foreign investment (lows, current account deficits and 
exchange rates.

The most widely accepted theoretical approach to examining die impact ol fis
cal policy in the open economy is die model devised independendy of one anodier 
by Mundell (1963) and Fleming (1962). This third, diougli still popular, approach 
predicts diat if capital funds are highly mobile across borders and the exchange rate 
floats, then a rise in government spending will crowd out net exports by lowering 
exports and raising imports. In odier words, under open-economy conditions, fis
cal policy is ineffective as an income stabilisation tool, irrespective of die stage ol die 
business cycle.

According to this model, higher public spending initially tends to push up die 
domestic interest rate; this induces foreign capital inflow, strengthens die nominal 
and real exchange rate and worsens competitiveness. The loss of compeddveness 
in turn lowers exports and raises imports, in die process also providing a dieoredcal 
radonale for die ‘twin deficits’ hypodiesis. Hence, as with die two non-Keynesian 
arguments oudined above, fiscal policy is rendered impotent as a stabilisation tool 
because any rise in public spending simply offsets expenditure elsewhere, in this 
case on net exports. However, a major empirical problem for the Mundell-Fleming 
analysis is that die exchange rates of advanced economies have generally tended to 
appreciate radier than depreciate after periods of fiscal consolidation (as discussed 
lurdier below).

Taking International Investors’ Reactions into Account

A fundamental construction fault running through the Mundell-Fleming model is its 
presumption that aggregate production is essentially determined by total expendi
ture in the economy. In other words, it is a demand-side model, in which aggregate 
supply adjusts endogenously. This implies that national spending and national pro
duction arc always equal in value. But international macroeconomic accounting 
dictates that trade and current account deficits can in principle arise only when ag
gregate output and aggregate expenditure are unequal, or (what amounts to the 
same tiling) when domestic saving and investment differ.

In view of this, it is more appropriate to think about the effects of increased 
public spending by focusing on the direct theoretical links between higher public 
expenditure, domestic saving, the current account balance, foreign-investor reaction 
and die exchange rate. The following discussion outlines an alternative transmis
sion mechanism for fiscal policy in the open economy consistent with a more for
mal model oudined in Makin (1998).
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The current account, inflation and exchange rate expectations. If public consump
tion increases, then the budget deficit will necessarily rise and domestic saving fall, if 
other tilings remain the same. This creates an additional financing requirement for 
tlie economy as aggregate spending outpaces aggregate production. With less do
mestic saving, there will be an increase in die demand for foreign funds to finance 
available domesdc investment opportunides. However, what dien becomes impor
tant is whedier international capital markets consider the fiscally induced ex ante 
current account deficits attributable to die fall in domesdc saving are sustainable. If 
these ex ante current account deficits are not sustainable, dien the exchange rate 
must depreciate, as there would odierwise be an excess demand for foreign cur
rency, or, equivalendy, an excess supply of local currency in die foreign exchange 
market.

In odier words, sustainability of a current account deficit stemming from fiscal 
expansion depends on whether foreign investors supply die extra funds necessary to 
finance the additional public spending by acquiring die Treasury bonds sold to fund 
die higher budget deficit. Yet foreigners will acquire domestic-currency denomi
nated bonds issued at an interest rate in line with global interest rates only iI they are 
sure that die exchange rate will not have depreciated by the time die bonds mature. 
This is because any future exchange rate depreciation would indict capital losses on 
foreigners who hold domestic currency denominated bonds.

Foreign investors may quite rationally expect a depreciation because die extra 
current public spending adds only to the future demand for foreign currency when 
public debt repayments are due and not to die future supply of foreign currency 
dirough increased production in die economy. If diis is die case, dien the exchange 
rate will start to depreciate immediately. At die same time, domestic interest rates 
will be pushed above foreign interest rates, as the increased funding requirement 
remains and must be met from domestic saving. In dieory, the extent of this do
mestic interest rate rise should also reflect the markets’ expectations of exchange 
rate depreciation.

In the past, the monetary authorities of many economies have been tempted to 
monetise the stock of public debt arising from larger budget deficits in order to 
avoid tax rises to cover escalating public debt interest payments. When debt mone
tisation occurs, the accompanying rise in the domestic money supply subsequendy 
fuels an economy’s inflation rate. If international financial markets are concerned 
about future inflation risk as well, diis would furdier raise dieir expectation of a later 
exchange rate depreciation.

When international financial markets expect the exchange rate to depreciate, 
there is likely to be an immediate capital outflow to minimise future capital losses 
on existing domestic bond holdings. The ensuing currency depreciation thereby 
generates an immediate hike in domestic inflation reflecting price rises for imported 
goods and serv ices. In contrast, the Mundell-Fleming model quite implausibly im
plies dial more public spending has deflationary effects in the short term, because 
under floating exchange rates fiscal expansion in any form always appreciates the 
nominal exchange rate.
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Interestingly, a depreciating currency and higher domestic interest rates would 
have a similar macroeconomic effect as that proposed by die old investment 
crowding-out argument outlined earlier. Following fiscal expansion in die form of a 
public consumption increase, diere would again be displacement of domestic pri
vate sector investment and forgone economic growdi, aldiough in die open econ
omy setting die crowding out results direedy from die negative reaction of interna
tional capital markets.

Aldiough usually espoused as an alternative means of fiscal transmission in die 
closed economy context, it is also still possible for Ricardian Equivalence to operate 
under open economy conditions. If diere were a Ricardian effect following a rise in 
public spending in an open economy, dien die resultant higher saving by residents, 
mindful of their future tax obligations, would reduce die external borrowing re
quirement. In die extreme diough empirically unsupported case, if increased public 
consumption were matched dollar for dollar by a rise in domestic saving, diis would 
make foreign borrowing unnecessary.

Comparing alternative theoretical perspectives. The following table summarises the 
differences between the various approaches to blinking about how discretionary 
increases in public spending affect key macroeconomic variables.

Table 1

Effect of public spending increases on macroeconomic variables
Theory H ouseho ld

consum ption
Interest

rate
National
incom e

Exchange
rate

Future
incom e

Keynesian T T T - -

Ricardian
equivalence

4 0 0 - 0

Investment 
crowding out 4 T 0 - 4

Mundell-Fleming T 0 0 T -

Including reactive 
foreign investors

4 or 0 t 0 4 4

This is not to say diat all public expenditure increases are necessarily unproductive 
and that international capital markets will always judge diem so. Importandy, die 
above-oudined transmission mechanism allowing for reactive foreign investors has 
assumed diat f iscal expansion came in die form of a rise in public consumption. 
Alternatively, however, public investment may be increased which may well be suffi- 
ciendy productive to meet widi international investors’ approval. In diis case, a cur
rent account deficit arising from a discretionary increase in public investment may
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he sustainable, just as current account deficits attributable to higher private invest
ment normally are. In other words, foreigners could conceivably fund additional 
public capital accumulation, widiout the economy suffering any attendant exchange 
rate and interest rate pressures, provided die public investment is considered to be 
sufiiciendy productive. For diis reason, it is important diat die economy’s public 
accounts make a clear distinction between consumption and investment expendi
ture items on die oudays side.

Interesdngly, if die fiscal audioridcs adhered to die so-called ‘golden rule’ of 
public finance, which states diat public debt should be issued only to cover public 
investment and diat public consumption spending should be met from taxation, 
diere may be no adverse foreign investor reaction. Hence there may not be any 
exchange rale and interest rate effects, or any crowding out along the above ex
plained lines. However, few governments have explicidy acknowledged or adhered 
to die golden rule, much less consdtudonally codified it as a binding fiscal con
straint. The fact remains diat die overwhelming share of 011-budget government 
spending is classified as consumption, which hy definition yields 110 long-term eco
nomic benefits. Hence, it is understandable dial international capital markets as
sume public expenditure increases are usually unproductive.

The Expansionary Effects of Cutting Government Spending

fhe dieoredcal discussion above has outlined the effects of discredonary increases 
radier than decreases in public spending, which is quite routine in economics text
books. "Fliis textbook emphasis on spending increases essentially reflects die 
Keynesian habit of dunking diat economies are more prone to recessions than to 
booms and hence more often warrant fiscal expansion. Moreover, over the terms 
of numerous business cycles, fiscal policy has not been practised in a symmetric 
way. Governments have usually raised public spending during economic down
swings, but have later failed to scale spending back during upswings. Government 
spending in the OECD region as a whole rose f rom around 2/5 per cent of GDP in 
1960 to over 40 per cent in 1996 (77ic Economist, 20 September 1997). Hence, 
substantial growth 111 public spending in advanced economies over die second half 
of the 20th century has been another facet of the Keynesian legacy.

If increases in public spending tend to depreciate the exchange rale, push up 
domestic interest rates, lower investment and retard future income growth, dien the 
opposite effects should be evident following cuts in unproduedve public spending. 
That is, following fiscal consolidation involving cuts to public consumption, domes
tic saving should rise, interest rates fall, die exchange rate appreciate, investment rise 
and GDP improve.

Hence, the question of whether reducing public consumption will help or hin
der economic performance becomes an empirical one. I11 diis regard, die results of 
an International Monetary Fund (IMF) (1996:chs 3-5) study of fiscal consolidation 
episodes in advanced economies over recent decades are salutary. This study re-

Scc also McDermott and Wcstcott (1996).
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vealed that reductions in public expenditure implemented over a minimum ol two 
years generally improved macroeconomic performance. In particular, the IMF sur
veyed die impact of public expenditure cuts since die early 1980s on key macro- 
economic variables in OECD countries which experienced episodes ol fiscal con- 
solidadon. These countries included Australia, Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, Japan, 
New Zealand, Norway, Sweden and die United States. In the two-year adjustment 
phase following the public expenditure cuts, domestic interest rates fell and ex
change rates strengthened in diese economies, consistent widi die altcrnadve trans
mission mechanism proposed above. Moreover, in economies where expenditure 
cuts reduced budget deficits by over 1.5 per cent of GDP, diere was a fillip to GDP 
growth for up to two years afterwards. The fiscal consolidation episodes in Den
mark in die mid-1980s and in Ireland in die late 1990s were especially successful.

Figure 1

Public consumption and public investment as percentages of GDP,
Australia 1970-95

20 i

Public consumption

Public investment

Source: Reserve Bank of Australia (1996).

In Australia’s case, it is notewordiy diat significant changes in die share of public 
consumption are often associated with opposite changes in die share of private in
vestment. For instance, die sharp rise in die share of public consumption in die 
1970s coincided widi a fall in private investment. Closed-economy Keynesian eco
nomics probably reached its high water mark in policy circles at diis dine. Not co
incidentally, die 1970s is easily die worst decade for economic performance in die 
second half of die 20di century in terms of infladon and growth outcomes. In die 
late 1980s, fiscal consolidadon actually sparked a strong rise in private investment 
and subsequent economic boom.
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Conclusion

To be plausible, macroeconomic theories have to be based on assumptions that 
reflect contemporary conditions and also have to be capable of explaining recent 
historical episodes. Any model that purports to explain the operation of fiscal pol
icy in increasingly globalised economies therefore requires an approach which is 
explicitly founded on open-economy linkages and which yields predictions that lit 
reality.

Contrary to the Keynesian idea that tight fiscal policy can depress an economy’s 
performance, there are theoretical and empirical grounds lor believing that bouts ol 
fiscal consolidation actually improve macroeconomic performance by eventually 
accelerating investment and GDP growth. This is exactly what has happened fol
lowing a number of fiscal consolidation episodes in many advanced economies over 
recent decades. However, it critically depends on whether the reduced government 
spending is in the nature of consumption or investment.

Fiscal policy is likely to be expansionary when it contracts public consumption 
expenditure in an open economy. In essence, die argument is dial a positive reac
tion from foreign investors to reduced public consumption, easily die largest com
ponent of total public spending, would tend to lower domestic interest rates and 
dius stimulate increased private domestic investment in an open economy. On die 
odier hand, it is still possible under current conditions for fiscal policy involving 
increased public investment to be expansionary, provided foreign investors judge 
die addidonal public investment expenditure to be produedve.

The above discussion suggests that die macroeconomic terminology diat is 
widely used to describe changes in die stance of fiscal policy is often misleading. 
For instance, fiscal ‘expansion’ or, worse, fiscal ‘stimulus’ does not imply higher 
overall economic aedvity, if it stems from a rise in government consumption. On 
the odier hand, fiscal consolidadon that targets unproductive spending is likely to be 
expansionary for die economy.
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The Premature Burial of Natural 
Monopoly: Telecommunications Reform

in Australia

John Quiggin

A  USTRAUA’S telecommunications system has undergone radical reform 
/-m  since 1991. Indeed, along with New Zealand, Chile and Guatemala, Aus- 

.X JL-tralia is viewed as one of die leaders in telecommunications reform (Spiller 
& Cardilli, 1997). The former public monopoly has been corporatised, taking die 
name Telstra, and partially privatised. Competition has been fostered dirough die 
introduction of a private competitor, Optus, in 1991 and die removal of all restric
tions on entry in 1997. Owners of infrastructure (in practice, primarily Telstra) 
have been subject to regulation requiring die provision of network access to com
petitors on favourable terms.

Aldiough much of die present policy framework was embodied in die Tele
communications Act 1991, die views of governments and telecommunications 
regulators have evolved over time. Moreover, diere has been a complex interaction 
between telecommunications-specific policy and the general framework of national 
competition policy embodied in die Competition Policy Reform Act 1995 and re
flected in die regulatory role of die Australian Competition and Consumer Com
mission (ACCC). Hence, aldiough it is possible to describe current policies rea
sonably accurately, it is often difficult to distinguish between outcomes that are die 
result of deliberate design and diose that are unintended consequences of interac
tions between telecommunications policy and general competition policy.

The central distinguishing element of diis policy framework has been die belief 
that, in order to make die Australian telecommunications system fully competitive, 
competitors should be encouraged to build complete telecommunications networks 
to compete widi dial of Telstra. Here, diis approach will be referred to as die pol
icy o f‘network duplication’.

Reform of die Australian telecommunications system has not produced die 
benefits forecast by its advocates. In particular, Telstra has retained its market 
dominance despite die dissipation of billions of dollars in die development of du
plicate inf rastructure networks. The rise and fall of die Super Ixague football com
petition and die decision of die ACCC in October 1997 to bankrupt one firm (Aus-

John Quiggin is Australian Research Council Senior Research Fellow in Eco
nomics at James Cook University.
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Lralis) in order to save another (Optus) are illustrations of die failure of telecommu
nications policy to produce economically rational outcomes.

The main deficiency in Australian telecommunications policy has been die fail
ure to take adequate account of natural monopoly. Alternadve insdtudonal struc
tures, designed to exploit economies of scale and scope, could have yielded both a 
more compeddve market structure and lower industry' costs.

Natural Monopoly and the Telecommunications Industry

The concept of natural monopoly is central to an understanding of tclecommunica- 
dons policy. The concept was first given a dieoredcally sadsfactory definition, based 
on die idea of subadditivity, by Baumöl, Panzar and Willig (1982). A cost function 
is subadditive when any given total output can be produced more cheaply by a sin
gle firm dian by two or more separate firms. An industry in which die cost function 
is subadditive may dierefore be regarded as a natural monopoly

Unregulated natural monopoly leads to inefficient duplication. Overinvestment 
on strategically important routes will be matched by underinvestment in areas where 
one of die firms has an effective monopoly. Eventually, however, one firm will ei- 
dier merge widi its competitors or drive diem out of business and the industry will 
become an actual as well as a natural monopoly. This process of strategic duplica
tion and merger is now taking place in die Australian telecommunications indus
tries, aldiough strategies arc complicated by die need to take account of die possible 
reactions of regulators.

Cost subadditivity in telecommunications. In die case of network goods such as 
telecommunications, a finer disaggregation of die possible sources of subadditivity is 
required. Consider a telecommunications enterprise offering local telephone serv
ices in a number of districts, long-distance telephone services between diose districts 
and odicr services such as pay-TV and data communications. Several potential 
sources of cost subadditivity may be distinguished, including potential cost savings 
from:

(i) serv ing more customers in any one of die markets mentioned above;

(ii) serving multiple local markets;

(iii) providing local and long-distance services joindy; and

(iv) providing telephone, data and pay-TV services joindy.

Baumol ct al. distinguish between economics of scale (cost savings arising from 
producing larger volumes of a given bundle of goods and services) and economies 
of scope (cost savings arising from producing more dian one good or service in die 
same enterprise). In dieir framework, (i) represents economies of scale and (ii)-(iv) 
are different forms of economics of scope. However, in die analysis of network
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goods die term ‘economies ol density’ is often used to refer to (i), ‘economics of 
scale’ to refer to (ii) and ‘economies of scope’ to refer to (iii) and (iv).

In addition to these sources of cost savings, network economies arise with 
communications services because the service becomes more valuable to any given 
consumer as die number of odier consumers connected to die service increases. 
Network economies may be viewed as consumption externalides opposite in nature 
to congesdon externalides. They are associated widi natural monopoly, since die 
monopolist can internalise die externality.

Unfortunately, die empirical evidence on die extent and nature of economies of 
scale and scope in telecommunicadons is ambiguous. Shin and Ying (1992) and 
Spiller and Cardilli (1997) conclude diat telecommunicadons monopolies are ‘un
natural’, but odiers, such as Roller (1990) and Gabel and Kennet (1991), reach die 
opposite conclusion. Application of Sdgler’s (1958) ‘survivor’ principle supports 
die latter view. Sdgler argues diat, in general, die survival of a monopoly enterprise 
faced widi actual or potential competition is evidence of scale economies. Despite 
deregulation in many countries widi different policy regimes, incumbent firms have 
remained dominant in most markets and nearly all local telephony markets 
(Harrison & Fisse, 1997).

In diis article, it will be assumed diat economies of scale, diat is, economics ol 
type (i), apply to local services of all kinds, but not to long-distance services. No 
assumption will be made about die presence or absence of economies ol types (ii) 
to (iv). The problem for policy-makers is to design a framework which minimises 
restrictions on competition while ensuring dial economies of scale are captured and 
tliat any available economies of scope can be exploited.

Policy response to natural monopoly. Until recendy, die most common response 
to die problem of natural monopoly was public ownership of monopoly enterprises. 
Since die early 1980s, however, it has increasingly been assumed diat market disci
pline is adequate even in situations of natural monopoly.

A dicorctical development supporting diis view was die idea of contestable mo
nopoly, developed by Baumöl ct al. (1982) who stressed die importance of potential 
entry. Baumöl et al. supplemented die standard consideration of barriers to entry 
by consideration of barriers to exit, diat is, of sunk cosLs. They showed diat if diere 
were no barriers to entry or exit, die only sustainable set of prices lor a natural mo
nopoly would be die Pareto-optimal set of Ramsey prices.

This dieorctical point was taken by many policymakers to be an all-purpose 
argument for laissez faire. As Baumöl and Willig (1986:10) state:

... bef ore anyone can legitimately use die analysis to infer that virtue reigns
in some economic sector and diat interference is dierelore unwarranted,

i
The set of Ramsey prices (or, more precisely, markups over marginal cost) diat minimise welfare 

losses while covering average costs is analogous to die optimal set of commodity taxes required to raise 
a given revenue. The solution, derived by Ramsey (1927), is to make die tax or markup for each good 
inversely proportional to the elasticity of demand.
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that person must first provide evidence that die arena in question is, in fact,
highly contestable.

Unfortunately, this requirement has been ignored by many participants in the Aus
tralian policy debate. The term ‘contestable’ has been used loosely to refer to any 
market in which restrictions on entry have been relaxed or removed, without any 
attempt to examine die presence or absence of sunk costs, and hence die likelihood 
of an outcome free from monopoly pricing problems. The sloppy usage of terms 
like ‘contestability’ reflects a more general acceptance, on a basis of faidi rather dian 
economic analysis or empirical evidence, of a belief diat competition, or merely die 
direat of competidon, will always and everywhere generate socially opdmal out
comes.

Sloppy use of contestability dieory has been supplemented by wishf ul thinking 
about technology, drawing on die claims of writers such as Tofller (1980) of a ‘diird 
wave’ of post-industrial society in which technology is inherendy biased towards 
small-scale production, and dierefore towards compedtivc outcomes. Oddly 
enough, die paradigm chosen by Toffler is die microcomputer industry, in which 
more dian 80 per cent of die market is controlled by a single operating system (Mi
crosoft Windows) using central processing unit chips supplied by a single firm (In
tel).

Disregarding die inconsistency of claiming diat a monopolistic industry will 
generate a competidvc f uture, advocates of die proposition diat technology has ren
dered die concept of natural monopoly obsolete focus on evidence of convergence 
between die previously separate computer, television and telecommunicadons in
dustries. Although most of diese industries have historically been eidier oligopolies 
or natural monopolies, it is asserted diat convergence between diem will result in a 
competitive free-for-all in which regulation will be unnecessary, or perhaps impossi
ble.

Yet diere arc no grounds for supposing dial die concept of natural monopoly 
will be any less relevant in die future dian it has been in die past. Technological 
change may allow competition in previously monopolistic industries, but it may also 
generate new sources of natural monopoly.

The Process of Telecommunications Reform

As in most odicr OECD countries, Australian telecommunications services were 
provided, until die 1980s, by a government-owned monopoly. Significant reforms, 
directed towards strengdicning die government monopoly model, radier dian to
wards market competition, had taken place during die 1970s. The main reform was 
die replacement of die f ormer Postmaster-General’s Department, under which tele
communications and postal services had been organised on public service lines, by 
two profit-making statutory corporations, Telecom and Australia Post. These re
forms were highly successful in raising productivity and profitability (Industries As
sistance Commission, 1989) aldiough cridcs argued diat, even alter diese gains, die
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enterprises were well below world best practice (Swan, 1990; Bureau of Industry 
Economics, 1992).

The first move towards free-market reform came with the Davidson Report 
(Committee of Inquiry into Telecommunications Services in Australia, 1982), 
which recommended that private networks be permitted to interconnect with the 
public network and resell excess capacity. Although the Report was initially re
jected, its main recommendations were adopted in the statement issued in 1988 by 
Gareth Evans, then Minister for Communications, which expressed the govern
ment’s desire lor more extensive competition in the telecommunications sector and 
proposed corporatisation of public telecommunications enterprises. Under the 
Australian Telecommunications Corporation Act 1989, Telecom was required to 
follow ‘clearly defined commercial principles and objectives’. In 1992, Telecom 
and OTC were merged to form the Australian and Overseas Telecommunications 
Corporation, subsequently renamed Telstra, a corporation in which the government 
initially held all die shares.

A new regulatory framework for die telecommunications market was intro
duced dirough the Telecommunications Act 1991. Under diis Act, a single com
petitor for Telstra was admitted to die general telephony market. The successful 
tenderer was called Optus. As part of die entry conditions, Optus was required to 
purchase die Aussat satellite system, paying die government more dian its market 
value. The premium was, in effect, a licence fee (Maddock, 1992). Optus was 
permitted to compete widi Telstra in all areas of telephone service. The duopoly 
regime was intended as an interim measure on die way to more open competition 
in 1997 (Brown, 1996). The Australian Telecommunications Audiority (Austel, 
now die Australian Communications Audiority) was established to regulate prices 
and conditions of serv ice. Austel was also required to establish die access rules diat 
determined how much long-distance carriers would pay lor die access to Telstra’s 
local network that was needed to complete calls.

It gradually became apparent dial the government had adopted a policy of net
work duplication radier than hoping dial die mere direat of entry would force Tel
stra to set prices for access to its network at a level consistent widi competitive out
comes. The first clear indication of die government’s intentions came widi die de
cision to establish direc separate networks for digital mobile telephony. To induce 
Optus and Vodafone to establish digital networks, die government promised to 
phase out die existing analog network by 2000. The irony of promoting competi
tion in one service by prohibiting die provision of anodier appears to have escaped 
diose responsible for diis decision.

The natural conclusion of reforms leading to a competitive telecommunications 
market would be die wididrawal of government from die telecommunications in
dustry. In 1996, onc-diird of die public shareholding in Telstra was sold dirough a 
public float. legislation for die complete privatisation of Telstra was introduced in 
1998, but was defeated in die Senate.
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The Outcomes of Reform

Despite radical changes in telecommunications policy, changes in the telecommuni
cations market, particularly lor services to residential users, have been modest. 
Moreover, the limited increase in competition that has occurred has been achieved 
at die cost of substantial dissipation of resources in strategic investments. Some of 
die more obviously unsatisfactory outcomes of reform are listed below.

• Telstra has remained officially dominant in all markets except diosc for mobile 
and international telephony, and its monopoly of local telephony has remained 
intact.

• Public control over Telstra’s actions has been reduced dirough corporatisation 
and partial privatisation (see below).

• Telstra’s quality of service has declined (Australian Communications Audiority, 
1998) even tiiough technological improvements should have led to an increase 
in reliability.

• Price levels continue to be determined by regulation radier than competition. In 
most years, Telstra has reduced prices by exaedy die amount required to meet 
die price caps imposed under regulation (Austcl, various years; Albon, 1998).

• After racing to construct parallel hybrid-fibre cable networks for pay-TV services, 
Optus and Telstra halted dieir rollouts in 1997 leaving two incomplete, but 
largely overlapping, networks.

• Similar parallel networks for digital mobile telephony have failed to match die 
coverage of die existing analog mobile phone network.

• The analog mobile phone network is to be compulsorily shut down.

• To provide content for pay-TV networks, duplicate rugby league competitions 
were operated in 1997, providing entertainment services considerably less valu
able dian that of a unified competition, but at much greater cost.

• Average prices have fallen, but only at die same rate as before reform took place.

Most of diese outcomes arc evident to any observer. But since it has often 
been claimed diat competition has resulted in lower prices, it may be wordi exam
ining diis issue in more detail. The price cap imposed on Telstra for local and 
long-distance services required a 4.5 per cent annual reduction in real prices, very 
similar to die rate of reduction achieved over preceding decades (Arena et al., 
1992). As Austel (various years) and Spiller and Cardilli (1997) observe, Telstra 
met die price cap exaedy in most years. Albon (1998:323-4) concludes diat ‘some
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productivity growth appears to have flowed dirough to excessively higher profits and 
maintenance of higher costs rather than price reductions’.

Some of die unsatisfactory outcomes of reform, such as the Super league fi
asco and the failure of plagued Optus’s attempts to enter the market for local te
lephony, may be put down to bad luck or bad management. But all the policy fail
ures listed result largely from a failure to take account of die importance of natural 
monopoly in telecommunications networks. Policy-makers who wanted to promote 
compedtion accepted diat technological developments had rendered die concept of 
natural monopoly obsolete, and assumed diat a competitive market could be legis
lated into existence.

Moreover, die difficulties involved in managing die industry dirough regulation 
radier dian government ownership have been underesdmated. For example, com
petition policy is designed to deal widi problems of monopoly power in a pardcular 
industry. The problems of defining die scope of an industry have been die subject 
of considerable study. But die study of muldmarket interactions, such as diose con
sidered by Bulow et al. (1985), is less well developed. The Super league and Aus
tralis cases involved muldmarket interactions. In die case of Super Ixaguc, actions 
intended to enhance monopoly power in telecommunications and pay-TV markets 
were found to be justified because diey increased competition in die rugby league 
market. In the Australis case, die interests of die shareholders in die Australis pay- 
TV venture were sacrificed to promote die (arguably illusory) prospect of competi
tion in local telephone markets. It is impossible to avoid decisions of diis kind in 
dealing widi multimarkct enterprises having natural monopoly characteristics, but 
regulators and courts are not well equipped to make such decisions.

Policy Alternatives

Policy choices in telecommunications, such as the extent to which dominant enter
prises should be broken up, often involve trade-offs between competition and die 
exploitation of economies of scale and scope. In die current debate, competition is 
assumed to be highly desirable, but die grounds for diis assumption are not always 
clear. Two main arguments may be put forward in favour of competition.

First, under die standard assumptions, competitively determined prices are 
equal to marginal costs and are therefore consistent widi Parcto-optimality, while 
monopoly prices arc set above marginal costs and dicrefore generate deadweight 
losses. Where economies of scale and scope are present, diis simple analysis does 
not apply and it is necessary to consider two-part pricing schemes and Ramsey 
prices (Baumöl ct al., 1982). In die absence of contestability, reductions in barriers 
to entry may reduce welfare.

In telecommunications, policies favouring increased competition and lower 
barriers to entry usually lead to ‘rebalancing’, diat is, a reduction in usage charges 
and an increase in access charges. Albon (1988, 1991) argues diat rebalancing, by 
bringing usage charges closer to marginal costs, will generate substantial welfare 
gains. However, Quiggin (1997a) observes dial access charges are similar in dieir 
effects to poll taxes, and generate similar adverse equity effects. The welfare costs
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of tax and welfare measures sufficient to offset these equity effects may exceed the 
welfare gains f rom rebalancing.

Second, it is often claimed that competition will yield ‘dynamic’ improvements 
in technical efficiency. This claim has little basis in economic theory and little em
pirical support. Arguments that monopolies are subject to X-inefficicncy (Ixiben- 
stein, 1966) and rent-seeking (Krueger, 1974) have been supported by little more 
than anecdotal evidence. This issue is discussed further in Quiggin (1998).

The absence of a clear rationale for competition leads to confusion in policy 
design, since policies that maximise opportunities for entry will not, in general, be 
the same as policies that encourage price competition. Policy-makers in Australia 
appear to have been most concerned about opportunities for entry. The next sec
tion of this paper will, therefore, be concerned with ways in which die objective of 
increasing opportunities for entry could have been achieved at a lower cost in terms 
of reduced technical efficiency dian under die policy of network duplication.

The crucial requirement in achieving technical efficiency is diat die gains from 
natural monopoly should be exploited, radier dian dissipated dirough unnecessary 
duplication of facilities. I will assume diat duplication should be encouraged in die 
provision of long-distance telephone services and avoided in die physical provision 
of digital and analog mobile telephone networks, local copper-wire telephone net
works and local optical-fibre or hybrid fibre-cable networks lor telephony and pay- 
TV. This specification of objectives leaves open die boundaries of die natural mo
nopoly sector, but is sufficient to suggest alternatives to die policy of network dupli
cation.

A  better duopoly. The effect of network duplication has been to maintain Telstra’s 
monopoly of local telephony, while setting up an effective duopoly in most odier 
segments of die market. I begin by specifying a policy framework that would have 
yielded greater technical efficiency dian, and at least as much competition in all 
segments of die market as, die policy of network duplication.

The first step, as widi die policy of network duplication, would have been die 
admission of a second long-distance carrier. The second step would have been the 
replication, for digital mobile telephony and pay-TV, of die common carrier ar
rangement already in place for analog. That is, a single physical network would be 
constructed, widi bodi long-distance carriers having access on equal terms. Telstra 
would be excluded from die provision of pay-TV or other content, and die network 
would be a common carrier for content providers. Finally, die restrictions on entry 
by value-added resellers would have been removed immediately, rather dian in June 
1997. Widi die removal of die need to provide ‘infant industry’ protection to O p
tus in die forlorn hope of building up a full-scale competitor for Telstra, competi
tion from value-added resellers could have been allowed live years earlier.

This framework would have yielded significant efficiency gains by avoiding 
wasteful duplication in die provision of physical networks, and minimising die dissi
pation of resources in attempts to secure monopoly control of pay-rl"V content. It 
would also have provided more competition dian die policy of network duplication.
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Consumers would have had a continuing choice between analog and digital mobile 
telephone networks, at least until the digital network was clearly superior in cover
age and service. By paying for a single connection to the cable network, consumers 
would have had a wide choice of content providers.

Competition between technologies. Existing policy has focused on promoting 
competition between enterprises, at tire cost of making highly prescriptive decisions 
about technology, such as die compulsory phaseout of analog mobiles. An alterna
tive would have been to encourage competition between technologies. Analog and 
digital mobile services are close substitutes and arc also a substitute lor wires-based 
local and long-distance services. Competition could have been enhanced, relative to 
die ‘better duopoly’ model, by selling the analog network and die right to develop a 
digital network to separate firms.

Because of die trade-oil between compcddon and economies ol scope, it is dif
ficult to say whcdier die ‘compcddon between technologies’ model would have 
been superior to die ‘better duopoly’ model. Once again, however, bodi competi- 
don and technical efficiency would be greater than under die policy of network du- 
plicadon.

A more radical extension of die ‘compcddon between technologies’ model 
would have involved die creadon of a new public or private enterprise to provide 
cable telephone and pay-TV services in compcddon widi Telstra’s copper wire net
work. Such a policy would have involved some difficuldes. Telstra would have had 
an incentive to forestall entry by strategic investment in technologies such as asym
metric digital subscriber lines in areas where cable rollout was likely to take place 
early. This is die opposite pattern to dial required for a cost-minimising solution, 
which would involve upgrading die existing copper wire network precisely in diose 
places where a cable rollout was uneconomical. However, the waste involved in 
strategic investments of this kind would be less dian dial observed under die policy 
of network duplication.

A breakup o f  Telstra. A diird possibility would be a breakup of Telstra into a set of 
local monopolies and a long-distance enterprise competing widi new entrants, simi
lar to die breakup of die Bell monopoly in die United States in 1976. Within any 
given market, die effect would be similar to that of die improved duopoly model, 
except dial it would no longer be possible to choose an integrated local and long
distance carrier. Some economies of scope would be sacrificed to achieve more 
even competition between long-distance carriers.

The idea diat natural monopolies should, where possible, be disaggregated into 
regional components has been popular since die Bell breakup, diough die under
lying reasoning is not clear. The possibility of ‘benchmark competition’ has been 
mentioned but die difficulties in defining comparable benchmarks are formidable 
(Quiggin, 1997b). The fact diat horizontal reintegration (dirough mergers) of US 
local telephone services commenced as soon as regulatory barriers to merger were 
relaxed suggests diat breakups involve a loss of economies of scale and scope.
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An assessment. All the options considered above are superior to the policy of net
work duplication on the criteria of competition and technical efficiency. The policy 
of network duplication has yielded a modest increase in competition at a high cost 
in terms of technical inefficiency. Maintenance of die public monopoly would have 
yielded an outcome superior to diat actually achieved. Comparisons among die 
diree are less clear-cut. My tentadve judgment is diat die improved duopoly model 
would have yielded significandy increased compeddon at only a modest cost in 
terms of technical efficiency and would probably have been die opdmal choice.

Corporatisation, Privatisation and Regulation of Telstra

In all die alternadves considered above, Telstra would remain die dominant sup
plier of local telephone services, just as it is under the policy of network duplication. 
Hence, regulation of access prices and final consumer prices would be necessary. 
Hie policy issues arising from die need for continued control of die local telephone 
monopoly are largely independent of die framework adopted for die remainder of 
die telecommunications system.

The central policy issue is the appropriate organisational form for die local 
monopoly. For each possible organisational structure, it is necessary to consider an 
appropriate regulatory framework. In general, control through public ownership is 
a substitute for regulation, so diat die closer die ownership structure is to full priva
tisation, die more elaborate die system of regulation required to achieve any given 
divergence from die unregulated monopoly outcome. Thus, die choices of organ
isational form and of regulatory framework must be made joindy.

The central issue in regulation of monopolies is diat of setting maximum prices. 
For short periods, systems based on a historical starting point, such as CPI minus X 
regulation, may be adequate. However, in die long term, such regulatory systems 
inevitably reduce to rate-of-return regulation. The result will be a repeated game 
between die monopoly and die regulator (acting as an agent for consumers), in 
which bodi sides face substantial risk. Welfare losses arc associated with diis risk 
and widi rent-seeking attempts to influence regulatory outcomes.

Much of die risk associated with the regulation game is internalised if die mo
nopoly is publicly owned, since die government acts as die representative of bodi 
consumers and taxpayers, die owners of die enterprise. A gain to consumers from 
low prices is balanced by a corresponding loss to taxpayers.

In considering die desirability or odierwise of privatisation, it is necessary to 
balance efficiency gains from privatisation against die cost of regulatory risk. The 
critical question is whedier privatisation passes die present value test, diat is, 
whedier, widi an appropriate choice of discount rate, die present value of future 
income under public ownership exceeds die price diat private buyers are willing to 
pay.

The issue is complicated by die unresolved debate over die relative capacity of 
governments and private capital markets to bear die risk associated widi systematic 
fluctuations in aggregate output (Hadiaway, 1997; Quiggin, 1997c; Grant & Quiggin, 
1998), and hence whedier die discount rate should include a large ‘equity premium’
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(Mehra & Prescott, 1985). However, rate-of-return regulation effectively insulates 
monopolies from systematic risk, so that no risk premium is required. Hence, the 
appropriate discount rate is the rate of interest on government bonds.

The partial privatisation of Telstra fails die present value test. Following the 
passage of die Telstra (Dilution of Public Ownership) Act 1996, one-third of die 
public shareholding in Telstra, consisting of approximately 4.3m shares, was sold at 
an average price of $3.40, yielding sale proceeds of $14 billion. At a nominal inter
est rate of 6 per cent, die interest saving from repayment of public debt is $840m a 
year.

Income forgone dirough privatisadon comprises dividends, retained earnings 
and imputation credits unclaimed by die government. For 1997-98, die first year 
alter pardal privadsadon, Telstra’s total profits were $3.0 billion of which $1.8 bil
lion were paid as fully franked dividends and die remaining $1.2 billion retained 
(Telstra, 1998). The value accruing to die private shareholders, and forgone by tax
payers, consisted of $600m in dividends, approximately $240m in franking credits, 
and $400m in retained earnings, for a total of $ 1,240m. Comparison of diis oppor
tunity cost widi die interest savings from privadsadon shows dial diere was a net loss 
to taxpayers of $400m. Unless Telstra’s earnings fail to grow in nominal terms, die 
loss to die public will rise over dine.

The abandonment of proposals for full privadsadon raises new difficulties. A 
partially private, partially public enterprise is an unsatisfactory hybrid. Its managers 
are subject simultaneously to political accountability, for example dirough freedom 
of information legislation, and to die fiduciary obligation to put die interests of 
shareholders ahead of all odicr concerns (Quiggin, 1996). Each system of account
ability is compromised by die presence of die odier. For example, claims of com
mercial confidentiality have been used to override die principle of freedom of in
formation. The present mixed status of Telstra is unsatisfactory. If lull privatisation 
is not to take place in die near future, full government ownership should be re
stored.

Unscrambling the Egg

Given die mistakes that have already been made, where do we go from here? 
There may still be an opportunity to reorganise die Australian telecommunications 
industry to take account of the implications of its natural monopoly characteristics. 
The central element of any such reorganisation would be the restoration of full gov
ernment ownership of Telstra, which would act as a common carrier system for 
cable TV and local telephony allowing consumers access to all content providers 
regardless of die carrier supplying dieir access to die cable network. This would 
permit die divestiture of Telstra’s interest in die content provider Foxtel. Telstra 
could also be required to divest its digital mobile telephony business, while being 
allowed to continue offering analog services beyond 2000.

The feasibility of such a reorganisation is constrained by existence of contrac
tual guarantees diat policy will not be changed. Most notably, aldiough it is gener
ally recognised diat die decision to close down die analog mobile network was a
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mistake, the I,abor government set this mistake in concrete through its contracts 
with the digital carriers, Optus and Vodafone.

The difficulty of fixing past mistakes in telecommunications policy is an exam
ple of a more general problem. In many cases where the provision of public serv
ices is handed over to the private sector, the profitability of the private provider de
pends primarily on political decisions. Hence, die private provider must demand 
either a risk premium or a guarantee against future adverse political decisions.

In most cases, politicians eager to secure a politically attractive deal have found 
it easier to provide the guarantees and leave their successors to deal with die conse
quences. Binding die hands of future governments in diis way is undemocradc and 
bad policy. If such guarantees are required to attract private providers of services, it 
is best to keep diose services in die public sector.

Concluding Comments

Australia, like New Zealand and die United Kingdom, has undergone radical mi
croeconomic reform over die past 20 years. Yet dicre is no clear evidence diat diis 
reform has resulted in an increase in die sustainable rate of economic growdi. An 
analysis of Australian telecommunications policy suggests a pardal explanation for 
diis unsadsfactory outcome. Much of die potential benefit to be derived from re
form of die telecommunications industry has been dissipated in wasteful and tech
nically unnecessary investment in duplicate networks. This is die natural result of 
policies based on a naive cndiusiasm for competition and wishful diinking about die 
deadi of natural monopoly.
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The Commonwealth and the Edinburgh 
CHOGM: Challenges and Opportunities

Alison Duxbury

" \)R  a few days during die 1997 Commonwealth Heads oi Government 
Meeting (CHOGM) held in Edinburgh, die Commonwealth ol Nadons re- 

J L  ceivcd a modicum of media attendon in Australia. Reports and editorials 
focused on Prime Minister John Howard’s success in achieving recognidon for Aus
tralia’s posidon on greenhouse gas emissions, die advantages ol Commonwealth 
membership to Australia and Bridsh Prime Minister Tony Blair’s ability to use 
CHOGM to assert Britain’s internadonal role. But apart from die interest gener
ated by die biennial meedng, litdc recognidon is given to die muldfarious funcdons 
of an organisation which has been described as ‘die world’s oldest and least under
stood political association of sovereign states’ (McIntyre, 1991:1). Readers may be 
surprised to learn diat die Commonwealth now comprises 54 member states and 
approximately 1.7 billion people, diat dierc are over 200 formal and informal or
ganisations widi die tide ‘Commonwealdi’, and diat die organisation plays an active 
role in monitoring die elections of member states, including die 1997 poll in Papua 
New Guinea.

This article traces die evolution of die Commonwealth dirough die CHOGMs 
held in die 1990s, focusing on die most recent meeting in Edinburgh. It examines 
die development of die Commonwealth as an international organisation, die current 
emphasis on trade and investment and its stance on human rights. Finally, it analy
ses die place Australia sees for hodi CHOGM and die wider Commonwealdi in its 
foreign policy in die 1990s.

Commonwealth Heads of Government Meetings in the 1990s

As die principal decision-making body of die Commonwealdi and its most public 
face, CHOGM reflects two fundamental principles of die organisation: consensus 
decision-making and non-interference in die domestic affairs of member states. In 
die past, die leaders have largely refrained from condemning die actions of individ-

These two principles arc contained in The Agreed Memorandum on the Commonwealdi Secretariat 
ol 1965, die document which established die Secretariat as die administrative organ ol die association. 
Paragraph 4 of die Memorandum provides diat ‘die Commonwealdi is not a formal organisation. It 
does not encroach on die sovereignty of individual members. Nor does it require its members to 
reach collective decisions or to take united action’.

Alison Duxbury is Lecturer in Law at Monash University.
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ual member countries, preferring to confine their recommendations to broad issues 
affecting die membership as a whole. However, in die 1990s diere appears to have 
been a shift away from diese traditional principles in favour of creadng an organisa
tion widi articulated standards and procedures f or ensuring compliance.

Since die first CHOGMs held in die 1960s (replacing die Commonwealth 
Prime Ministers’ Meedngs of die 1940s and 1950s), die communiques (die only 
official records of discussions) have demonstrated die Commonwealdi’s engage
ment widi a variety of internadonal issues. This trend has continued in recent years 
with die 1991 communique revealing a discussion of human rights, Soudiern Africa, 
die Middle East, reforms in Eastern Europe, die environment, and women and 
structural adjustment. More important, at die 1991 meedng in Harare die leaders 
enunciated a set of human rights standards in die Harare Commonwealth Declara- 
don, die most comprehensive statement of rights in die Commonwealth to date. 
The Declaradon reaffirms die voluntary nature of die association and die principles 
of cooperadon and consultadon, and recognises diat die ‘special strength of die 
Commonwealth lies in die combination of die diversity of its members widi their 
shared inheritance in language, culture and die rule of law’ (para. 3). In addidon, 
die Heads of Government pledged dieir commitment to focus on democracy, fun
damental human rights and sustainable development (para. 9). The centrality of die 
Harare Declaradon to future Commonwcaldi acdon has been highlighted by die 
Commonwealdi Secretary-General, who has described it as die organisation's ‘mis
sion statement’ for die 1990s and beyond (Anyaoku, 1996).

The second CHOGM of die decade, held in Limassol in 1993, was described 
as a ‘somewhat muted summit’ (Ingram, 1994:13) widi some leaders absent because 
of odier commitments. Despite this assessment, die official documents issued at 
the meeting confirmed dial die leaders judged diat human rights and economic de
velopment were crucial issues widiin the Commonwealth’s sphere of competence. 
The Limassol Communique reinforced the importance of die Harare Declaradon 
by linking Cameroon’s membership to die establishment of a democratic system 
consistent with die principles articulated at the previous CHOGM. The leaders 
also explicitly based South Africa’s readmittance to die organisation on the ‘lion- 
racial and democratic’ elections scheduled to be held die following year (para. 26). 
Thus, by 1993 it appeared that ‘democracy’ was to be a key factor in assessing fu
ture membership applications. In addition to the communique, die leaders issued 
the Limassol Statement on die Uruguay Round, urging die need for a strong multi
lateral trading system as die best guarantee diat all countries would share in eco
nomic growdi and development. This statement reflects die Commonwealdi’s con
cern with die economic future of member spites, a concern subsequendy repeated 
in die Edinburgh Commonwealdi Economic Declaration adopted in 1997.

2
Prior to 1991, the leaders had adopted the Declaration ol Commonwealdi Principles (1971) which 

recognised ‘equal rights for all citizens regardless ol race, colour, creed or political belief, and dieir 
inalienable right to participate by means of free and democratic political processes in framing die soci
ety in which diey live’.
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The renewed program of French nuclear testing in the South Pacific Ocean and 
die impending deadi sentence imposed on Ken Saro-Wiwa in Nigeria dominated 
publicity about die Auckland CHOGM in 1995. Yet die meeting discussed a num
ber of odicr issues, including radfication of die Chemical Weapons Convention, 
Hong Kong, Cyprus, development assistance, money laundering and small states. 
The leaders gave weight to die human rights principles expressed in die Harare 
Declaradon by approving die Millbrook Acdon Programme, which included spe
cific measures to be pursued in response to violadons of die Harare Declaradon. 
Designed to provide a mcdiod of implementing die Harare human rights principles, 
die measures oudined in die Millbrook Programme ranged from a public expres
sion of disapproval by die Secretary-General to suspension of participation in 
Commonwealdi meetings. An important aspect of die Programme was die estab
lishment of die Commonwealdi Ministerial Action Group (CMAG) to deal widi 
serious and persistent violations of die Harare Declaration, demonstrating for die 
first time diat die Commonwealdi was willing to institute enforcement procedures to 
ensure compliance widi confirmed standards. The subsequent decision to use 
diese powers and suspend Nigeria from membership for its human rights violations 
reinforced die view diat die organisation was moving away from its traditional reli
ance on friendly cooperation towards a more rules-based approach to its decision
making.

The suspension of Nigeria and the decision to admit Mozambique to die or
ganisation at the Auckland CHOGM suggested further changes in die character of 
the Commonwealdi as an international organisation. First, die specific mention of 
Nigeria, The Gambia and Sierra Ixonc in the communique (paras. 10-12) empha
sised that die leaders were willing to cite problems in individual countries if not dis
cuss dieir political situation in detail. Second, as The Gambia did not participate in 
the decision to suspend Nigeria, it would appear dial consensus decision-making is 
no longer a requirement in die Commonwealdi of die 1990s. Finally, die presence 
ol Mozambique at the meeting, the first country to he admitted with no historical 
links to Britain, demonstrated diat the traditional criteria for membership (that the 
country be a former British dependant or dependant of another Commonwealdi 
member) may no longer apply. This prompted die leaders to establish the Inter
governmental Group on Criteria for Commonwealdi Membership to advise on po
tential membership principles and to report at die next meeting. Thus, in 1995 die 
Commonwealth was not only willing to discuss the issues it considered important, 
hut it was also equipped to ensure compliance widi its articulated norms as an as
pect of its role as an international organisation.

The Edinburgh CHOGM

Flic Edinburgh CHOGM in October 1997 was die first held in Britain for 20 
years. Forty-diree heads of government and heads of state were present at die

Documents from the Edinburgh CHOGM can be found at: http://www.chogm97.org/
3

http://www.chogm97.org/
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meeting as well as representatives from the eight other countries entitled to attend. 
Unusually, the meeting was directly addressed by the Queen at the opening cere
mony, as well as die Prime Minister of India in order to acknowledge the celebra
tion of 50 years of Indian independence. In his opening statement, die Common- 
wealdi Secretary-General, Chief Emeka Anyaoku, listed four main agenda items for 
die meeting: trade and investment (die dieme of die summit), polidcal subjects such 
as CMAG’s report on die posidon of Nigeria, die vulnerability of small states, and 
die functional cooperation programs of die Commonwealdi Secretariat, the Com- 
monwealdi Foundation and die Commonwealdi of Learning. Three issues arise 
from die Edinburgh CHOGM: die development of die Commonwealdi as an in
ternational organisation, die dieme of trade and investment and the evolution of die 
organization’s human rights policy.

Development of the Commonwealth as an International Organisation

The essential characteristics of a public international organisation include its foun
dation agreement, its membership of states and die presence of an independent 
organ (in die case of die Commonwealdi, die Secretariat in London). While there 
has been some debate about the exact status of die Commonwealdi, writers have 
pointed to its international personality anil ability to take initiatives on its own behalf 
to establish its position as an international organisation. The most significant addi
tion to die Commonwealdi’s organisational structure in 1997 concerned die mem
bership criteria for states applying to join. The initial report of die Intergovernmen
tal Group on Criteria lor Commonwealdi Membership recommended diat eligibil
ity for membership be based on direct or indirect British rule or administrative links 
widi anodier Commonwealdi country. It also recommended diat, prior to applying 
for membership, a country should adhere to die Harare principles of ‘democracy, 
good government and human rights’ (Collingc, 1996:285). These criteria were en
dorsed in paragraph 20 of die Edinburgh Communique where the Heads of Gov
ernment stated:

dial in order to become a member of die Commonwealdi, an applicant 
country should, as a rule, have had a constitutional association widi an ex
isting Commonwealth member; diat it should comply widi Commonwealth 
values, principles and priorities as set out in die Harare Declaration; and 
diat it should accept Commonwealdi norms and conventions.

These criteria demonstrate diat die Commonwealdi docs not envisage itself devel
oping into a universal organisation, seeking to have all states as members. Instead,

4
Schcrmcrs and Blokkcr (199.5:23) define international organisations as ‘forms of cooperation founded 

on an international agreement creating at least one organ with a will o f its own, established under inter
national law’. They recognise that one clement which all public international organisations have in 
com m on is member states.

See for example Chan (1992), Dale (1982) and Duxbury (1997).
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it will only accept members (‘as a rule’) from a specified or closed group ol states 
which fulfil certain standards. The most significant of diese criteria concern die ap
plication of the Harare Declaration. Whereas in die past diere was no compulsion 
to sign any constituent instruments prior to joining die Commonwealth, die Heads 
of Government in 1997 have explicidy recognised diat potential applicants will be 
assessed according to die standards adopted by die organisation as a whole at die 
Harare meeting.

The Commonwealth’s commitment to diese precepts was demonstrated in 
1997 by its stance on die acceptance of new members and die readmittance of a 
previous member. The Heads of Government in die Edinburgh Communique 
affirmed dial die applications by Palestine, Rwanda and Yemen would be reviewed 
according to die agreed membership criteria (para. 21). Additionally, Palestine’s 
application would be subject to die attainment of state sovereignty under die Oslo 
Accords. In September 1997, Fiji was readmitted into die Commonwealdi alter its 
membership had lapsed in 1987 following die rescission of its independence consti
tution and die declaration of a republic. The drafting of Fiji’s new constitution fol
lowed a 15-mondi Constitutional Review Commission which recommended a 
multi-ethnic government based on die Westminster system (Alley, 1997:248). The 
link between die Harare principles and die new constitutional arrangements was 
reinforced by die Commonwealdi Secretariat’s press release announcing die read
mittance of Fiji ‘now dial a new constitution has been approved which enjoys na
tional consensus and which conforms widi the Commonwealdi’s Harare principles’. 
This use of human rights standards in determining membership applications con
firmed die trend, indicated at Auckland, dial the Commonwealth was willing to dis
pense widi its conventional policies in order to achieve certain goals.

The articulation of membership criteria and die admittance of new members 
raises die question of die Commonwealdi’s role as an international organisation in a 
world of many regional and international associations. As a smaller representative 
body than die United Nations, die Commonwealdi should ensure dial it focuses its 
efforts on areas where it has a significant comparative advantage. The importance 
of regional (or, in die case of die Commonwealdi, transregional) associations in 
maintaining international peace and security is explicidy recognised in Chapter VIII 
of die United Nations Charter. The Commonwealth perceives diat its ability to 
raise a consensus on key issues lies in die common legal, administrative and politi
cal traditions shared by its members and die use of English as a working language. 
But if die organisation continues to expand its membership beyond die ‘British 
Empire’ it may find diat diis comparative advantage is diminished. Thus, if die 
Commonwealdi is to retain an independent and useful role in die international 
community it must ensure diat die adoption of membership standards enhances 
radier dian dilutes its effectiveness.

Trade, Investment and Development

In her 1995 discussion paper Economic Opportunities Tor Britain and the Com
monwealth, Kadiarine West suggests dial outdated stereotypes were die main rea-
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son why Commonwealth members have neither perceived nor acted upon their lull 
range of economic opportunities. This has meant dial the membership has failed 
to appreciate die value of transregionalism (as opposed to regionalism) and failed to 
realise the potential offered by ‘die Commonwealdi business culture’. The use of a 
unifying dieme, ‘Trade, Investment and Development —  die Road to Common
wealdi Prosperity’, at die Edinburgh CHOGM appeared to be an attempt to rectify 
these inadequacies. In his opening statement, die Commonwealdi Secretary- 
General underlined die importance of this topic, stating diat 20 per cent of global 
trade takes place within die Commonwealdi. British Prime Minister Tony Blair 
supported die meeting’s focus, emphasising at die Commonwealdi Business Forum 
held in London in die week preceding CHOGM diat die ‘The Commonwealdi 
should not be reluctant to take on an economic role and an economic profile’.

The trade, investment and development dieme was reflected in a number of 
different facets of die Edinburgh CHOGM. First, at die Commonwealdi Business 
Forum Britain’s President of die Board of Trade, Margaret Beckett, oudined six 
key areas for improving Commonwealdi cooperadon including die creation of a 
Commonwealth Business Council to represent die views of die private sector, die 
provision of assistance for trade policy training to poorer Commonwealdi countries, 
and die need to fight corrupdon. Second, during die course of die meedng a new 
investment fund for Soudi Asia was launched, marking die diird in a series of re
gional funds established under the Commonwealdi Private Investment Inidadve, a 
pan-Commonwealdi inidadve which has raised approximately US$200m for in
vestment in emerging Commonwealdi economics.

In addidon, a number of reports presented to die leaders dealt widi matters 
relevant to die central focus. Flic Report of the Commonwealdi Ministerial Group 
on Small States drew attendon to die role of die Commonwealdi in overcoming die 
vulnerability of small states, in pardcular dieir economic vulnerability. It empha
sised die need to assist small states in coping widi die costs of adjusting to die new 
international trade regime, and pointed to die consequences for small states of de
clining levels of official development assistance. The Report of the Committee of 
die Whole, which considered Commonwealdi functional cooperadon, included 
paragraphs on sustainable growdi and development, and gender and development, 
and called for die Commonwealdi Partnership for Technology Management to 
support CHOGM’s work on trade, investment and development. Outside die ‘offi
cial’ Commonwealdi, die Commonwealdi Human Rights Inidadve (CHRI), a non
governmental organisation supported by six Commonwealth associations, urged the 
Heads of Government to adopt policies which lurdier die realisation of economic 
and social rights and to promote die accountability and social responsibility of na
tional and multinational businesses (CHRI, 1997:79-80). A feature of all these re
ports is die recognition diat die Commonwealdi must support policies and pro
grams in trade and investment which account for the needs of its members in bodi 
die developed and die developing worlds.

Most signilicandy, die leaders adopted the Edinburgh Commonwealdi Eco
nomic Declaration as a complement to die Harare Declaration. Not surprisingly
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for a document adopted by an organisation comprising many of die world’s poorest 
countries, the Declaration’s introduction proclaims that ‘world peace, security and 
social stability cannot be achieved in conditions of deep poverty and growing ine
quality’ (para. 2). The first section emphasises the organisation’s support for the 
dismantling of trade barriers, die need to strengdien die World Trade Organisation 
and to maintain progress on agriculture, financial and odier services ‘taking into 
account die interests of all countries at different stages of development’ (para. 4). 
The emphasis on developing countries is continued in die section devoted to in
vestment, in which die leaders agree to support die development of regional and 
multilateral arrangements and infrastructure diat take into account die realities of 
developing countries (para. 6).

The final paragraphs on development and die environment refer to die need to 
increase openness in economic decision-making and promote notions ol sustain
able development, widi specific reference to die Kyoto summit. It has yet to be 
seen whedier die Edinburgh Economic Declaration will achieve die same standing 
in die organisation’s constitutional structure as die Harare Declaration. It may be 
that the Commonwealth’s statements of ‘support’ for existing arrangements indicate 
that it will endorse radier dian duplicate die efforts of odier regional and interna
tional organisations in diis field. On the whole, die documents emanating from die 
Edinburgh CHOGM demonstrate diat die Commonwealdi has recognised diat op
portunities exist to increase its influence, through eidicr improving Commonwealdi 
cooperation or assisting die trade and investment programs of odier associations.

Human Rights

The Harare and Auckland CHOGMs made notable progress in both setting die 
human rights standards by which members arc expected to abide and introducing 
procedures for supervising diose standards dirough die Millbrook Action Pro
gramme and the establishment of CMAG. Prior to Edinburgh, die question was 
whether die leaders would live up to die promise of die 1991 and 199.5 meetings by 
providing furdicr guidance on die enforcement of die proclaimed standards, par
ticularly in relation to dieir attitude towards Nigeria.

The suspension of Nigeria in 1995 demonstrated diat current members may be 
required to abide by die Harare Declaration, despite die fact diat die Intergovern
mental Group on Criteria for Commonwealth Membership considered principles 
applicable only to future applicants. This view was reinforced at die Edinburgh 
CHOGM where Nigeria’s record again came under discussion. The reports of 
CMAG’s eight meetings demonstrated diat it w'as in a dialogue widi die Nigerian 
government and had obtained information about die situation of human rights and 
die rule of law in die country. The Group recommended die implementation of 
sanctions, including visa restrictions on members of the Nigerian regime and dieir 
families, an embargo on die export of arms and a downgrading of diplomatic mis
sions. Despite diese recommendations, die perceived lack of Commonwealdi ac
tion on Nigeria has been condemned by human rights groups. CHRI deplored the 
failure of CMAG to make any impact on die Nigerian government, stating diat die
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‘Nigerian government has successfully exploited a weakness of resolve within the 
Commonwealth and threatens to undermine the credibility of the Harare Declara
tion and die Millbrook Plan of Action’ (CHRI, 1997:112). Thus it was not until 
CMAG’s report to die Edinburgh CHOGM diat die Group, as die representative 
of die official Commonwealth, openly condemned die lack of progress, asserdng 
dial ‘die condnued existence of a military government in Nigeria constitutes die 
most blatant violadon of die Harare principles’ (para. 8).

CHOGM’s decision to endorse CMAG’s recommendations and continue Ni
geria’s suspension until 1 October 1998, when consideration would be given to ei
ther lifting the suspension or expulsion, was denounced by diose who believed diat 
Nigeria should have been expelled on die basis of its record to date. The difference 
of opinion on die appropriate action to he taken on Nigeria reveals the difficulties 
laced by die Commonwealdi in undertaking any enforcement measures against cur
rent members. The Commonwealdi continues to assert its dependence on a ‘fam
ily’ atmosphere and die ability to use consensus decision-making as an appropriate 
method of accomplishing its goals. But diese procedures sit uneasily in an organisa
tion which may audiorise die expulsion of one of its members in die near future. 
Expulsion is considered to be one of die harshest sanctions available to an interna
tional organisation. However, its effectiveness remains doubtful, given diat once die 
organisation loses contact, it can no longer exert die same pressure on die ex
member (Schermers & Blokker, 1995:921). In the case of Soudi Africa, after it had 
wididrawn from the organisation die Commonwealdi was able to mobilise interna
tional opinion on die apardieid policy. It remains to be seen whether die same ap
proach would be effective in relation to Nigeria, if indeed it is expelled from the 
organisation. Such actions could fracture die Commonwealth’s ability to build a 
consensus which gives die organisation its significant advantage when dealing widi 
human rights concerns.

Despite die media attention generated by die situation in Nigeria, it is not die 
only country which has been subjected to CMAG’s attention since its establishment 
in 1995, nor is it die only member widi a doubdul human rights record. Bodi The 
Gambia and Sierra Ixone have featured in CMAG’s reports over the last two years 
and were subsequently cited in die 1997 Communique. The inclusion of diese 
two countries in the communique indicated diat by 1997 die practice of highlighting 
individual members’ violations in official CHOGM documentation is no longer 
controversial. While die leaders limited dicir discussions to diree countries, CHRI 
in its report The Right to a Culture of Tolerance casts a wider net, pointing to situa
tions of religious and edmic intolerance in Commonwealdi countries and compiling 
a list of general recommendations lor action. The report suggested diat six years 
alter die 1991 meeting some progress had been made in human rights, aldiough die 
Harare principles were still being ‘blatandy disregarded’ in too many instances

In relation to Sierra Ixione the leaders endorsed CMAG’s recommendation to invoke die exclusion 
clause of die Millbrook Action Programme, barring representatives of die Sierra Ix'one regime from 
participating in Commonwealdi councils (Communique, para. 17).
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(CHRI, 1997:79). The approach of CHRI differs fundamentally from dial of 
CMAG in that it is willing to consider a range of problems and enumerate abuses in 
a number of countries. This dichotomy between the reports of the two bodies 
demonstrates diat CMAG as die rcprcscntadvc of die official Commonwcaldi is still 
(at least pardally) constrained by die traditional limitadons imposed by the organisa
tion’s policy of non-interference in die domesdc affairs of member states. It has yet 
to be determined whedier die addidonal power given to die Secretary-General at die 
Edinburgh CHOGM, enabling serious violadons of die Harare Dcclaradon to be 
brought to CMAG’s attendon, will result in an extension of die Commonwcaldi’s 
ability to inquire into its members’ human rights records, and whedier such an ex
tension is desirable.

Australia and the Commonwealth After the Edinburgh CHOGM

The Australian media coverage of CHOGM was dominated by die Prime Minister 
John Howard’s ‘victory’ in achieving recognidon for differendadon in greenhouse 
gas emission targets prior to die Kyoto conference. Among odier issues discussed 
at Howard’s press conferences were the continued suspension of Nigeria, Austra
lia’s proposal to host die 2001 CHOGM, and Soudi African President Nelson 
Mandela’s offer to assist in reconciling Aboriginal communides and die government 
over die Wik legislation. The Foreign Minister, Alexander Downer, viewed die 
meeting as a success, stating diat it ‘helped advance our regional and global interests 
in practical ways’. However, at the same time he recognised diat ‘it is true diat die 
Commonwealdi is not at die centre of Australia’s foreign and trade policy priorities 
in die way diat die Asia Pacific is’ (Downer, 1997). This view is certainly reinforced 
by die fact that die Commonwealdi rates only one mention in Australia’s Foreign 
and Trade Policy White Paper, In the National Interest (DFAT, 1997), which is 
clearly focused oil opportunities available to Australia through its membership of 
odier organisations.

Downer’s positive assessment of die specific benefits for Australia in attending 
CHOGM appears to be based on Australia’s ability to use die meeting as a forum 
to strengdien relations widi bodi developed and developing nations and form per
sonal contacts on a more informal basis. Going beyond CHOGM, a Department 
ol Foreign Affairs and Trade paper, The Commonwealth and Australia, elaborates 
on die advantages of Commonwealdi membership stating diat ‘Australia has em
phasised die role of die Commonwealdi as a useful multilateral vehicle, as long as it 
locuses its activities on areas in which it has genuine comparative advantage’ 
(DFAT, n.d.). According to diis paper, these activities include the promotion of 
fundamental political values, die provision of electoral assistance and technical assis
tance, die exchange of legal information, and cooperation in healdi and education. 
However, Prime Minister Howard went beyond diis list of topics at Edinburgh in

7
CHRI’s report includes a section tilled ‘Australia lags behind on land rights’ stating that in proposing 

llie W ik legislation ‘Australia risks its reputation in die intcmadonal community where memories o f  
die W hite Australian policy and historic persecuUon o f  Aborigines linger’ (CHRI, 1997:39).
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pursuing issues such as the environment, raising the question of whether the Com
monwealth is the most appropriate forum for voicing such concerns in Australia’s 
foreign policy.

In order to discuss die place of the organisation in Australia’s foreign policy and 
highlight its activities, in 1997 die Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, De
fence and Trade held a seminar on die Commonwealdi. The report emanating 
from diis seminar made a number of suggesdons for improving die Common- 
wealdi’s profile (Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, 
1997:ix-xi). The first recommendations focused on die need to increase public 
knowledge about die Commonwealdi in Australia dirough die establishment of a 
Commonwealdi resources centre and an association for Commonwealdi studies. A 
second group of suggesdons dealt widi die possibility of establishing regional meet
ings of bodi Commonwealdi Heads of Government and Trade Ministers. Addi- 
donally, die Committee submitted diat die Australian government should promote 
die strengdiening of die Human Rights Unit in die Commonwealdi Secretariat. 
These recommendations match die conclusions of die Foreign Adairs Committee 
of die British House of Commons when it stated ‘dial die Commonwealdi is ac
quiring a new significance in a rapidly transforming world and ... United Kingdom 
policy-makers should bring diis major change to die forefront of dieir diinking’ 
(Saunders, 1996:288). It has yet to be seen whedier Australia will adopt die pro
posals of die Joint Standing Committee and promote a more substantial role for die 
Commonwealdi in its foreign policy. If Australia chooses to lollow diese recom
mendations, it will need to determine die extent to which its foreign policy objec
tives can be pursued dirough die organisation in areas where it believes dial it oilers 
a ‘genuine comparative advantage’.

Conclusion

Saunders (1996:287) has commented that die Commonwealdi’s capacity to survive 
into die 21st century will depend on its ability to meet the challenges and opportuni
ties that confront it over die next few years, flic use of a central diemc at die Edin
burgh CHOGM indicated dial die Commonwealdi has perceived a new opportu
nity to promote die organisation’s advantages in the area of trade, investment and 
development. The challenge in adopting die Edinburgh Economic Declaration was 
to reconcile and accommodate die needs of bodi die developed and the developing 
members and to recognise die special position of small states. In relation to die 
human rights program, die leaders in Edinburgh needed to demonstrate diat die 
Harare Declaration and Millbrook Action Plan were not empty rhetoric, but were 
successfully designed to deal widi aberrant behaviour among die membership, flic 
continued suspension of Nigeria as opposed to expulsion, despite its lack of prog
ress towards democracy, suggests diat die organisation is still ambivalent about its 
role in investigating and condemning matters traditionally believed to be widiin a 
member’s internal affairs. Bodi issues demonstrate diat die Commonwealdi must 
define its position as an international organisation to ensure dial its contribution 
complements die work of odier organisations widiout exceeding its capabilities.
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The ability o f the Heads o f Government to reduce any gap between rhetoric and 
reality in die Commonwealth’s economic and human rights programs will deter
mine its capacity to maintain public confidence and thus meet the challenges o f die
21st century.
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Fixed-Term Employment Contracts in 
Tertiary Education in New Zealand

CORDING to James Allan (1997:473), judicial activism is ‘a fact of life in
Jew Zealand today’ and would have undesirable long-term consequences
l terms of a more uncertain legal system and a weakened democracy. An 

important example of alleged judicial activism concerns fixed-term employment 
contracts, which are common in New Zealand’s institutions of tertiary education. It 
is currendy proposed to introduce them also for primary-school principals.

Critics of decisions of eidier die Employment Tribunal (ET) or die Employ
ment Court (EC) argue diat die courts have failed in their duty to enforce explicit 
contractual terms, effectively rewriting diese alter die event largely widi a view to 
protecting property rights of individual workers. They also argue diat die incentive 
effects of diese decisions make all parties to future contracts potentially worse off. 
They typically recommend diat die judiciary confine itself to enforcing explicit con
tractual terms, since this would he consistent widi die major object of die Employ
ment Contracts Act 1991 (ECA), namely, ‘to promote an efficient labour market’.

During a recent visit to New Zealand, Richard Epstein, Professor of Î aw at die 
University of Chicago, chided die courts for continuing to ‘chip away’ at die basic 
structure of die ECA in an attempt to return to die days of protectionism, and rec
ommended diat ‘judges should resist the temptation to play Robin Hood alter die 
lacf (The Press, 23 May 1996). John Hughes responded by arguing diat judges 
were ‘administering well-established principles under a legislative regime providing 
lor personal grievances’ (The Press, 3 June 1996). Noting diat the ECA required a 
standard grievance procedure for all employment contracts in New Zealand, he 
argued diat judges were ‘simply applying an existing term of contract’ when hearing 
an employee’s argument regarding dismissal involving alleged unfairness. Further, 
judges were seen to be constrained to act within dieir statutory jurisdiction, which 
derived from the concept of ‘unjustifiable dismissal’. The ECA was seen as carrying 
over die relevant legal principles embodied in case law prior to its enactment; dius, 
‘Parliament was aware of die setded law under diose provisions and chose to en
dorse if.

Supporters of this general view include Baird (1996), Epstein (1996), Howard (199.5), New Zealand
Business Roundtable/New Zealand Employers Federation (1992), and Robertson (1996).
2
Cl. ECA, s.26(a). Notably, s.147 prevents parties from contracting out of the provisions of the ECA.
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Hughes also argued that it might be wrongly inferred diat an award of compen
sation can be made merely for the non-renewal of a fixed-term contract, whereas the 
Court of Appeal (CA) had established that such behaviour was unjustifiable only 
when die employer had broken some express or implied promise concerning re
newal, or if the decision not to renew resulted from some wrong motive or unfair
ness on die employer’s part. Finally, Hughes argued diat well-established case law 
required contracts to be genuine and not to be used as a means by which legal obli- 
gadons in a continuing employment relationship could he avoided.

Personal Grievances and Fixed-Term Contracts

Personal grievances are dealt widi in Part III of die EGA. A common source of 
lidgadon is a claim under s.27(l)(a) dial an employee has been ‘unjustifiably dis
missed’, and/or, occasionally, under s.27(l)(b) ‘unjusdfiably disadvantaged’. These 
concepts are not independendy defined in die EGA.

The role of these claims is of major importance in respect of fixed-term em
ployment contracts. On die face of it, one could assume diat when die contractual 
term expires, diat diat would be die end of die matter unless dicre were specific 
terms regarding future recontracdng. This is not so. The courts may choose to 
imply terms in such contracts. Howard (1995:5-7) draws a disdnedon between 
diosc terms which are implied by statute or common law and diose which arc nec
essary to give business efficacy to contracts, arguing diat die former are simply part 
of die legal deflnidon of a contract taken in a pardcular context. For example, a 
fixed-term contract could imply a duty of fairness, confidence and trust as between 
an employer and employee. Business efficacy requirements are a different matter. 
No rule of law is involved; radier, an additional term relevant to a pardcular contract 
is implied in order diat die intentions of die parties can be carried out.

In contract law, dierc is a general requirement of contracting in good faith. If 
diis condition is satisfied, it is important diat die intentions of die parties are real
ised. Where parties are in disagreement, courts will (and should) examine die ex
press terms, and, in general, enforce them since diey expressly state die intentions 
of die parties. Widiout such enforcement, diere is scope for opportunistic behav
iour on die part of one or odicr party, and die victims of such behaviour lose dieir 
expected share of die cooperative surplus diat arises under voluntary exchange. 
When die contract is silent on certain matters, courts may attempt to introduce 
‘outside evidence’, but only to give effect to die intentions of die parties, and cer
tainly not to contradict diese intentions, especially not express contractual terms.

The Actors Equity, ICI and Smith Cases

Decisions reached in two important cases involving fixed-terms contracts preceded 
die passing of die ECA. These were Actors Variety etc v Auckland Theatre Trust 
Inc (Actors Equity) and N Z  (except Northern etc) Food Processing IU O W  v

3| 19891 1 NZILR463.
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TCt (IC1J. The importance of these decisions, however, lies in relation to the first 
case dealing with fixed-term contracts heard after the passing of die ECA, namely, 
Smith v Radio i  Ltd. Here, the EC argued Üiat the ECA had led to no substantive 
changes in the established law relating to fixed-term contracts.

In restating the law, die EC noted diat fixed-term contracts would not automati- 
cally expire at dieir stated expiry date against die will of die employee if any of a set 
of certain circumstances existed. In essence, diese included die following guide
lines:

• die contract did not genuinely relate to an employer’s operadonal requirements;

• die employer was unable to establish diat diere was a genuine reason for die 
fixed-term nature of die contract;

• where a genuine need for a fixed-term contract existed at die time of signing, die 
employer had failed to consider whedier such a need still existed near die time 
of termination;

• diere had been an express or implied promise of renewal which had not been 
kept, or else termination was in defiance of die employee’s legidmatc expecta- 
don of renewal; and

• termination had resulted from any wrong motive or unfairness on die em
ployer’s part.

Neverdielcss, in Actors Equity; Cooke P dissenting held diat die term ‘dis
missal’ included die interpretation of ‘sending away’, and so in diis sense 11011- 
renewal of a fixed-term contract could constitute a ‘dismissal’. Eurdier, in ICI, 
where die EC gave consideration to whedier die 11011-renewal of a fixed-term con
tract which provided for renewal by mutual agreement constituted a dismissal, al- 
diougli die Court felt bound by die CA’s decision in Actors Equity it also stated a 
preference for die posidon taken by die dissendng judge in Actors Equity, and a 
similar posidon was taken by die Court in SmitJi. However, aldiough clearly 
tempted, die Court did not adopt diis interpretation of dismissal in its judgments at 
diis stage, and cannot be accused of meddling 011 diis account.

I11 Smidi, a radio announcer claimed diat she had been unjustifiably dismissed 
on die basis diat she expected diat her existing one-year contract would be renewed 
011 request. The EC, however, held diat Ms Smidi had refused a longer-term con
tract and had sought a shorter-term contract, knowing diat bodi parties would need 
to agree 011 die terms and conditions of any subsequent contract. Radio i was not

4

5
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seen as trying to avoid personal grievance provisions of die ECA, nor was die con
tract terminated by any wrong motive or unfairness. Ms Smith’s claim failed.

Some cridcs of judicial meddling, however, consider dial die EC should not 
have addressed many of diese matters at all. The Court in Smith stated expressly 
that parliament had chosen not to modify die state of die law reladng to fixed-term 
contracts when it had the opportunity to do so, and:

it is not for diis Court to legislate in default and depart from established and 
conventional wisdom aldiougli diat might in odier respects arguably be con
sistent widi die general tenor of die current legislation, (p. 309)

Howard’s response (1995:2) was diat the decision in Actors Equity was reached un
der a very different set of statutory employment law provisions than was Smith, ‘a 
regime indeed in essential respects antithetical to if. In diis respect, Howard was 
strongly critical, claiming dial ‘the court is legislating when it relics on earlier deci
sions which have been overtaken by events in order to obstruct or defeat die clearly 
expressed will of parliament’.

Finally, an important message was delivered by die Court in Smith, namely, diat 
the circumstances involved in the case were unlikely to be frequendy repeated, 
since:

If die job function is to continue, then generally speaking dicrc can be no 
justification for insisting on die contract coming to an end. (p. 310).

More usually die fixed term will have been stipulated for by die employer 
and insisted upon aldiougli die job function was to continue, (p. 311).

When Does a Job Function Continue?

The Haddon case. Two cases subsequent to Smith direw some light on the issue of 
when a job f unction continues. The first is Haddon v Victoria University o f  Wel
lington involving an appeal against a decision of die ET. In diis case, a fixed-term 
lectureship was made available to die appellant in order to provide cover lor a tem
porarily vacant Chair in Zoology. The appellant argued diat he would be offered a 
permanent position if his work was of a required standard, and if die fixed-term 
position became permanent. In die event, the Chair of Zoology did not return and 
a lectureship was established to fill the vacancy. The appellant was an unsuccessful 
applicant, and die ET decided diere was no case of unjustifiable dismissal; die fixed- 
term contract had merely expired. On appeal, die appellant claimed unjustifiable 
dismissal as a result of reliance on die fixed-term nature of die position, and also 
alleged he was not fairly considered lor die position. The employer was said to be 
bound by an implied contractual term of fair and reasonable dealing, and also

(>| 199.5) 1 ERNZ375.
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bound to be a ‘good employer’ under s.77A of die State Sector Act 1988. The ap
pellant claimed diat, at die time of his appointment, he was given information lead
ing to his holding a legitimate expectadon of fair treatment when his contract ex
pired, and his contract was ultimately brought to an end by eidier a wrong motive or 
unfairness by die respondent.

The university was judged to have properly considered die need for a fixed- 
term contract as still existing at die termination date, not to have promised to renew 
die contract, and not to have terminated die contract in defiance of a legidmate ex
pectation of renewal. Nor was any wrong motive held. The EC held dial dierc was 
no unjustified dismissal, consistent widi die decision in Association o f  University 
Staff in Tertiary Education v Christchurch College of Education, a situation where 
a new position had been created. Furdier, in Christchurch Carpet Yarns v Mad- 
dock, die CA also concluded in a similar manner, but in diis case die employment 
position continued in a permanent radier dian a fixed-term position.

Notwidistanding die above, the EC in Haddon held that die appellant had a 
legitimate expectation of fair treatment in die appointment process to die new posi
tion, and diat die university was bound to select impartially among suitably qualified 
persons. The ET’s decision diat die appellant had not been unjustifiably disadvan
taged was set aside, and die EC subsequendy held in Dr Haddon’s favour.

If, following Sinidi, it was unclear what die status of fixed-term contracts would 
be when a job function continued, die subsequent decisions described above direw 
some light on die matter. It appeared dial fixed-term contracts could expire if die 
job function continued if diere had been some substantive change associated widi 
die position involving eidier or bodi a change in die tenure of die contract or a 
change in die nature of die duties to be performed.

The Hagg Case. As for other circumstances, a watershed case soon emerged in 
Hogg v The Principal, Auckhuid College of Education, which involved an appeal 
against a decision of die ET. The applicant had been appointed to a lectureship at 
die college for a two-year period under die Teachers Colleges lecturers Award, had 
been reappointed to die (unadverdsed) position for die remainder of die year, and 
had subsequendy applied for and been appointed to anodier two-year lectureship. 
During its term, die employee received written advice dial while an application for a 
future advertised position would be welcome, posidons were likely to be fewer in 
number dian previously, and diat future employment could not be guaranteed. In 
die event, a personal grievance was lodged on die basis diat die employee had de
veloped a reasonable expectadon of condnuing employment and diat he had been 
unjusdfiably disadvantaged in not being appointed to a permanent posidon.

The ET disagreed widi diis assessment. On appeal, however, die EC held diat 
die employer had established a basis lor die employee to hold reasonable expecta-

711991 ] 3 ERNZ 796.
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lions of continuing employment. The reasons included die fact dial die employee’s 
work was continuing, that he was being rehired to perform condnuing tasks, and 
dial he had been successful in being appointed to a second fixed-term position 
when die position had been adverdsed. In addition, Finnigan J argued dial ‘it was 
not normal f or an employer to claim the privilege of subjecting its employees every 
couple of years to scrutiny and reassessment on die ground diat some odier person 
may be more suitable for die job at die time of reassessment’.

The EC was unimpressed by die policy of employing staff on fixed-term con
tracts in order to maintain flexibility. The exigencies of government funding 
changes and fluctuations in demand for specific courses were not seen as sufficient 
reasons to justif y repeated rehiring on a fixed-term basis when the job function con
tinued. The EC granted die appeal and reversed die Tribunal’s findings, and or
dered die employer to recognise die appellant’s reasonable expectation of continu
ing employment by continuing his appointment as from die date of die Tribunal's 
decision.

The Purchas case. Following on die heels of Hagg came Purchas v The Vice- 
Chancellor, University o f  Canterbury. Flic applicant claimed unjustified dismissal
from his position as a temporary lecturer in die Department of Accountancy, Fi
nance and Information Systems (AFIS) at die University of Canterbury, and also 
diat he was unjustifiably disadvantaged by the failure of die respondent to confirm 
die applicant’s employment in a continuing position.

In Purchas, die applicant had been an experienced management and chartered 
accountant, who first accepted a one-year temporary lectureship on 22 February 
1989. The applicant’s qualifications were inadequate for appointment to a perma
nent position, since only a BCom degree was held, and die (dien) Head of Depart
ment (HOD) considered an MCom to he a ‘prerequisite’ to permanent appoint
ment. The HOD actively encouraged the applicant to meet diis prerequisite. In 
late 1989, a furdier fixed-term contract, diis time of two-years duration, was sought 
hy die HOD and approved by die employer. Judge Palmer considered (p. 5) that 
diis arrangement would facilitate the completion of die masters degree, ‘which 
would impact to die applicant’s pronounced advantage upon his furdier employ
ment hy die university’. Furdier, die judge recognised dial die ‘rolling-over’ of die 
temporary position was a necessary expedient, hut held that ‘impliedly diis ap
proach would change in future when Mr Purchas had completed his masters degree 
and was dien eligible for continuing appointment’. This was followed hy a succes
sion of fixed-term contracts. In his judgment, Palmer J argued diat the applicant 
was ‘constructively encouraged’ by die HOD to develop a career at die university, to 
die point where die HOD ’s ‘obvious expectation was that the applicant’s anticipated 
temporary appointments would accommodate him undertaking and successfully

10
[19951 2 ERNZ 239 at 245. 
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completing a masters degree preparatory to appointment then on a permanent ba
sis’.

Consistent with this view, Palmer J referred to a ‘constructively purposeful strat
egy’ adopted by APIS whereby serious stall shortages would be attenuated or re
moved by ‘home growing’ prospective lecturers. This policy was successful in that 
several persons were subsequently appointed to tenured positions. In die view of 
Judge Palmer, however, die applicant appeared as an unintended viedm of diis 
strategy, since in die passage of time, APIS had apparendy changed its posidon on 
die matter. The judge considered dial it was reliance upon diis strategy which led 
die applicant to believe dial ‘he would certainly obtain a condnuing/tenured ap
pointment in APIS’. Purdier, die judge held that die HOD had ‘neidicr exceeded 
his audiority in promodng die applicant’s ‘cause’ to permanent appointment in 
APIS nor inappropriately gave assurances to Mr Purchas concerning his employ
ment situation and —  more particularly —  his prospects of tenured/permanent 
employment’. In die light of relevant information and assurances communicated by 
die HOD, Palmer J concluded dial the applicant had ‘compelling justification to 
conclude ... that he would in due course derive tenured employment in APIS’.

The applicant completed his MCom degree in 1993, and in November of diat 
year APIS recommended the applicant, along with five odiers (four of whom were 
‘home-grown’), for permanent appointments in November 1993. Two, including 
die applicant, were not appointed, although the other was subsequendy appointed. 
Palmer J held that die applicant should have been appointed at diis stage, since ‘all 
the criteria governing die appointment of the applicant to a continuing lecturing po
sition in die department were satisfied’. Purdier, noting some confusion regarding 
die number of positions actually available at this stage, die judge held diat die appli
cant should have been appointed to one of diem.

The HOD then attempted (unsuccessfully) to have die applicant’s position con
verted to a tenured position die following year, and encouraged die applicant to ap
ply for an advertised continuing position during 1994. In the event, the position was 
not advertised but die applicant and another candidate were recommended for 
permanent appointment in die belief that two positions were available. This beliel 
was mistaken, and AFIS’s ranking of the two candidates placed die applicant sec
ond. The issue of the possible unappointability of die applicant was then discussed. 
"Plie applicant became concerned about his future prospects and sought alternative 
employment, albeit unsuccessfully.

Late in 1994, a new HOD took over in APIS, and in die views of die judge, die 
new HOD ‘was certainly not as proactively supportive of Mr Purchas as a prospec
tive tenured appointment in APIS as was her predecessor . . .’. Her view was diat 
die applicant had no greater future prospects of permanent employment ‘on die 
merits’ dian any odier applicant, in part because of a lack of published research and 
also because of his failure to obtain a tenured position at a neighbouring university, 
to which Palmer J objected in diat it failed to account for die legitimate expectation 
created by her predecessor. Mr Purclias’s future temporary employment appeared 
direatened, aldiough in fact it did continue. He sought to have his position con-
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verted to being permanent, and obtained support from die Association of Univer
sity Staff which argued that such conversion would be a practical solution. This was 
unsuccessful. Nevertheless, AFIS as a whole, but with some dissension from senior 
staff members, subsequently recommended die applicant lor one of four adverdsed 
permanent positions, but die university’s staffing committee, chaired by die Vice- 
Chancellor, did not support die recommendation, considering die applicant ‘unap- 
pointable’ and not ‘on merit’ die fourdi-bcst candidate for die tenured position. 
The absence of die ‘preferred’ qualification of PhD, die absence of recent pub
lished research, and concern diat die majority recommendadon of AFIS did not 
reflect academic grounds were noted.

Palmer J, however, and aside from die applicant’s claim of legidmate expecta- 
don, had no difficulty finding die applicant to be ‘die fourdi best candidate’ and 
‘eminendy appointable’ (p. 37) and concluded diat die committee, while proceeding 
widi ‘complete integrity of purpose’, had made an incorrect decision on merit. As a 
consequence, Palmer J concluded diat following die completion of his masters de
gree in 1993, die applicant reasonably held a legidmate expectation of permanent 
employment, which had been reinforced by die support of die previous HOD. His 
expectations were subsequendy defeated, in die judge’s views ‘most unfairly’. The 
judge furdier considered die implied promise of appointment widi tenure became 
an implied term in die fixed-term contracts diemselves, and diat die employer had 
failed to meet contractual obligations due to die applicant. The advice diat his em
ployment would cease at die end of 1995 was considered an unjustifiable dismissal, 
and die respondent was ordered to reinstate die applicant to a tenured lectureship 
as a primary remedy, widi compensation including NZ$10,000 for ‘humiliation, loss 
of dignity and injury to his feelings’ resulting from die unjustifiable dismissal.

The Court of Appeal Strikes Back

In Haddon, die EC commented on die matter of availability of personal grievance 
procedures in the particular circumstances as follows:

dial where an appointments process takes place during a subsisting em
ployment relationship, eidier die implied duty of fairness or die good em
ployer provisions of die State Sector Act give rise to a duty to act fairly 
during die appointments process.

13
In Victoria University o f  Wellington v Haddon, however, die CA was unanimous 
in reinstating die ET’s decision. Reviewing Wellington AH B  v Wellington Hotel 
etc IUOW, die CA held diat die phrase ‘employee’s employment’ in s.27(l)(b) of 
ECA referred to die employment activity, or die ‘on-die-job situation’, not die em-

12| 199.51 1 ERNZ 37.5 at p. 377. 
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ployment contract itself. Thus, arguments that an employee’s employment is disad
vantaged if prospects of employment in a different position with die same employer 
are prejudiced in some way, say, by the expiry of an existing fixed-term contract, 
were rejected by the majority of die CA.

Two CA decisions then involved Hogg. In die first, Principal o f  Auckland 
College o f  Education v Hagg, die College appealed die EC’s decision to require Mr 
Hagg’s reinstatement on die basis that he had been unjustifiably disadvantaged un
der s.27(l)(b) of die ECA. The CA held diat any claim to a permanent position 
was not a personal grievance arising from die respondent’s employment aedvity. 
Richardson P noted dial die respondent had first been appointed to a fixed-term 
contract on die basis diat if die posidon condnued, it would be readverdsed, and 
dial while incumbents were endded to apply for permanent posidons, dicy would 
not be accorded preference. Mr Hagg’s appointment to a second two-year fixed- 
term contract was in response to an advertisement for a short-term posidon of up to 
two years duration. It was also argued diat die strongest evidence in favour of Mr 
Hagg’s case for having a legitimate expectation of continuing employment emerged 
from die Director of die college’s Madiematics Centre, who argued diat while he 
would do everything possible to ensure diat employment would be continuing for 
fixed-term contract holders, it was also known to all concerned diat he had no pow
ers to guarantee continuing employment. Even so, he suspected diat certain expec
tations would have been derived from his statements of loyalty to his temporary 
staff. Rut if diere were fewer positions dian incumbent workers available to fill 
diem, how could any one of diem hold a legitimate expectation diat a position was 
dieirs?

Appealing to Haddon and Wellington AH B  v Wellington Hospital, etc 
IUOW, however, die CA distinguished between die employment activity in terms 
of die on-dic-job situation and die employment contract itself, holding diat griev
ances arising under s.27(l)(b) of die ECA applied to die former radier dian die lat
ter, and diat later sections of die ECA could not be relied upon to provide oppor
tunities for appointment to a different position under a different contract once a 
fixed-term contract had expired. It was furdier noted diat s.77G of die State Sector 
Act 1988 required advertising and assessment, and selection for appointment to any 
permanent position to be on die basis of die person best suited for die position. 
Thus, it would appear diat die college would have been in breach of s.77G had it 
reappointed die respondent to a permanent position widiout advertising and ap
pointing on die basis of merit. Notwithstanding diese arguments, however, die CA 
believed diat Mr Hagg had not been given proper opportunity to argue a case for 
unjustifiable dismissal under s.27(l)(a)^ and remitted die matter to die EC.

Mr Hagg’s second visit to die EC proved to be as profitable as his first. Here, 
Finnigan J largely reasserted his previous position, holding dial die college’s policy 
of employing Mr Hagg on a series of fixed-term contracts

‘"l 19921 3 NZLR 6.58.
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was designed to enable die College to terminate his employment when it 
could not alTord his salary or might not have demand lor die course he 
taught. The employment was to condnue indefinitely as long as die need 
continued and dierc were sufficient funds. This is not different in character 
from a number of employment situadons. However, die method of using 
fixed-term contracts was aimed at resolving any issues diat might arise 
should die College wish to dispense with Mr Hagg’s services. This does not 
accord widi equity and good conscience, (p. 486)

Finnigan J disdnguished Haggfrom Haddon in diat in die former case, a fixed-term 
contract was due to expire where die posidon itself was ongoing. Nodng diat die 
college was legally bound to allow Mr Hagg’s contract to expire and to adverdse an 
available posidon, Finnigan J posed die quesdon of whedicr using die award provi
sion for short-term appointments radier dian for permanent appointments consti- 
tuted an unfair acdon by die employer. The judge found diese acdons to be unf air, 
and unfair independendy of die guidelines established in Smith, on die basis dial 
Mr Hagg had been maintained in temporary employment past the point of no re
turn, in which case it was fair to provide Mr Hagg widi a permanent employment 
contract in order to restore service enddement previously bargained away. As a 
consequence, Finnigan J held dial die claim of unjustifiable dismissal was made out.

The college appealed diis decision. Difliculdes widi aspects of Judge Finni- 
gan’s arguments were evident. He had acknowledged diat die closely related claim 
of unjusdfiable disadvantage may have been ‘knife-edged’, diat Mr Hagg had 
knowingly entered into his series of fixed-term contracts, and had been aware of die 
award which permitted such contracts. Mr Hagg was also aware of die opportunity 
cost of taking up temporary employment if lie resigned his permanent posidon as a 
deputy school principal, and had been warned by die college to make provision for 
leave. All pardcs were aware that permanent employment at die college could not 
be guaranteed to incumbent temporary staff who applied for permanent posidons, 
which in turn were required by statute to be adverdsed and filled on die basis of 
merit. Thus, it must be asked, wherein lies die basis for legitimate expectation of 
permanent appointment on die part of die employee and unfairness to make such 
an appointment on behalf of die employer?

Flic CA answered in die following terms. First, die exercise of the equity and 
good conscience provisions under s. 104(3) of die EGA could not be inconsistent 
widi die EGA or any odier Act or widi any odier applicable collective employment 
contract. In turn, diis did not permit the EG to depart from a proper interpretation 
of s.27(l)(a) in considering unjusdfiable dismissal, and it would be inconsistent widi 
die ECA for die EC to give effect to die provisions of die applicable collective con
tract which required advertising and preference to die best person suited for die 
posidon.

Ct. Principal o f  Auckland College o f  Education v Hagg \ 19971 2 NZLR 537.
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Second, equity and good conscience provisions could similarly not be invoked 
in order to not give effect to Part II of the ECA, which established that employment 
relationships were to be governed by negotiation between the relevant parties.

Third, die mere expiry of a fixed-term contract did not constitute a dismissal, 
and ss.77G and 77H of die State Sector Act precluded continuation ol die em
ployment alter it had run its stated course. Thus, die college was held not to have 
unjusdliably dismissed Mr Hagg hy allowing die second two-year contract to expire 
and by failing to make a permanent appointment without recourse to die process 
laid out in statute.

Fourth, no special rules of contract apply to employment contracts.
Fifdi, die issue of die expiration of a given fixed-term contract would not call for 

special consideradon of die will of die employee, and s.,57 of die ECA was available 
to deal widi claims of harsh and oppressive contracts.

Finally, no special guidelines or rules (as stated in Smith, for example) should 
determine die issue of expiry of a fixed-term contract.

The CA, however, did address two circumstances under which fixed-term con
tracts might not automatically expire. The first concerns so-called ‘sham’ contracts, 
where die parties mutually conceal die reality of a continuing employment relation
ship. It is unlikely that contracts of this nature would be widespread. The second 
is where representations inconsistent widi termination by expiry of die fixed term 
have been made by die employer and employees rely on diese representations to 
dieir cost. Since neidier of diese circumstances applied in Hagg, die CA granted 
die appeal.

In all die circumstances, it might well be asked what the college was to do at die 
end of Mr Hagg’s first contract. The award permitted temporary as well as perma
nent appointments, and required them to be advertised. Suppose die college had 
advertised a permanent position, and that Mr Hagg applied. If successful, his sen- 
ice entitlements would be re-established. What if he were not appointed? He had 
chosen not to apply for an advertised permanent position at the time of bis first ap- 
pointment in the belief diat he would not be successful. If lie had not resigned 
from his permanent school position, lie could have reverted to diis employment. 
But a permanent position was not advertised. Instead, Mr Hagg accepted anodier 
temporary position. The facts are that Mr Hagg twice survived the advertising proc
ess for temporary positions. He was never subject to the advertising process for 
permanent positions. Nevcrdieless, die case for continuing employment seems to 
have been made on the basis of Mr Hagg’s successes in obtaining temporary em
ployment (which appeared to establish his merit as an employee) and on die fact 
that die nature of die work was similar for bodi short-term and permanent employ
ees.

To complicate matters lurdier, suppose diat the position had been advertised as 
eidier temporary or permanent, and that Mr Hagg had been appointed to the tem
porary position. Would die EC dien wish to direct die college to instead ‘convert’

See die discussion in Hughes, R0Ü1 and Anderson (1997:3-17).
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the position to permanent employment in the circumstances? What il another per
son had been appointed to die fixed-term position, when it appeared diat Mr Hagg 
was die most suitable applicant for diis posidon, but did not receive it on the 
grounds diat die EC would entrench it as permanent? It is not clear diat Mr Hagg’s 
interests were necessarily well served by die EC in eidier circumstance. Anticipating 
diat die EC will direct an employer to make a permanent appointment to an in
cumbent temporary employee if die latter is successful in obtaining re-employment 
as a temporary employee creates an incentive for an employer to oiler a lixed-term 
contract to a person who may not be best suited for die job, hoping diat die ap
pointment might not be appealed, or at worst be defensible on appeal. These cir
cumstances do not appear to accord widi labour market efficiency.

Settled and Unsettled Questions

The most recent CA decisions have placed employment contracts firmly back in
side die general rubric of die law of contract, which emerged under common law as 
opposed to statutory law. Central to die modern law and economics movement is a 
general argument diat irrespective of issues of fairness, justice, equity, or good con
science (however diese might be independendy defined, if at all), die concept of 
economic efficiency is typically consistent widi die bulk of case law emerging from 
the common law, aldiough die argument does not generally extend to diat of statu
tory law.

As for die batde concerning judicial meddling in die field of personal grievances 
involving s.27(l) of die EGA, it appears diat die supporters of die argument diat 
meddling has occurred have prevailed. A fair amount of baggage associated widi 
earlier legislation seems to have been carried over by die EC in particular, but die 
CA has largely decided diat it should have remained as part of history. Such an 
outcome may be expected to f uel die calls for die removal of specialist courts deal
ing widi employment matters, and will bring some joy to diosc who accept die 
fulminations of Howard (1995:14) diat widi respect to personal grievances, die EC 
‘has no intention of allowing any fixed-term contract to take effect according to its 
terms unless it accords widi what can only be called die Court’s own social agenda, 
however incompatible widi die objects of die ECA’.

In retrospect, however, perhaps it should not be too surprising that die field has 
been plagued by dissension. It is at least arguable diat die ECA as framed was insuf- 
ficiendy precise in some contentious areas, especially diose involving die termina
tion of employment relationships. It would perhaps have been helpful had parlia
ment clarified die extent to which previously relevant case law was supposed to carry 
over (or not) widi die passage of die Act. An intriguing question, however, espe
cially in light of calls to abandon specialist courts, is wliedier die drafters of die ECA 
may have been deliberately imprecise on diis matter, given diat diey knew, or 
should have known, diat die ET/EC would likely treat personal grievances as ‘busi
ness as usual’ in die absence of inconsistency widi die Act. For those who did not

ioRobertson (1996) argues that die creation ot specialist courts dircatcns judicial independence.
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prevail in this debate, however, and who supported die restatement of ‘settled’ prin
ciples of law relating to fixed-term contracts as restated in Smith and reiterated in 
Haddon, there is presumably some discomfort felt by in die summary of Hughes, 
Roth and Anderson (1997:3-14) who note diat ‘die reference to express or implied 
promise of renewal remains die only surviving applicable principle from die guide
lines’.20

Naturally, discomfort widi die CA’s ruling in Hagghas led some to quesdon die 
CA itself. Thus, Anderson (1997:42) notes diat die CA ‘appears to prefer a more 
neo-classical/new right approach to employment contracts, as advocated by writers 
such as Epstein’, and diat die CA’s regarding of die employment relationship as 
‘striedy contractual’ ‘is not an assumpdon shared by all commentators’. Furdier, 
and to give perhaps a different dimension to die nature of ‘meddling’ by die judici
ary, ‘die case appears to confirm die view dial die Court of Appeal is less willing to 
take account of die specialised experdse and knowledge of die EC on employment 
issues, and now regards itself as more appropriately placed to develop bodi die 
overall trends in labour law as well as die details of die law’. Yet a clear inference in 
the CA’s recent decisions is diat the EC has failed in important matters of interpre
tation of die ECA. It would seem more appropriate for die EC’s defenders to ad
dress diese issues of substance dian to argue huffily about turf rights. If labour 
market efficiency implies diat labour market services should How to where diey are 
valued most highly, diis objective is unlikely to be promoted by die protection of 
highly tenuous implicit contractual terms for incumbent fixed-term workers in die 
face of competition from more highly qualified potential employees. Moreover, in 
a recent landmark unanimous decision Aoraki v McGavin  ̂ die CA overturned its 
own earlier split decision in Brighouse Ltd v Bildcrbcck, holding diat in die ab
sence of a specific contractual provision an employer is not liable for making com-

20
While the CA decision in Hagg regarding unjustifiable dismissal was unanimous, a separate judgment 

was delivered by Thomas J, who argued that die matter was not as clear-cut as might be believed. In 
particular, it was emphasised that there may be shifts in the nature of employment relationships where 
there is an express or implied promise of renewal, or where there is a legitimate expectation on die 
part ol die employee to diat effect. The essence was seen to be whether or not a given fixed-term con
tract is genuine. Unfortunately, Thomas J did not elaborate on what might consdtute a ‘genuine’ fixed- 
term contract Hughes (1997:49) argues diat diis specific problem was dealt widi previously by die 
labour Court widi respect to ‘operational needs’ guidelines, drawing on ILO Convention 158, Art 
2(3). For diose favouring a codification of die law on fixed-term contracts to include non-renewal of a 
fixed-term contract widi ‘genuine need’ based on ‘operational requirements’ as die basis of justifying 
dismissal, and which would involve die codification of guideline 2(a) as stated in Smith, diere is cold 
comfort in die majority judgment of die CA in Hagg. Here, no basis was found ‘cidicr in die princi
pled application of die law governing die construction of contracts or in die provisions of die Employ
ment Contracts Act for die guidelines formulated by die Full Court’.
21

Interestingly, Bowden (1997:80), while finding it difficult to imagine what might replace die ET, also
finds it ‘hard to justify die existence of a special judicial body’ like die EC.
22

Unreported, CA 2/9, 15 May, 1998.

119941 2 ERNZ 243 (CA).
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pensatory payments for redundancy in die event of a job lost through genuine re
dundancy. This decision is consistent with die apparent trend by die CA to return 
employment contracts to die fold of contracts in general.

Finally, it may be noted diat Purclias is currcndy under appeal. There are many 
subdedcs associated widi what die EC appeared to decide was a straightforward 
case. The issues of die nature of die alleged implicit promise of permanent em
ployment, whedier accurate and complete information was conveyed to die respon
dent, whedier die university was obliged to hire Mr Purclias at any dine given the 
provisions of die State Sector Act, and whedier die main remedy of reinstatement 
to a position that was never offered to Mr Purclias was any less a contradiction in 
law dian in language, are well wordiy of critical scrutiny. But perhaps die most im
portant issue is whedier agreement is found widi Judge Palmer’s view (p. 37) dial it 
was ‘a paradox of monumental proportions to determine diat Mr Purclias lacked 
the credentials for tenured appointment in APIS ...’ given dial die single clear dis
tinguishing feature of a university is its contributions to research, and given diat die 
university’s staffing committee, along widi senior members of staff in APIS, consid
ered diis to be an important area of weakness in Mr Purchas’s case for permanent 
appointment. If Judge Palmer’s assessment of the decision of die university’s staff
ing committee as being in error does not stand up in die face of critical scrutiny, it 
would seem to take judicial activism (as opposed to implicit contract performance) 
by the EC to a new (low) plane.
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Crown Immunity and the Unlevel 
Playing Field

Nick Seddon

W T is strange that the ancient concept of Crown immunity should still be a lively 
I topic in Australia. Yet in 1996-97 alone there were three High Court cases in 

-JL.which Crown immunity was of central importance. Further, there were two 
Federal Court cases which could have profound commercial implications for gov
ernments and private sector entities contracted to the government. One of the 
principal motivations of the Hilmer Inquiry was the problem of Crown immunity. 
The problem is still very much with us.

Fhe best way to convey the potential importance of these cases is to make the 
following stark propositions. The Commonwealth government is not bound by die 
Trade Practices Act 1974 (CÜi) in respect of most of its commercial activity. A 
State or Territory government may not be bound by die Competition Code despite 
the Hilmer reforms. Flic Commonwealth may or may not be bound by State leg- 
isladon. A State government or a State government instrumentality may or may not 
be bound by the legislation of anodicr State where it is doing business. A private 
sector company contracting widi a government may enjoy Crown immunity.

Crown Immunity

Before examining diese odd statements, a short explanation of Crown immunity is 
necessary. The idea dial die King or Queen could do no wrong, and dius could not 
be sued in his or her own courts, did not cease when executive government passed 
out of die hands of the English sovereign in die 17di and 18th centuries. The gov
ernment was able to claim die traditional immunities and privileges enjoyed by die 
sovereign; to this day, die government is still referred to for some purposes as ‘die

State Authorities Superannuation Board v Commissioner o f  State Taxation for the State o f  Western 
Australia (1996) 140 ALR 129; Re Residential Tenancies Tribunal o f  N ew South Wales; ex parte 
Defence Housing Authority (1997) 146 ALR 495; Commonwealth v Mcwett (1997) 146 ALR 299.

Woodlands v Permanent "Trustee Co Ltd  (1996) 139 ALR 127; JS McMillan Ply Ltd v Common-
wealth (1997) 147 ALR 419.
3
Hilmer et al. (1993). The recommendations of this report were implemented (with only minor varia

tions) in the Competition Policy Reform Act 1995 (Cth) and by a Competition Policy Reform Act in 
each State and Territory.
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Crown’. In Australia, there are ten manifestations of ‘the Crown’: the Common
wealth, the six States, the two Territories and, for historical reasons, Norfolk Is-

4
land. In England, and then in Australia, the concept of Crown immunity thus 
lived on, although it was modified and substantially reduced in both countries by 
legislation. One of the immunities which was substantially removed was immunity 
from suit. It is now possible, under Crown proceedings legislation in each jurisdic
tion in Australia, to sue a government, and the law which applies in such a suit is ‘as 
nearly as possible’ the same law which applies in a suit between ordinary citizens. 
But in those words it is recognised that the government is different and may have to 
be accorded special treatment.

The most common manifestation of Crown immunity is immunity from legisla
tion. Despite die ‘as nearly as possible’ formula, it is still possible for a government 
or a government body to argue that it is not bound by legislation. In a federal sys
tem, the usual argument is that a government of one polity in the federation is not 
bound by the legislation of another polity in the federation. But it is also possible, 
amazing as it may seem, for a government to argue that it is not bound by its ‘own’ 
legislation. As to the first problem —  the extent to which the government of one 
polity may be bound by the legislation of another polity —  the law is at present in a 
state of some uncertainty following the High Court’s ruling in Re Residential Ten
ancies Tribunal o f  New South Wales; ex /rule Defence Housing Authority in 
which it was held that a Commonwealth statutory corporation was bound by New 
South Wales legislation. The full implications of this case are yet to emerge, but it 
undoubtedly represents a rolling back of Commonwealth immunity from State leg
islation. Prior to this case, it was generally thought that the Commonwealth was 
substantially (though not absolutely) immune from State legislation. Now, the 
Commonwealth is bound by most State legislation though there are still areas of 
immunity: for example, State taxes.

As to whether a State government or a State government instrumentality is 
bound by another State’s legislation, die High Court decided in State Authorities 
Supenumuation Board v Commissioner o f  State Taxation for die State o f  Western 
Australia diat die Superannuadon Board, a New Soudi Wales statutory corpora-

4
Lawyers talk o f  ‘the Crown in right of New South W ales’ or ‘the Crown in right o f  the Com m on

wealth’ and so forth.
5
The wording in the legislation differs. In some jurisdictions the law to be applied is the same as ap

plies in suits ‘between subjects’, without the ‘as nearly as possible’ qualification. But, as the law which 
applies between subjects cannot include law which is peculiar to a suit in which the Crown is a party,
this form o f  wording also allows the Crown to argue lor immunity.
6
The ability ol a government to argue that it is not bound by legislation was curtailed by the High  

Court’s ruling in B ropho v W estern Australia (1990) 171 CLR 1. The effect o f this case is that a court 
may more readily than has hitherto been the case find that a Crown body or a government is bound by 
a statute by necessary implication.

?(1997) 146 ALR 495.

8(1996) 140 ALR 129.
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Lion, was bound by die Stamp Act 1921 (WA) when it purchased a property in 
Western Australia and dius had to pay stamp duty. This decision was in accor
dance widi die spirit of die Residential Tenancies Tribunal case in diat in each case 
it was Held diat a government body should be bound by anodier government’s leg- 
isladon. However, as widi die question whedier die Commonwealdi is bound by 
State legislation, die question whedier a State or State body is bound by anodier 
State’s legislation is not absolutely clear. In an earlier case it was held by die 
Queensland Supreme Court diat die Soudi Australian State Bank was immune 
from Queensland’s Fair Trading Act.

This is not die place to explore all die ramifications of Crown immunity in con
nection widi government commercial or odier activities. Instead, die locus here 
will be on die implications of interest to economists, in particular die application ot 
die Trade Practices Act and State and Territory Fair Trading Acts to government 
commercial activities.

Governments and the Trade Practices Act

It might be supposed diat after die Hilmer reforms dicre is no longer any problem 
widi governments and government business enterprises being bound by die princi
pal legislation governing commerce in Australia. This would not be correct. The 
Hilmer inquiry was limited to only one part of die Trade Practices Act, Part IV, 
which prohibits various forms of anti-competitive conduct. The Competition 
Code and Part IV bind all nine governments in Australia in so far as each ‘carries 
on a business’. By contrast, Part III A, which provides for die access regime, 
binds all governments widioul die ‘carries on a business’ qualification (s.44E). flic 
rest of die Act does not bind State or Territory governments and dieir instrumen
talities. The much litigated s.v52, which provides diat diosc taking part in business 
must not engage in misleading or deceptive conduct, found in Part V of die Act, 
docs not bind State or Territory governments. But diis aspect of die Trade Prac
tices Act has been reproduced in mirror provisions in each State and Territory Fair 
Trading Act. More will be said below about diis aspect of die legislation.

Because of die existence of Crown immunity, it was necessaiy, when passing 
diese various Acts, to deal widi die problem so diat no one would be in any doubt 
about whether or not die government (‘die Crown’) was bound by die legislation. It 
is here diat a problem arises.

Jellyn Ply L id  vH onvadi A  Honendi (Qld) Ply L td  (1993) ATPR 41-284.
10

In relation to commercial activities, see Seddon (199.5:Chs 4 and .5).
11

This is a slightly modified version of Part IV and is found in Part XIA of the Trade Practices Act
1974 (Cdi).
12

Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) s. 2B and a Competition Policy Reform Act in each State and Terri
tory. The meaning of the words ‘carries on a business’ will be examined below.
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The Commonwealth and the Trade Practices Act

The Trade Practices Act states that the Commonwealth and its authorities are 
bound by die Act, but only in so far as each ‘carries on a business’ (s.2A). The 
meaning of this phrase has not been elucidated in any case law until a recent Fed
eral Court case, which will be discussed below. The Act itself docs provide in s.4 
that ‘business’ includes a business not carried on for profit. It is possible to put 
forward a narrow or a broad interpretation of the words ‘carries on a business’ when 
considering government commercial activity. The narrow approach would give the 
words their natural meaning, with the consequence that much government com
mercial activity, in particular procurement, would not be included. Is die govern
ment carrying on a business when it purchases stadonery or trucks or naval ships? 
Is it carrying on a business when it contracts out aedvides which were formerly per
formed by die government itself? Adopdng die more natural meaning, die answer 
is diat it is not. But, given die very serious implicadons of diis answer and die fact 
diat diis is a special provision in die Trade Pracdces Act dealing widi die quesdon of 
die extent to which die Act binds die Commonwealth, one might be tempted to 
take a more expansive view and say diat s.2A was intended to cover ‘government 
business’ in die broader sense, which would include procurement. The broader 
view of die crucial w'ords would be supported by die prevailing rhetoric of comped- 
dve neutrality and die old ‘level playing field’ cliche. Surely, die Commonwcaldi is 
bound by die Trade Pracdces Act in reladon to all its commercial aedvides, not just 
its comparadvely rare entrepreneurial aedvides.

When confronted widi diis kind of dilemma, lawyers look at die intent behind 
die use of die words in quesdon and resort to what was said in parliament. In diis 
case, however, die second reading speech provides litdc assistance, merely referring 
to die Act applying to ‘all business undertakings of die Commonwcaldi Govern
ment and its audiorides’.

The phrase ‘carries on a business’, or similar words, has been considered in 
many contexts in die law, such as tax and partnership law, and has been termed an 
‘etymological chameleon’ because of die tendency to give it a meaning according to 
its context. Indeed, in one House of Ixirds case it has even been given a meaning 
so as to include government business in die broad sense discussed above. How
ever, in die context of die applicability of die Trade Pracdces Act to the Common
wcaldi, there has been very litdc case law widi litdc or no discussion of die possible 
meaning of die phrase. In one case, the Trade Pracdces Commission was accused 
of being in breach of die Trade Pracdces Act; but it argued successf ully diat it was 
not bound by die Act because it was not carrying on a business. However, dierc

The Trade Pracdces Act s. 2C provides a partial definition of what does not constitute carrying on a
business, but this section is not helpful in assessing what does come within diese words.
14

Australia, House of Representatives, Debates 3 May 1977, vol. 10.5, p. 1477.
15Town Investments Ltd v Department o l Ute Environment (1978) AC 3.59.

Thomson Publications (Aust) Pty Ltd v Trade Practices Commission (1979) 40 FLR 2.57.
16
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was no discussion about die possible wider meaning of the words ‘carries on a busi
ness’.

The Federal Court has now been confronted widi die problem. In J S  McMil
lan Pty Ltd v Commonwealth it was held diat, aldiough die Commonwealth had 
engaged in misleading conduct in die context of a tender for die sale of Australian 
Government Publishing Service (AGPS) assets, die Commonwealth was not liable 
for breach of s.52 of die Act because it was not, at die dme of conducting die ten
der, carrying on a business. The judge, Emmett J, considered that it could not be 
said diat die Commonwealth was carrying on a business when selling assets surplus 
to government requirements. What die judge had to say also applied to govern
ment procurement when die procurement was for ordinary governmental purposes. 
He acknowledged diat die government did sometimes carry on a business (he in
stanced AGPS itself before it was disbanded) and a procurement or sale by a gov
ernment business unit would come widiin die crucial words and so die Trade Prac
tices Act would apply.

The implications of diis decision are starding. Most Commonwealdi govern
ment commercial activity is procurement. Procurement includes most forms of 
contracting out. If die reasoning in die McMillan case is followed in future cases, 
we are confronted widi die alarming prospect of die Commonwealdi not being 
bound by die Trade Practices Act in respect of most of its commercial activities.

Governments and Competition Law

This alarming implication is also true of Part IV of die Act and die Competition 
Code, even diough a principal purpose of die Hilmer inquiry was to ensure dial 
governments should be bound by die competition provisions of die Act. Bodi in 
die Trade Practices Act itself and in die legislation in each State and Territory which 
has implemented die Hilmer reforms, die same form of words is used. The gov 
eminent is bound by die legislation only if, at die time of die allegedly anti
competitive conduct or arrangement, it was carrying on a business. Of course, it is 
more likely diat conduct which is alleged to be anti-competitive will be in a business 
setting, and so possibly die problem is not so acute in relation to die applicability of 
die Competition Code or Part IV to governments. But it is not inconceivable dial 
in die course of ordinary government procurement some anti-competitive practice 
in breach of die Code may be adopted.

17(1997) 147 ALR 419.
18

During the 1998 waterfront dispute, Mr Peter Reith, Commonwealdi Minister lor Workplace Rela
tions and Small Business, claimed dial New Soudi Wales was in breach of die Trade Practices Act 
The details were hazy but, for New Soudi Wales to be in breach, die conduct complained of would
have had to be in die course of carrying on a business.
19

Before die Queensland State elecdon in 1998, Mr Rob Borbidge, die dien Premier, announced diat 
Queensland government procurements would favour Queensland companies and businesses over out- 
of-state enterprises.
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Indeed, die case which, above all, was responsible lor precipitating die Hilmer 
inquiry, Bradkcn Consolidated Ltd v Broken Hill Pty Co L td  was just such an in
stance. The Queensland Commissioner for Railways (a Queensland Crown body) 
successfully argued diat he was not bound by die Act in respect of allegedly anti- 
compeddve contracts. At diat lime, die High Court said dial die Crown in right of 
Queensland was not bound by die Act because s.2A simply did not include die 
States and Territories. After die implemcntadon of die Hilmer reforms, if die same 
case were to arise again, die Crown in right of Queensland would be bound by die 
Compcdtion Code but die quesdon would turn on whedier it could be said diat die 
government body was carrying on a business. It may well be diat a government 
railway could be said to be carrying on a business but odicr commercial aedvides ol 
government bodies are not so clear. In pardcular, government procurement for 
ordinary governmental purposes does not come widiin the crucial words, at least if 
die.fSMcMilkui case is followed.

It would have been preferable to implement die Hilmer reforms widiout the 
‘carries on a business’ gateway which now applies across Australia in nine pieces of 
legislation. The Competition Code and Part IV apply to ‘trade or commerce’, 
market conduct such as resale price maintenance, exclusive dealing, collusive pric
ing and odicr aiiti-competitivc arrangements or contracts. The legislation, in short, 
is concerned only widi commercial transactions and arrangements and would not 
impinge on noil-commercial government activities. This latter gateway is relatively 
easy to negotiate. For example, in the McMilkui case (a case not involving anti
competitive conduct, but the same argument applies), die judge held that die sale of 
surplus government assets was in ‘trade or commerce’, even though it did not come 
widiin die words ‘carries on a business’. As die law is at present, it is necessary to 
negotiate two gateways before a government can be found liable for breach of die 
Competition Code or Part IV. The transaction or conduct in question bodi must 
be in trade or commerce (or constitute some odier commercial transaction or ar
rangement covered by die competition provisions) and must be part of carrying on a 
business. There is simply no need for bodi of diese gateways. The solution is to 
delete die ‘carries on a business’ gateway from die Trade Practices Act and from 
each State and Territory Act which implemented die Hilmer reforms: no easy task 
given die difficulties of amending legislation across nine jurisdictions.

The States and Territories and the Trade Practices Act

Apart from the competition provisions of die Act, die Commonwealdi Trade Prac
tices Act does not bind die States and Territories. The Hilmer reforms were con
cerned only widi competition law. The odier major part of die Act is Part V, which 
is headed ‘Consumer Protection’ but which covers a much wider field. Part V con
tains die all-important s.52, which prohibits misleading or deceptive conduct in

•20
(1979) 145 CLR 107.

The problem encountered in die McMillan c.ise was foreseen in Seddon (1994).
21
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trade or commerce. It has been held in a vast number ol cases that s.52 applies to 
business whether or not there is a consumer element to die transaction. The reach 
of s.52 warrants an article on its own. It is responsible lor transforming all com
mercial relations in Australia, from the moment that parties enter into negotiations 
until die deal is completed. It has transformed adverdsing, company floats, pro
spectuses, takeovers, die law about passing off, die way in which banks do business; 
in short, any aedvity which comes widiin die broadly interpreted ‘trade or com
merce’. It imposes an absolute obligadon not to mislead. It matters not if someone 
misled anodier inadvertendy or quite innocend^. Nor can diis very strict liability be 
excluded by cleverly drafted cxempdon clauses.

The Commonwealdi is bound by s.52, but only in so far as it carries on a busi
ness. The States and Territories are not bound by s.52 because s.2A is directed 
only at overcoming Commonwealdi Crown immunity, not State or Territory Crown 
immunity.

The State and Territory Fair Trading Acts

The problem of Part V of die Trade Pracdces Act not binding die States or Territo
ries has been alleviated by (more or less) uniform legisladon passed by each State 
and Territory which mirrors Part V of die Commonwealdi Act and which includes 
die all-important misleading or deceptive conduct provision. However, die legisla
don is not uniform in some crucial respects.

In New South Wales, die Fair Trading Act 1987 binds die Crown in right of 
New Soudi Wales in so far as it ‘carries on a business’; and so we have precisely die 
same problem in New Soudi Wales as exists at Commonwealdi level. Thus, die 
New Soudi Wales government is not bound by Part V of the Trade Pracdces Act at 
all and it is not bound by its ‘own’ Fair Trading Act in respect of most of its com
mercial aedvides, namely, procurement and contracdng out if die narrow view of 
diese words prevails. In every odier State and Territory die Crown (die govern
ment) is bound by its ‘own’ Fair Trading Act widiout die ‘carries on a business’ 
gateway. In Queensland, die Fair Trading Act 1989 s.38 (die misleading conduct 
secdon) is unaccountably limited to use solely by consumers (ss.99(3)(a) and 
100(6)). This is unique to Queensland. The implication of diis is that die govern
ment could not use die Queensland legisladon in respect of misleading conduct by 
a supplier to die government, nor could die supplier use die legislation against die 
government if die latter had engaged in misleading conduct. Flic Queensland gov
ernment is dierefore exempt from die operation of Part V of die Trade Pracdces 
Act and from die operation of its own fair trading misleading conduct provision 
except in die limited circumstances where the complaining party happened to be a 
consumer, diat is, someone acquiring goods or services from die government for 
consumer purposes (a not very common transaction).

Miller (1998) explains the scope and reach of s.52 and its State and Territory equivalents.
!
An incorporated supplier would, however, be bound by the Trade Practices Act
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Thus, different standards of conduct exist lor governments throughout Austra
lia in respect of the crucial prohibition on misleading or deceptive conduct, arguably 
die most important (certainly die most litigated) provision in die legisladon.

‘Vicarious’ Immunity for Private Sector?

The next step in diis unddy saga is to examine whedier enddes odicr dian Crown 
bodies can claim Crown immunity. The law on what consdtutes ‘Crown bodies’ is 
complex and will not be examined here. Suffice it to say diat Crown immunity may 
be claimed by governments diemselves and by some statutory corporadons (but not 
all). W hat is very surprising is that it may also be possible for private sector com
panies to claim die benefit of Crown immunity and dius die exempdons, oudined 
above, from die operadon of die Trade Pracdces Act and fair trading legisladon. 
This may apply to government-owned companies or to companies contracted to 
die government. How can companies contracted to die government under a con- 
traedng out arrangement possibly claim a sort of ‘vicarious’ or derivadvc immunity? 
Widi die huge emphasis by all governments on contracting out to private enterprise, 
die possibility diat Crown immunity goes widi die package is truly alarming.

W e go back to die case which was a major precipitating factor behind die Hil- 
mer inquiry, namely, Bradken Consolidated Ltd v Broken Hill Ply Co Ltd. In 
diat case, not only was it held dial die Queensland Commissioner for Railways was 
exempt from the operadon of die competition provisions of die Trade Practices 
Act, but it was also held diat any company contracting widi die Commissioner was 
also exempt because it would be impossible to apply die legislation to die company 
widiout it applying equally to die immune Commissioner. This argument was re
visited in a recent decision of die Full Federal Court.

In Woodlands v Permanent Trustee Co L td  die Full Federal Court held diat 
companies contracted to die New Soudi Wales government were «able to claim die 
same immunity as die government itself. As we have seen, die State of New Soudi 
Wales is not bound by s.52 of die Commonwealth Trade Practices Act. The com
panies were contracted by die New Soudi Wales government to implement die ill- 
fated HomeFund scheme, a supposedly low-interest home loan scheme for low- 
income earners. Borrowers who had fallen foul of die scheme alleged diat die gov
ernment and die companies had engaged in misleading conduct in promoting and 
implementing die scheme. The government was of course able to claim immunity. 
File companies argued diat diey were also immune from die operation of s.«52. 
The Court agreed and, in doing so, arguably extended die Bradkcn argument one

See Seddon (1995:104-13).
25

The Trade Practices Act itself contemplates in s.4 that ‘an authority of the Commonwealth’ which 
enjoys die limited immunity conferred by s.2A could be a company in which die Commonwealdi has a 
controlling interest

26(1979) 145 CLR 107.
27

(1996) 139 ALR 127.
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step further. The Bradken argument, which provided derivative immunity to pri
vate sector companies, depended on the impossibility of applying the legislation to 
one party to a contract without it affecting the other party. This argument is par
ticularly applicable to contracts in which there arc infringements of competition law. 
But what if die legislation could be applied to one party (die private sector party) 
widiout it affecting die odier party (die government)? Secdon 52 is such a provision 
and die remedies which go with it could be applied to a company widiout affecting 
die government. The Federal Court nevcrdielcss decided dial, if die company was 
involved in implementing die government’s scheme when it allegedly engaged in 
misleading conduct, dien if die government could not be liable neidier could die 
company. This was in die nature of an agency argument: if die company is in effect 
die government’s agent dien it has derivative immunity. But it is not agency in die 
ordinary legal sense where die government is die principal and die company is die 
agent aedng for and on behalf of die principal. Instead, die precept is diat die com
pany is in effect an ‘arm’ of die government for die purpose of implementing die 
government-initiated scheme.

The plaintiffs in die Woodlands case also argued diat bodi die government and 
die companies were in breach of die equivalent misleading conduct provision of die 
New Soudi Wales Fair Trading Act. It will be recalled diat this Act binds die gov
ernment only in so far as it carries on a business. If die government was exempt 
dien, again, it could be said diat die companies should be exempt. The Federal 
Court agreed widi diis. For reasons which are not apparent from the report of die 
case, die Court had to decide only whether the companies enjoyed derivadve im
munity; it did not consider whedier die government could be said to be carrying on 
a business when implementing die HomeFund scheme.

What potendally follows from die Woodlands case is unclear. It would seem 
to apply to any situadon of contracdng out where die government is implementing a 
scheme and die private sector body is providing services to die general public. 
Tlius, garbage collection, providing case management services to job seekers and 
running gaols would come widiin the principle. Could the immunity also extend to 
companies diat arc supplying to die government radier dian performing tasks for 
die government? Is it conceivable diat such a company could argue diat because it 
is, for example, providing services to die government it is in effect an ‘agent’ of die 
government? This seems unlikely, but if it could be shown that the application of a 
law to die contractor in some way adversely alfecLs die service it is supplying to die 
government, dien it may come within die Woodlands immunity principle.

The Woodlands case is, at the time of writing, before die High Court. It is to 
be hoped dial diis bizarre extension of the concept of Crown immunity, which 
should have withered on die vine, will be resisted. "Flic prospect of private sector 
companies arguing Crown immunity because diey are doing die bidding of die gov-

28
See Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs (1992). The clear message from 

this report is dial Crown immunity is in many respects inappropriate, most particularly when govern
ment engages in commercial activity.
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crnmcnt is to introduce an extraordinary distortion into the thinking which informs 
the movement to competitive tendering and contracting out.

Conclusion

The current state of play in Australia on the extent to which governments and gov
ernment bodies can still claim Crown immunity in respect of their commercial op
erations is most unsatisfactory. The playing held is topographically tilted. The 
Commonwealth Trade Practices Act and the Fair Trading Acts in each State and 
Territory apply to governments and their authorities but with significant exemp
tions. The Hilmer reforms had only a limited coverage (competition law) and were 
implemented widi a fundamental Haw, namely, the requirement that the law applies 
to governments only so long as they can be said to be carrying on a business. Most 
government commercial activity docs not come within this description, at least not if 
die narrow meaning adopted in die McMillan case is followed in future cases.

The legisladon applies to trade or commerce and diis stipulation is quite ade
quate to protect governments against claims which would arguably be an inappro
priate use of die legisladon. For example, it would be misleading conduct for die 
Department of Social Security to provide die wrong information to a person about 
pensions but it would not be a breach of s.52 of die Trade Pracdces Act because die 
information would not be provided in trade or commerce.

The ‘carries on a business’ sdpuladon should be excised from die legisladon. 
This is not easy because it would require an amendment to die Trade Pracdces Act 
s.2A and to eight State and Territory Acts which implemented die Hilmer reforms. 
In addidon, die problem in die New Soudi Wales Fair Trading Act would remain 
whereby die Act also binds die government only in so far as it carries on a business. 
Anodier soludon would be to define ‘business’ to cover all government commercial 
aedvity, including die all-important procurement and contracdng out. Implementa- 
don of one or odier of diese amendments would be a very significant measure to 
redress die uneven application of crucial legislation to Australian commerce.
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New Zealand’s Monetary Conditions 
Index: A Critical Analysis

Stephen J. Burnell

iHE Reserve Bank of New Zealand is currently responsible for keeping infla
tion within the 0-3 per cent range. Before 1996, it sought to achieve this by

-A . determining the interest rate on 90-day bills (short-term interbank loans). 
However, in an open economy diere is a fundamental problem with targeting an 
interest rate. If die exchange rate suddenly falls, due to some exogenous shock, 
while die Reserve Bank maintains its interest rate target, die price of traded goods 
will rise and so boost die profits of exporters. It is likely, dierefore, diat bodi ex
pected inflation and output will rise. So while die Reserve Bank maintains die in
terest rate, sudden shocks to die exchange rate may alter die expected inflation rate.

There are at least two ways to reconcile die Reserve Bank’s uldmate objeedve of 
controlling inflation widi die problem of exchange rate shocks. First, die interest 
rate target could respond to exchange rate shocks: for example, a lall in die ex
change rate could lead to a rise in die interest rate target. Second, the interest rate 
target could be abandoned and replaced widi a targeted set of exchange rates and 
interest rates. Announcing in advance how die interest rate target will respond to 
exchange rate shocks is equivalent to announcing a targeted set of exchange rates 
and interest rates.

For simple models of inflation, given die current economic situadon, we can 
construct a funedon from exchange rates and interest rates to die expected infladon 
rate. For any given expected infladon rate (and current economic situadon), we can 
construct die set of exchange rates and interest rates diat will generate die specified 
infladon rate. As we change the expected infladon rate, we can construct a family of 
sets (one set for each expected infladon rate). We can describe diis family of sets 
widiout having to cxplicidy mention die expected infladon rate; all we need to know' 
is diat each set corresponds to a particular expected infladon rate. We can now 
construct a funedon from the current economic situadon to a family of sets of ex
change rates and interest rates. Furdier, lor simple models, as we change the cur
rent economic situadon, die relevant family of sets will remain unchanged. That is, 
we can specify a pardcular set of exchange rates and interest rates, and dien con-

Until Decem ber 1996, the range was 0-2 per cent.

Stephen Burnell is Senior Lecturer in Economics and Finance at Victoria Univer
sity o f Wellington.
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struct an unambiguous function from the current economic situation to the ex
pected inflation rate.

Given such a simple model, we can then assign a number to each set of ex
change rates and interest rates. This generates a function, from exchange rates and 
interest rates to real numbers. We can call this function die monetary conditions 
index (MCI) for inflation. Given die current economic situadon, for each value of 
die MCI we have a unique expected inflation rate. This enables die Reserve Bank 
to target die expected inflation rate by targeting die MCI (given die current eco
nomic situadon).

Monetary Conditions and Instruments

In New Zealand, die instruments available to the Reserve Bank are (i) die Setde-
3

ment Cash target; (ii) die supply of discountable securides; (iii) the discount mar
gin; and (iv) die relationship between die interest rates for Setdement Cash and 
short-term bonds. These instruments were last changed in August 1995. Since diat 
time, die interest rate on 90-day bills has fluctuated between 7 per cent and 10 per 
cent, while the MCI has fluctuated between 600 and 1,000. Clearly, changes in 
monetary conditions (and interest rates) can occur widiout changes in monetary
. 5instruments.

One explanation for diis phenomenon is diat die Reserve Bank announces (i) a 
monetary conditions target and (ii) a threat that if actual monetary conditions are 
not close to die target dien it will change some of its instruments. For diis strategy 
to yield die announced target, it is necessary diat a change in monetary instruments 
forces a change in monetary conditions. For example, a reduction in the Setdement 
Cash target forces banks to die discount window more often, so bank profits fall. It 
may be that dierc are two ways in which this leads to a change in monetary condi
tions. First, if we ignore the Reserve Bank’s target (and its direat), we have a func
tion from monetary instruments to equilibrium nominal interest rates. A lowering 
of die Setdement Cash target may raise equilibrium interest rates, at least in die 
short term. This creates a natural tendency for banks to raise interest rates in re-

The central banks of Canada, New Zealand, Norway, and Sweden each publish an MCI, although 
they are usually derived from output growth rather than inflation. See, for example, Freedman (1994); 
Hansson and Lindberg (1994); Nadal-de-Simone et al. (1996); Reserve Bank of New Zealand 
(1996a); Dennis (1997); Ericsson et al. (1997). The Bank of Canada has recently stopped using the
MCI as a target
3
Demand deposits held by trading banks at the Reserve Bank. Trading banks can never begin a

working day with an overdraft 
t
See, for example, Reserve Bank of New Zealand (1996b).

5
Guthrie and Wright (1998) develop a model in which the Reserve Bank achieves a targeted path for 

interest rates by simply announcing the path. The key assumption in their model is that the Reserve 
Bank can achieve any interest rate it desires through open market operations. Hence, the Reserve 
Bank’s threat to enter the bond market (an open mouth operation) will ensure that the interest rate is 
always equal to its target.
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spouse to a lowering of the Settlement Cash target. Second, by lowering the profits 
of banks, the Reserve Bank is punishing them, and this punishment mechanism 
may be sufficient to ensure that hanks follow die wishes of die Reserve Bank. If 
interest rates are too low, die Reserve Bank announces diat it will continue lowering 
bank profits until interest rates rise; and as banks understand diat die Reserve Bank 
can indeed lower dieir profits, diey automatically comply. Such a punishment strat
egy is asymmetric: die Reserve Bank cannot direaten to increase bank profits until 
it is obeyed. Rather, it would seem to rely upon competitive forces to lower interest 
rates, and direats of punishment to raise them.

These stories have some appeal when the Reserve Bank’s target is a nominal 
interest rate. Do diey also have appeal when die target is a value for an MCI? In 
diis case, banks may be punished for shocks to die exchange rate, even though diey 
have no direct control over diis price (aldiough banks are responsible for most for
eign exchange transactions).

A Simple Illustrative Model of Monetary Conditions and Inflation
7

Consider a discrete-time model, widi domestic and foreign sectors. Goods in die 
domestic economy are classified as traded or non-traded goods; traded goods are 
diose diat can be exported and imported. There are two nominal interest rates: die 
domestic rate and die foreign rate. Finally, die exchange rate is measured as die 
price of domestic currency in terms of foreign currency, so a fall in die exchange 
rate is a depreciation.

For all die variables, we will assume diat expectations are rational: on average, 
die realised value today is equal to yesterday’s expectation. Furdier, lor simplicity, 
we will assume that dicre are no unexpected shocks involved in die determination 
of goods prices. This ensures diat expected inflation rates have an extremely simple 
functional form.

The model has diree equations. First, die expected domestic price of traded 
goods tomorrow is given by today’s foreign price of traded goods, expressed in do
mestic currency. That is, domestic prices follow world prices, with a lag. Such a lag 
structure is needed to ensure diat a shock to today’s exchange rate lias a direct im
pact on die expected inflation rate, but not upon today’s price level.

Second, die expected price of non-traded goods is driven by (i) dieir current 
price; (ii) die expected domestic price of traded goods; and (iii) die current domes
tic nominal interest rate. Idle crucial feature of diis functional form is die role of 
die nominal interest rate; an increase in die current interest rate implies a reduction 
in the expected price of non-traded goods. This is designed to capture die defla
tionary aspect of raising die nominal interest rate.

Third, die domestic price level is a weighted average of die prices of traded and 
11011-traded goods.

6
Set the Appendix lor a mathematical representation. 

l
Time, written as date L, unfolds as f -  1, 2, 3...
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From these three equations, an MCI (for innation) can be constructed, as an 
increasing function of both the exchange rate and die interest rate. Hence, die ex
pected domestic inflation rate (from date / to date [/ + /]), can be written as an in
creasing function of (i) die sequence of current and past foreign inflation rates; (ii) 
die sequence of historic values for die MCI (where die coefficients arc constructed 
so as to eliminate historic domesde interest rates); and (iii) die exchange rate at date 
U —/]. Furdier, die expected inflation rate is a decreasing function of die current 
monetary conditions target and die sequence of historic exchange rates (up until 
date \ t -  2().

To control inflation, dierefore, it is essential diat today’s monetary condidons 
target responds to movements along yesterday’s monetary conditions target. For 
example, if dierc were a shock dial caused yesterday’s exchange rate to rise —  widi 
die monetary condidons targets, for yesterday and today, bodi fixed —  dien die ex
pected inflation rate will rise. That is, a movement along yesterday’s monetary con
didons target will alter die expected infladon rate. "This implies diat die Reserve 
Bank’s prediedons of future monetary condidons targets will be constandy updated, 
in response to shocks to die exchange rate.

Note diat die expected infladon rate is not a function of expected values; it is 
determined solely by historic and current variables. As will be seen in the next sec
tion, it is easy to construct variants of die model in which expectations do matter.

To complete die model, an uncovered interest rate parity equation is added. 
That is, die current domestic interest rate is an increasing function of die current 
exchange rate and die current foreign interest rate, but a decreasing function of die 
expected exchange rate. The equilibrium values for die expected inflation rate, die 
current exchange rate, and domestic interest rate can now be calculated as functions 
of (i) current inflation rates; (ii) last period’s MCI; (iii) die current monetary condi
tions target; (iv) die current foreign interest rate; and (v) die expected exchange rate.

Given die expected exchange rate (and the foreign interest rate), an increase in 
die current monetary condition target implies dial die current exchange rate and 
interest rate bodi rise, while die expected inflation rate falls. Furdier, given die ex
pected exchange rate and die current monetary conditions target, an increase in die 
foreign interest rate implies diat die current exchange rate falls, die domestic interest 
rate rises, and die expected inflation rate remains unchanged. The same result 
emerges if die expected exchange rate falls, widi die foreign interest rate and die 
current monetary conditions target both fixed.

8
An investor can hold either domestic or foreign bonds. Consider beginning and ending with domestic 

currency. One possibility is to buy domestic bonds, bold them until they mature and receive die pay
off. Another possibility is to buy foreign currency, then purchase foreign bonds, bold them until they 
mature, receive die payolf and then convert back into domestic currency. The uncovered interest
parity condition says that, on average, die two possibilities will yield die same payoff.
<)
If die expected exchange rate is systematically higher dian die forward rate (which is die price deter

mined today and which yields die covered interest rate parity condition), dien a risk premium term can 
be added. This would dien imply diat investors arc risk-averse and reluctant to hold domestic bonds 
unless die expected yield -  in foreign currency -  is sullicicndy high, relative to foreign bonds.
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Finally, the model assumes that the relative size of the traded goods sector does 
not change over time. However, if we think of traded goods as those whose domes
tic price is determined by foreign prices, then it is likely that the traded sector’s size 
will be rising over time. As it becomes more important for the domestic economy, 
the shape of the MCI changes in an intuitive manner: the coefficient on the ex
change rate rises, while the coefficient on the interest rate falls. That is, as the size 
of the traded goods sector rises, the inflationary impact of exchange rate shocks will 
rise, while the impact of interest rate shocks will fall. Note that it will be difficult to 
use historic data to construct an MCI for today’s expected inflation rate, as the his
toric estimate for the size of the traded goods sector will be too small.

A Model of Inflation Where the Future Matters' 0

In the previous model, the assumption that the domestic price of traded goods is 
driven by the foreign price with a lag was crucial to establishing the results given. In 
this section, it is assumed that the foreign price instantaneously determines the do
mestic price of traded goods. All the other equations are as in the previous section. 
The MCI is now a decreasing function of the exchange rate and an increasing func
tion of the interest rate: that is, an increase in today’s exchange rate (with tire inter
est rate fixed) will lower current prices (for both traded and noil-traded goods) and 
the expected prices for noil-traded goods, but leaves the expected price for traded 
goods unchanged. Hence the expected inflation rate will rise.

Let today be given by date t. The expected inflation rate (from date t, until date 
U + /l) can now be written as an increasing function of (i) the sequence of historic 
foreign inflation rates; (ii) the sequence of historic values for the MCI (which will be 
used to eliminate domestic interest rates); (iii) the sequence of historic exchange 
rates; and (iv) the expected foreign exchange rate. Further, the expected inflation 
rate is a decreasing function of the expected exchange rate and the current monetary 
conditions target.

This model has two characteristics that are different from the previous one. 
First, for any monetary conditions target, the exchange rate is an increasing function 
of the interest rate. Second, the future matters as the expected inflation rate is a 
function of the expected exchange rate.

Looking at the first characteristic, for the MCI, suppose that the magnitude of 
the coefficient for die interest rates exceeds that for die exchange rate. Given die 
expected inlladon rate, the expected exchange rate, and die foreign interest rate, if 
the current monetary conditions target is increased, dien die exchange rate and die 
interest rate will bodi rise; a dghtening of monetary policy implies the interest rate 
rises and die exchange rate appreciates. If die foreign interest rate rises (with die

i °
See tiie Appendix tor a mathematical representation. 

l l r
This assumes that a one-off increase in the current price of non-traded goods will not yield a larger 

increase in the expected price ol non-traded goods. Note that this assumption is necessary to ensure 
that, following a one-oil shock, the changes in future prices are bounded.
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monetary conditions target and the expected exchange rate both fixed), then the 
exchange rate and the interest rate will both fall.

With regards to the second characteristic, if the expected exchange rate rises 
(with die monetary conditions target and die foreign interest rate bodi fixed), then 
the exchange rate and interest rate will both rise, while die expected infladon rate 
will fall. That is, an expected movement along tomorrow’s monetary condidons tar
get will alter die expected infladon rate.

These results imply a fundamental weakness of monetary condidons targedng. 
By announcing a targeted set of exchange rates and interest rates, die Reserve Bank 
signals dial it does not care which point on die set is chosen by die market. But die 
Reserve Bank does care. To control infladon, it is necessary for die Reserve Bank 
to target a sequence of exchange rates and interest rates. It is not sufficient simply 
to target a sequence of values for die MCI.

Monetary Conditions Indices for Output

Much of die empirical work on monetary condidons lias focused on die growth of 
real output radier dian on infladon.

For simplicity, suppose the expected growdi rate for domesdc output can he 
expressed as a funedon of (i) past and present domesdc growdi rates, as well as past, 
present, and expected (ii) foreign growdi rates, (iii) domesdc real interest rates, and 
(iv) real exchange rates. Ixt die real exchange rate be defined as a domesdc price 
level —  expressed in foreign currency —  divided by a foreign price level. The cho
sen price level could be a GDP deflator or a traded goods price level. If die focus is 
on traded goods prices, dien it implies dial die law of one price need not hold (at 
least in die short term). Apparent arbitrage opportunidcs may disappear once 
transport costs, togedier widi die dmc required to transport, are considered. Alter
natively, arbitrage opportunities may exist, but new firms may be unable to exploit 
diem because of die oligopolistic nature of the production, distribution, and retail 
sectors. For example, if die domestic price of an imported good is high, new firms 
may be reluctant to import it if diey believe existing importers will engage m a price 
war to ensure new entrants can never make a profit. Similarly, if die domestic price 
of an import is low, firms may be reluctant to raise dieir price, as diis may damage 
dieir reputation and reduce dieir market share (such a situation may emerge when 
demand for die good is low).

To describe output growdi in more detail, it will be useful to make some as
sumptions concerning die timing of data. Output, at date /, is calculated for a pe
riod of time, such as dirce mondis. Assume diat price data lor date t are gadiercd 
at die beginning of die period, before any output has been produced. Furdier, as
sume diat prices will remain fairly constant during die period: diey change only at 
die beginning of each period. This captures die idea diat day-to-day fluctuations in

12, •See, for example, Ericsson et al. (1997).
13

Alter allowing for differences in tax rates across countries, the domestic price o f traded goods, ex
pressed in foreign currency, should equal the foreign price.
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relative prices are unimportant; the locus is on prices that seem likely to last lor 
some period of time. Hence, at the beginning of period /, prices at date t have 
already been observed, while output at date l has not yet been produced. Expected 
output growth therefore refers to output at date t, relative to output at date [ / -  1\.

It is likely diat die expected growdi rate will be inversely related to both die ex
pected domesdc real interest rate and the current real exchange rate. An increase in 
die expected real interest rate will discourage investment by firms and die purchase 
of durables by households. Similarly, an increase in die current real exchange rate 
may discourage exports and encourage imports.

From die expected output growdi equadon, die terms involving die expected 
real interest rate and die current real exchange rate can he used to construct an MCI 
for output growdi.

Two crucial quesdons emerge from diis formuladon of an MCI. First, why fo
cus on die expected real interest rate and die current real exchange rate, radier dian 
die nominal interest rate and die nominal exchange rate? It should be noted diat 
die expected real interest rate can be expressed in terms of die current nominal in
terest rate and die expected inlladon rate, while die real exchange rate is determined 
by die nominal exchange rate and price levels for domesdc and foreign output. By 
focusing on nominal variables, die role of die expected inlladon rate is highlighted. 
In pardcular, suppose die expected inlladon rate is inlluenced by die current nomi
nal exchange rate and/or die current nominal interest rate. In diis case, construcdng 
an MCI using nominal variables will yield a different functional form (and rado of 
coefficients) dian die index constructed using real variables.

Second, why focus on expected output growth radier dian the expected inlladon 
rate, especially as die Reserve Bank’s goal is to achieve an inlladon target? "Flic 
main cxplanadon offered is diat die key determinant of condnuing inlladon is die 
so-called output ^ap (die difference between actual output and some measure of 
potcndal output). Clearly, controlling output growdi is equivalent to controlling die 
output gap; given current output and expected potential output, dierc is a one-to- 
one relationship between expected growdi and die expected output gap. But why 
should die Reserve Bank care about condnuing inlladon, as opposed to die se
quence of observed inlladon rates?

Suppose diat die Reserve Bank can indeed construct a well-defined MCI for 
real output growth at each date. A monetary policy can dien be diought of as die 
specification of a monetary conditions target at each date, from today until die end 
of time.

Given die sequence of historical variables and die sequence of expected exoge
nous variables, die Reserve Bank considers die set of all feasible monetary policies, 
and dien chooses die policy it likes best. That is, die Reserve Bank has some well- 
defined objective function diat it seeks to maximise (subject to certain constraints).

u
See, for example, Freedman (1994:473).

See, for example, Freedman (1994:471) and Nadal-de-Simone et al. (1996:30, 37).

See Freedman (1994:472).
16
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If Üic Reserve Bank’s objective is to achieve its inflation target, at every date, then it 
will not ‘distinguish between developments that affect die price level once and lor all 
and those that affect the process of inflation’ (Freedman, 1994:472). The Reserve 
Bank’s MCI will be derived from the functional form for the expected inflation rate, 
while output growth will matter only if it is one of the influences on expected infla
tion. On the other hand, if the Reserve Bank’s objective is to smooth output 
growdi, as well as achieve its inflation target, then short-term deviations from the 
inflation target might occur, so long as fliese deviations encourage output smooth
ing. Put simply, the Reserve Bank will develop a concept of continuing inflation 
only if it is concerned with output smoothing. We may therefore infer that if the 
Reserve Bank targets an MCI for output growth, then output smoothing enters into 
the Bank’s objective function. Note that in such a situation it is difficult to monitor 
the success of the Bank, as neither potential output nor continuing inflation is di
rectly observable.

Finally, the expected growth rate —  from today until tomorrow —  will be influ
enced by a sequence of past, present, and expected real interest rates and a se
quence of real exchange rates. For example, if the real interest rate is expected to 
fall, then firms may choose to delay investment. Similarly, if flic real exchange rate 
is expected to rise (and this directly influences the domestic price of traded goods), 
consumers may delay the purchase of certain traded goods.

In the simplest case, flic expected growdi rate will be a function of a sequence 
of monetary conditions. To generate a targeted sequence of expected growdi rates, 
therefore, it will be sufficient to specify a sequence of monetary conditions targets. 
More generally, however, die expected growth rate will be a function of a sequence 
of monetary conditions targets together with a sequence of real exchange rates (with 
the sequence of real interest rates captured by die monetary conditions targets). 
Hence, die Reserve Bank is concerned about more flian just flic sequence of mone
tary condifions targets; for each set of real exchange rates and real interest rates, it 
cares about the point at which die market will setde.

Conclusion

For simple models of expected infladon or output growdi, die influence of die cur
rent exchange rate and interest rate can be captured by an MCI. However, die 
shape of such an index (for example, expressing the exchange rate as a funedon of 
die interest rate) is highly sensidve to model specification. For example, in a model 
of expected infladon, if die domesdc price of traded goods is determined by die 
foreign price, with a lag, dien die exchange rate is a decreasing funedon of die inter
est rate. Altcrnadvcly, if the domesdc price is instantaneously determined by die 
foreign price, dien die exchange rate is an increasing funedon of die interest rate. 
The shape of die MCI influences die way die exchange rate and interest rate re
spond to shocks (for example, an increase in die foreign interest rate).

Even when die current exchange rate and die interest rate can be represented 
by an MCI, dierc is no reason why diis will be true for cidier die past or die future. 
In pardcular, die past and die future can be represented by a sequence of monetary
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conditions targets, together with a sequence of exchange rates. Clearly, the empiri
cal significance of this general result must he investigated. If the coefficients on the 
exchange rates are all fairly small, then for all practical purposes we can assume they 
are all zero. That is, we can approximate the true functional form by a function ol 
tiie sequence of monetary conditions targets. If, on the other hand, some ol the 
coefficients on the exchange rates are large, dien die Reserve Bank must either 

4. abandon die concept of a monetary condidons target or recognise diat it will have to 
revise its sequence of monetary condidons targets whenever die economy experi
ences a significant shock.

Appendix: Mathematical Representations of Inflation Models

A simple m odel o f  inflation. The variables are given by it = domesdc interest rate, 
i*t = foreign interest rate, e, = exchange rate, p \  = price of traded goods, pNt = price 
of noil-traded good, p, = domesdc price level, p*t = foreign price lor traded goods 
(infladon rates are • Tt, • Nt, • ,, and • *t, respeedvely). Variables involving dme (i 
and • ) are indexed by dieir inidal date. Future variables (et+i, • t) can be diought of 
as expected variables. Finally, m, is a measure of die risk premium on domesdc 
bonds.

PT,.| = [e,r'p*„ (1)
pN,-M = [pN,]b [pT,t .] 'b[l +i,rd. (2)
p1+i = [p1,+i]a [pN..i]la,.™<l (3)
[1 +i(] = e ,[e ,ti] '1 [1 + i* ,][l + m j. (4)

Now, equations (l)-(3) yield:
L og [l+ *  , ] - [ a  + (l -a )  ( l - b ) ]  Log[l + •
+ [1 -  a] b-[ 1 -  b] [Log(l + • *,.2) + b Log(l + • *,.3) + b2 Ix>g(l + • *,.4) +•••]
-  Mt + [1 -  b]-[M,_, + b-Mt-2 + b2M,.3 +•••]
+ a b {e,.i -  [1 -  b]-[Ixig(e,.2) + b-Ixig(e,.3) + b2-Ix>g(e,_4) +•••]} (5)
where:
Mt = [1 -  (1 -  a) b] Log[et] + [1 -  a] d-Log[l + it] (6)
Further, equadon (4) can be rewritten:
Log[l + it] = I^og[et] -  Ixig[e,+i] + Log[l + i*t] + Ixig[l + mt] (4*)

A m odel o f  inflation where the future matters 
Equadon (1) is now:
pT,+i = [et+i ] 'p * t+i (1)
Equadons (2)-(4) are unchanged, yielding:
Log[l + • t] = [1 — a] b [l -  b] [Ixig(l + • + b-Ixig(l + • *t.2)

+ b2-Ixig(l + • *t-3) +•••]
+ [1 -  (1 - a) b] [l -  b]-[Ixig(e,_i) + b-Ixig(et.2) + b2-Lx>g(e,.3) +•••]
+ [1 -  (1 -  a)-b]-[Ixig(l + • * , ) -  Ixig(et+1)] -  Mt + [1 -  b]-[Mt., + b-Mt.2

+ b2-M,_3 +•••] (5)
where
Mt = [1 -  a] d lxig[l + it] -  [a + (1 -  a) (l -  b)2] Ixig[et] (6)
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Why New Zealand Doesn’t Need a 
Written Constitution

James Allan

W T hen lawyers and constitutional scholars talk of a ‘written constitution’ 
%  /  % /  they use the term in a formal, technical sense. They mean a country’s 

▼ V authoritative, and often founding, document or series of documents 
which contains that country’s most important laws about its system of government. 
This uniquely prominent written document is referred to as ‘the Constitution’ and 
will normally have two characteristics. It will contain a country’s fundamental laws 
(say, about, and giving authority to, the principal organs of state), and diese laws will 
be of a higher form and status dian laws derived from sources odier dian die Con- 
sdtudon.

In die developed world, New Zealand is virtually unique in not having a written 
consdtudon. Only die United Kingdom and Israel, among all odier civil sociedes, 
also lack such a pre-eminent consdtudonal document and so, too, can be described 
as lacking a written consdtudon in diis formal sense.

Why, dien, does New Zealand not have a written consdtudon? Broadly 
speaking diere are dirce reasons. First, New Zealand’s legal and consdtudonal heri
tage is English. New Zealand inherited die Westminster form of government and, 
as noted, die IJK is one —  die pre-eminent one —  of diose few countries widiout a 
written consdtudon. The Legislature Act 1908 transferred die privileges, immuni- 
dcs, and powers of die imperial parliament as of 1 January 1865 to die 
New Zealand parliament. The English I îws Act 1858 did basically die same with 
die exisdng body of English law. Earlier, Westminster’s New Zealand Consdtudon 
Act 1852 had created a General Assembly for die colony of New Zealand to ‘make 
laws for die Peace, Order, and Good Government of New Zealand’ (s.53) and 
diereby had sown die seed of parliamentary sovereignty.

Of course, countries like Australia and Canada also inherited die Westminster 
system of government from England but did so widi a written consdtudon (in die 
form of mi Act of die imperial parliament) included. The difference in diese cases, 
however, was one of size. Canada and Australia were so large diat only a federal 
system of government was pracdcal, and federal government requires a defining 
document setdng out, as higher law, die division of powers between die central and 
state governments. This is die second reason for die absence in New Zealand of a

Sec, tor example, Joseph (1993:5-12).

James Allan is Senior Lecturer in Law at The University of Otago.
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written constitution: New Zealand, along with the UK (and Israel too for that mat
ter), is a relatively small (in terms of area) unitary, not federal, state.

The diird main reason for the absence of a written constitution in New Zealand 
is more ethereal. There has never been much dissatisfaction (at least among the 
preponderance of citizens) with the historical legacy. Accordingly, there has been 
little demand for a new start or refounding of die political structures. Had Üiere 
been such a demand, a most likely concomitant effect would have been die adop
tion of a written constitution.

Calls to Join the (Written) Club

Neverdicless, New Zealand’s current constitutional structure is not universally ad
mired. In particular, two former labour Prime Ministers have recendy raised die 
possibility of New Zealand adopting a written consdtudon. One is Sir Geoffrey
Palmer, who advocates a written consdtudon which would include and entrench

2
bodi a justiciable Bill of Rights and die Treaty of Waitangi. Sir Geoffrey’s vision 
can be traced back to die mid-1980s when, first as Minister of Justice and dien as 
Prime Minister, be tried, and failed, to have an entrenched Bill of Rights adopted. 
But dial vision has remained relatively amorphous; Sir Geoffrey has advanced no 
detailed proposals for moving from die present constitutional structure to his pre
ferred arrangement.

Not so widi former Prime Minister Mike Moore. Today a backbench opposi
tion labour MP, die Right Honourable Mike Moore has recendy had drafted a 
private member’s Bill which, were it ever to be enacted, could well lead to 
New Zealand adopting a written constitution. Moore’s Constitutional Convention 
Bill seeks to establish a constitutional convention which would dien consider, 
among odier matters, whedier:

• a draft written constitution for New Zealand should be drawn up;

• an entrenched Bill of Rights should be included;

• New Zealand should become a republic;

• die right of appeal to die Privy Council should be ended; and whedier

• die new proportional-representation voting system adopted in 1993 should be 
maintained, altered or abolished.

The Bill provides in die first instance lor die establishment of a so-called Lead
ership Council consisting of die elected leaders of all die parties in parliament. This

2
See, lor example, Geoflrey and Matthew Palmer (1997:311-16).

3
Instead a statutory Bill ol Rights was enacted with a section specifying that this Bill ol Rights was not to 

override any other statutes. For more on the New Zealand Bill ol Rights Act 1990, see Allan (lf97).
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Leadership Council would dien appoint nine people of high standing in die com
munity to a so-called Eminent Persons Group. Idle two bodies would cooperate in 
preparing for, and supervising the holding of, a Consdtudonal Convention. This 
convention would be peopled widi 35 elected members (five from Maori electoral 
districts), 20 MPs appointed by die Leadership Council, up to ten furdier appoint
ees named by die leadership Council alter consulting widi the Eminent Persons 
Group, and a few special delegates such as ex-Governors General and ex-Prime 
Minsters. Any and all proposals for change made by die Constitutional Convention 
would be put to, and to take effect have to be passed by, a popular referendum.

In many respects diis Bill makes for very odd reading. The explanatory note 
widi which it begins is part potted history of New Zealand, part oudine of die Bill’s 
provisions, and part a blend of personal commentary about New Zealand’s past and 
implicit warnings about its future. Frequent references are made to die coming 
millennium, as diough having a year widi lots of zeros in it, or one diat can he di
vided evenly by 1,000, is a reason in itself for constitutional change. The reader is 
told in rill apparent seriousness dial ‘The Convention is required to endeavour to 
achieve a consensus on (these] matters’ —  an unlikely feat indeed unless consensus 
is interpreted merely as a majority view. The Treaty of Waitangi is simply asserted 
to have some special status and to he some sort of founding document of 
New Zealand, as diough diis were not a contentious claim. All in all die Moore 
Bill seems a diinly veiled effort to have New Zealand adopt a written constitution, 
togedier with as many odier US-like constitutional attractions as possible. Nor 
would any New Zealander miss die irony of Mike Moore, die populist politician, 
drafting a Bill diat leaves much power in the hands of eminent woithies and party 
leaders.

That said, diis is a private member’s Bill. As such it will need to win parliamen
tary time even to he given a hearing. This is unlikely. Even should diat happen, the 
present government, widi its parliamentary majority, will ensure diat die Bill is de
feated. So in practical terms Moore’s Bill, in my view, is at best a stalking horse for 
a possible route to change sometime in die indefinite future.

Write it Down and Make the Judiciary Even More Powerful

My own preference is for New Zealand to remain widiout a written constitution. 
The inevitable effect of adopting a written constitution, in my view, is an increase in 

judicial power. It will be the judges, after all, who will he given die ultimate power to 
interpret the words in any written constitution. In effect, the judges will make social 
policy and determine winners and losers in society depending upon the meanings 
diose judges choose to give to die various provisions in die particular pre-eminent 
written document.

4
For a well argued book taking die view that the claim is false, see Kenneth Minogue’s (1998) Wai-

tangi: Morality and Reality (reviewed elsewhere in the present issue of Agenda).
5
In a personal communication dated 19 March 1998, Mr Moore indicated that he favours a written 

constitution.
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O f course, different sorts of written constitutions afford die judiciary differing 
degrees of power. At one end of die spectrum is die Australian-style written consti- 
tudon widiout a Bill of Rights. This sort of straight federal model divides powers 
between the Commonwealdi and die States, and leaves die judges as umpires of that 
division. The pre-1982 Canadian written constitution was anodier example of this 
type. At the odier end of die spectrum are written consdtudons which also en
trench, and make into supreme law, some fairly general, amorphous set of moral 
enddements: diat is, a Bill of Rights. This sort of written consdtudon, most clearly 
exemplified by die US or by die post-1982 Canadian consdtudons, proclaims as 
pre-eminent certain values and rights such as free speech, equality, due process, 
freedom of religion and so on and so forth. It dien leaves it to die judges to declare 
what diey mean in particular cases.

The former sort of written consdtudon clearly gives unelected judges a good 
deal less power dian die latter. For one diing, while die Australian-style written con- 
sdtudon leaves die unelected judiciary free to strike down laws passed by an elected 
legislature, die ground for doing so is pretty well restricted to a decision diat die 
power exercised properly lay widi anodier elected legislature (say, die Common
wealth parliament) radier dian die one trying to use it (say, die Tasmanian State As
sembly). By contrast, under a US-style written constitution the unelected judges can 
strike down ;uiy law passed by ;iny elected legislature if the judges believe die im
pugned law contravenes one of die moral rights and values set out in the entrenched 
Bill of Rights. The difference, dien, is diat in the former sort of written constitution 
final {lower over each area of basic social policy still overwhelmingly rests with one 
level or odier of elected legislature, widi die judges deciding which one, based on 
die words in die constitution; whereas in the latter sort of written constitution final 
{lower over large areas of basic social policy rests with unelected judges constrained 
only by each one’s interpretation of die proclaimed rights and values. In die latter 
sort, unlike the former, judges are required to find die moral answer, not to deler to 
elected legislators at one level or the other.

However, even if we take it as true diat an Australian-style written constitution 
constrains judges more dian odier sorts of written constitutions, it is still likely diat

For example, it is left to judges to tell us what these broadly declared rights and values mean as re
gards die permissibility of abortion (see R oev Wade 410 US 113 (1973)), the speed required to bring 
defendants to trial (see R v Askov (1990) 74 DLR (4th) 3.55), the allowable religious elements in state- 
funded schools (see, inter alia, Abington School District v Schemp 374 US 203 (1963) and Wallace v 
Jaflrce 472 US 38 (1985)), the handling of refugees (see Singh v Minister lor Employment and Immi
gration 11985| 1 SCR 177), capital punishment (see Maynard v Cartwright 486 US 356 (1988)), and so
on.
7
The empirical evidence of the extent to which judges operating under a US-style or post-1982 Cana- 

dian-style written constitution have more say on fundamental social and moral issues than do their 
Australian counterparts is overwhelming. To give hut one of many examples, could judges in Australia 
today have got away with spiking down federal legislation which severely restricted tobacco advertising, 
as did the Canadian Supreme Court recently, on the ground that it impinged on commercial free 
speech? (See RJR MacDonald Inc. v Canada (1995) 127 DLR 1.)
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Australian judges have more power than they would were there no written constitu
tion at all. In a New Zealand or UK-type constitutional structure, the fundamental 
or ultimate source of power is the elected parliament. Any clearly worded legislative 
enactment, properly passed, must be enforced by the courts whether the unelected 
judges like its substantive content or not. That is why the doctrine of ‘parliamentary 
supremacy’ or ‘parliamentary sovereignty’ is said to lie at the heart of the 
New Zealand and United Kingdom constitutional structures. Under this doctrine 
unclected judges must always, in the end, defer to elected legislators.

I think such deference a good tiling, though admittedly this has become a mi
nority view amongst human rights and even constitutional lawyers. On matters ol 
basic social policy, such as abortion, immigration, and capital punishment, I lavour 
‘letting the numbers count’ — which they more or less do in New Zealand today.

By contrast, the Australian High Court in 1994 decided that, although not ex
plicitly stated anywhere, there was an implicit guarantee in the constitution ol politi
cal free speech. With no written constitution with which to work, dieir 
New Zealand counterparts would have found it much more difficult to create lun- 
damental doctrines amounting to higher law. More importantly, any decision the 
courts do make in New Zealand can always be overridden by an Act ol parliament, 
however politically difficult it may be for the legislature to do so. But in Australia, it 
would be necessary to amend the constitution in order to overturn a decision ol the 
High Court purporting to set out what that document (explicitly or implicidy) com
mands. In this sense, systems widiout a written constitution have greater democratic 
credentials.

A Constitution by Any Other Name?

The absence of an authoritative constitutional document, entrenching some set ol 
laws as fundamental, means that New Zealand lacks a written constitution in die 
formal, technical sense. But it does not mean diat written documents play no role

8
This is much less true of the UK since it entered the European Union. European law now is taken by 

die judges as trumping domestic legislation, at least up to the point where the UK parliament decided 
to pass legislation to leave the EU. In that case it remains still overwhelmingly likely, in my view, that 
die Bridsli judges would give effect to die domesdc law, whatever die EU law said. To diat enervated 
extent, die UK still enjoys parliamentary sovereignty.

Sec Theophanous v Herald and Weekly Times (1994) 182 CLR 104. This particular view o f what 
die judges diink diey can infer from die Australian constitution has since been watered down in I^angc 
v Australian Broadcasting C oloration  (1997) 14.5 ALR 96.
t°

I make diis point in much greater detail in Allan (1996) and Allan (1998). See also Minogue (1998). 
The fear of unelccted and unaccountable judges becoming overly powerful is magnified at present in 
New Zealand because of the current trend towards judicial activism; see Allan (1997). The recent case 
of Aoraki v McGavin (CA 2/97, May 1.5, 1998) may or may not signal diat die high tide of judicial 
activism has passed. In Aoraki \l\c New Zealand Court of Appeal by a 7-0 decision overruled its own 
earlier case of Bngliousc L td v Bildcrbeck (15)94) 2 ERNZ 243 (CA) which had judicially created a 
right to redundancy payments.
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in the New Zealand constitution. Indeed, many written documents exist dealing 
with how, and by whom, power is exercised in New Zealand. Almost all of them 
are Acts of die New Zealand parliament. As such diey can be repealed by a simple 
majority vote of die legislature (widi one excepdon, discussed below), and so have 
no higher, or entrenched, or fundamental status. No past generadon of New Zea
landers has locked in any set of legal rules widi some special or unusually difficult 
procedure. Each gencradon’s parliament is supreme and is assumed to be as wise 
(or unwise) as its predecessors.

That said, diere is a series of Acts of die New Zealand parliament diat, diough 
ordinary statutes and not entrenched against later amendment or repeal, lie at die 
heart of the New Zealand structure of government and allocadon of powers (and 
hence lie at die heart of die consdtudon understood in a broad sense). Here, I 
draw attention to die most important.

First, die Consdtudon Act 1986 is declaratory of New Zealand’s exisdng laws 
and insdtudons, including die sovereign, execudve, legislature, summoning and dis
solving of parliament, protecdon of judges against removal from office, and various 
odier miscellaneous provisions. It is an ordinary statute and can be altered in die 
ordinary way.

Second, die Bill of Rights Act 1990 is a statutory bill of rights which sets out (in 
aspiradonal and reladvely unlimited terms) die place of die individual citizen vis-a- 
vis state power. Hence various rights and freedoms arc proclaimed such as elec
toral rights, the right not to be deprived of life, freedom of religion, freedom of ex
pression, freedom of movement, die right to be secure against unreasonable search 
and seizure, and a host of odiers. Again, diis Bill of Rights has die status of an or
dinary Act of parliament, open to repeal by simple majority vote in parliament. In
deed it is arguably of a lesser status because to secure its passage in 1990 die dien 
government was forced to include a section which states diat ail odier statutes 
(whedier passed before it or alter it) would prevail against die Bill of Rights Act 
1990 in case of inconsistency or conflict.

Third, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989 establishes diis bank as die 
central bank of New Zealand and lays down diat its primary function is ‘to formu
late and implement monetary policy directed to die economic objective of achieving 
and maintaining stability in the general level of prices’ (s.8). Policy targets are fixed 
by die minister (currendy 0-3 per cent inflation) but it is die duty of die Governor of 
the Bank to implement monetary policies consistent widi die policy targets. Again, 
diis is an ordinary statute and can be altered in the ordinary way.

Fourdi, die Fiscal Responsibility Act 1994 requires die Minister of Finance to 
report regularly to die House of Representatives on die extent to which die gov
ernment’s fiscal policy is consistent widi specified principles of responsible fiscal 
management (including reducing Crown debt to prudent levels and then maintain
ing diese levels) and to justify any departures. Fach year a budget policy statement, 
a fiscal strategy report and an economic and fiscal update are mandated. Perhaps 
more notewordiy still, an economic and fiscal update must be published by die gov-
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eminent before the holding of an election. Alteration of any of these statutory re
quirements is effected in the ordinary way.

Fifth, die Electoral Act 1993 comes as close as anything in New Zealand to en
trenching certain legal rules so diat change requires more dian a simple majority in 
parliament. Section 268 of the Act reserves six particular provisions (dealing widi 
die diree-year maximum term of parliament, die qualificadons of voters, die Com
mission drawing up die consdtucncies and its method for doing so, and die method 
of vodng) and requires diat any changes to diem need cidier a 75 per cent vote in 
the House or passage in a referendum. On die face of it diis sort of ‘procedural 
entrenchment’ appears to give diese six provisions a higher, indeed entrenched, 
status. However, diat appearance is misleading and die entrenchment is of moral 
force only. This is because s.268 of die Electoral Act 1993 has not itself been en
trenched (and diis omission was deliberate). Thus, any government intent on doing 
so need only, first, repeal s.268 by simple majority vote and dien move on to any ol 
die six reserved provisions and amend diem too, also by simple majority vote.

Finally, diere is die Treaty of Waitangi, which is not an Act of the parliament ol 
New Zealand but a short diree-clause treaty signed in 1840 by various chiefs of die 
Confedcradon of die United Tribes of New Zealand and by die dien Lieutenant- 
Governor on behalf of die British Crown. In essence, die first clause cedes sover
eignty to die Queen of England; die second guarantees Maori full exclusive and 
undisturbed possession of dieir lands and estates, forests, fisheries and odier prop
erties so long as it is dieir wish to retain diem; and die diird extends to them all die 
rights and privileges of British subjects.

Hie Treaty was long considered a legal nullity. Its status under international 
law is uncertain at best. The orthodox view is dial it has no justiciable status in die 
municipal law unless specifically made part of an enacted statute. That said, die last 
two or dirce decades have seen die Treaty accorded an ever increasing impor
tance. It remains the case diat the courts will impose ‘Treaty obligations’ only 
where statutes specifically refer to die Treaty or to ‘principles of die Treaty’. Hence 
it is still true today diat the Treaty of Waitangi is not itself a source of law in New 
Zealand. Whedier diat will remain die case, or whedier die judges in New Zealand 
will in die near future go on to declare dial the Treaty has some higher, founding 
status (and thereby, in effect, change die New Zealand constitution and herald a 
revolution), remains to be seen. But it is certainly a possibility given the existing 
trend of judicial activism in New Zealand.

Does it follow from our review of diese Acts and of die Treaty diat New Zea
land has a quasi-written constitution? That question turns so much on semantics, 
and on what one means by ‘written’, dial debate about it would be sterile. The im-

This ‘single procedural entrenchment’ procedure was chosen to keep parliamentary supremacy in 
place but also to place a moral (and in all likelihood political) bar in the way of amendment of diese
provisions in die usual manner.
12

For a good summary of the Treaty’s place in New Zealand law' in all diese regards, see Joseph 
(1993:36-78).
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portaiit point is that at present parliamentary supremacy lies at the heart of the New 
Zealand constitution. Many of the actual constitutional rules are in die form of 
written statutes, but ultimately no law is of a higher status and immune from change 
or repeal by parliamentary vote.

Conclusion

New Zealand remains a country without a written constitution. The proposed Bill 
by former Prime Minister Mike Moore, which would lead to a Constitutional Con
vention which in turn would consider die adopdon of a written consdtution, has 
litde chance of enactment. In die foreseeable future at least, New Zealand is un
likely to hold a citizen- or legislature-initiated referendum on a written consdtudon. 
It is less clear, on die odier hand, whedier die judiciary will impose one in die form 
of a recognition by diem of die Treaty of Waitangi as some sort of fundamental law.

My own hope is diat neidicr eventuates. The judiciary in New Zealand is al
ready too powerful and prone to ignore dcmocradcally elected legislators in matters 
of social policy-making. Consdtudonal entrenchment of a vaguely worded, diree- 
clause treaty signed 150 years ago, or of die sort of written document being mooted 
by a few politicians, would only accentuate diat trend.
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T aRK Latham is die Member for Wcrriwa in die House of Representa- 
%/ I tives; in die 1996-98 parliament he was Shadow Minister for Educadon 

T -A^and Youdi Affairs. It is not surprising diat his book has received a great 
deal of attendon. Less attendon has so far been paid to discussing die strengdis and 
weaknesses of Mark Ladiam’s arguments. This is unfortunate bodi because of die 
importance of die Australian I^bor Party in Australian polidcs and because die 
book undoubtedly is die result of wide reading, careful diinking and genuine con
cern about die welfare of Australians.

Beyond Left and Right

As I understand it, Ladiam’s argument is as follows. The policies offered by die 
right and left of Australian polidcs do not answer die nation’s real needs. The poli
cies of the right provide no elfccdve answer to die problems of increasing inequality 
and insecurity which are now so important in Australian polidcs. By contrast, die 
policies of die left have led to overloaded and ineffeedve government.

Over dme, left of centre diinking has accumulated a vast range ol goals and 
values: material equality, classlessncss, dcmocradc socialism, state owner
ship, social justice, equality of opportunity, gender equity, social tolerance, 
nadonal identity, international cooperation and so fortii. Each has been as
sociated widi new layers of state activism and die growth of public oudays. 
Taken as a whole, die social democratic project has become unsustainable, 
given die rationing of scarce public resources and die spread of public re
sentment about die role of government, (p. 320)

James Cox is a member o f the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal o f  
New South Wales.
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Moreover, the policies traditionally favoured by die left —  Keynesian economics, 
die welfare state and die delivery of universal sendees by government-owned mo
nopolies —  seem no longer to be working.

I^adiam argues dial governments should dierelore scale back dieir responsibili
ties to concentrate on what is essential. In particular, governments should avoid 
active fiscal and monetary policies, corporatism, subsidies to and protection ol in
dustry, die provision of leisure sendees and ‘segment ol life’ policies dial benefit 
particular demographic groups. A glance at a newspaper would show just how re
strictive a limitation diis would be on contemporary politics.

The Three Core Tasks of Government

In contrast to the politics of die left and right, Latham argues for a ‘diird way’. 
There are, according to his view, diree core tasks for government. These are: die 
provision of die skills and infrastructure necessary to make Australia an attractive 
(but unsubsidised) location for ‘global capital’; die development of mechanisms to 
shield die majority of die population, whose skills may not be gready in demand 
internationally, from the uncertainty resulting from increasing exposure to die global 
market; and die development in all citizens of die minimum competency (in terms 
of bodi die availability of resources and die capacity to make good use of diem) to 
make a useful contribution to community life.

Social democratic parties need to accept that capital is increasingly mobile in
ternationally. ‘Social democracy ... needs to argue that, faced by die spread and 
influence of global capital, die strengdi of the national state f undamentally relics on 
its capacity to invest in and develop its remaining economic assets: its human capital 
and fixed economic infrastructure’ (p. 47). Savings policy is also important. 
Indiana particularly favours public spending on education and research. He also 
argues for regulation to protect local interests (such as franchisors) in dieir dealings 
widi ‘die dominant market power of multinational capital’ (p. 79).

Much of die book is concerned widi die increased insecurity which, Hidiam 
believes, has arisen from die increasing exposure of Australians to developments in 
die world economy. I^adiam suggests a number of remedies to address diis sense of 
increasing insecurity. He notes diat ‘job security as our parents and grandparents 
might have known it, has been dismanded by die changing nature of work. The 
best today’s labour market entrant can hope for is “employability security”; die cer
tainty of knowing that if he or she falls out of employment, dicy have die quality 
skills to be offered new work’ (p. 67). A system of national gain sharing dirough 
partial indexation of a basic wage is needed to protect employees whose skills are 
not internationally competitive. Extensive labour market programmes are needed: 
‘The public sector needs to ensure diat die demand for labour at a neighbourhood 
and regional level closely corresponds to die supply of labour force skills’ (p. 115). 
Moreover, ‘governments need to revise dieir role as a facilitator of employment of 
last resort, even if diis responsibility is ultimately discharged by odier (community 
based) organisations’ (p. 121). Finally, I^adiam proposes new forms of income sup
port to assist citizens to cope widi die increased uncertainty of life. Income security
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accounts would be established with contributions from government and individuals. 
Contributions by individuals might by compulsory: a lorm ol occupational super
annuation to address contingencies during the pre-retirement years. I hese ac
counts could be drawn on during periods ol difficulty; equally, government assis
tance might be repayable if prosperity results. This system of income support could 
be extended to assist die finance of education.

The development of an adequate level of capability to achieve personal desires 
and aspirations, and to obtain recognition for one’s contribution to the community, 
is die diird major task which ladiam sets for government. ‘Capability’ Hows pardy 
from die availability of a minimum level of financial resources and pardy from edu- 
cadon. But it also depends on how people in a society relate to one anodicr. 
Ladiam notes that ‘die best governance arises, not only from helping people, but 
defining die social contract in a way that also makes people responsible lor dicir 
willingness to help diemselves’ (p. 206). However, ‘social democrats wanted to do 
good, but diey were more anxious to do good to odiers dian to help odiers do good 
to themselves’ (p. 293). Exposure to long-term unemployment and odier social 
problems often reduces people’s ability to help diemselves. Moreover, large gov
ernment bureaucracies tend to displace other methods of service delivery from 
which people can acquire capacities and gain recognition from helping each odier. 
To address these problems, ladiam advocates a case-management approach in 
which the ef forts of a large number of government agencies would be coordinated 
and recipients encouraged to help diemselves. He suggests that die government 
should adequately finance the voluntary sector to create employment. Although 
services such as healdi insurance and child care, and even die provision of income 
support, need to be financed by government, they can be delivered through small- 
scale organisations in which the virtues of mutual aid can be rediscovered.

Finally, the public sector needs an adequate source of income to do diese 
things. ladiam suggests that a personal expenditure tax —  an income tax that ex
empts (net) savings —  could do the job. He considers that a move from taxing in
come to taxing consumption would reduce disincentives to work.

There is much to be admired in die argument. But it sulfers from two main 
problems. The first is die tension between what is required to achieve success in 
global markets on die one hand and to provide die level of security that die popula
tion desires on the odier. The second is the tension between attempting to make 
space for non-government solutions to social problems and retaining government as 
die regulator of and die source of finance for diese services. The main fault of die 
book, in my view, is diat Ladiam does not f ace up to the fact diat many of die diings 
he seems to want may be inconsistent widi each odier. Only once diis is recognised 
is it possible to discuss, at least in general terms, how much of one good diing must 
be sacrificed to obtain more of anodier and to decide where die compromise be
tween competing but desirable objectives can best be drawn.
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Globalism vs Security

Latham argues that the only true security a person can now enjoy comes from pos
sessing skills that are valued by die market. On page 142 he quotes die American 
economist, Paul Römer, as follows:

Nations diat can sustain a policy stance diat tolerates or perhaps even fos
ters die process of creadve destruction can count on sustained economic 
growdi diat will carry diem into die next century. Those diat are most suc
cessful in creadng institutions diat foster discovery and innovation will be 
die worldwide technological leaders. Through mechanisms like free trade 
and transfers of technology, nations diat are less successful in die cultivation 
and commercial exploitation of science and technology can still follow com
fortably along in die wake of die leaders. But nations diat try to resist 
change by protecting inefficient firms, impeding flows of goods and ideas, 
and making a high level of income an entidement instead of a reward will 
slowly be left tardier and fardier behind. (Römer, 1994)

As noted, Ladiam’s recommendations for increased security include the reinstate
ment of die public sector as employer of last resort, especially in regions of high 
unemployment, a system of indexation of minimum wages to ensure that die gains 
from productivity improvement are shared equitably, and an enhanced system ol 
income support. These measures, if implemented, would tend to inhibit economic 
change by retaining labour in areas widi a low demand for it, and by reducing die 
returns from obtaining die skills that are valued by the market. They go a substan
tial distance towards providing a high level of income as an entidement rather dian a 
reward.

Hidiam notes, but perhaps docs not fully appreciate, a further irony regarding 
security. He argues diat ‘one of the paradoxes of contemporary government is that 
everywhere it is being challenged lor failing to deal widi die growth of insecurity; yet 
die post-war welfare state was established expressly for die purpose of giving die 
citizenry peace of mind about die future’ (p. 191). It may be diat die search for se
curity is an illusory one because die risks resulting from economic change can be 
shifted between groups but cannot be avoided. For example, a country might ap
pear to be able to avoid some risks by detaching itself dirough protectionist meas
ures from developments in die world economy; but, over die longer term, this 
course of action is likely to lead to living standards lower dian would odierwisc have 
been possible. It is reasonable, of course, to oiler protection against adverse devel
opments through safety net benefits. But some care needs to be taken not to ex
tend the scope of protection too broadly (by providing it to all wage earners, for ex
ample) bodi because diis reduces die reward from adjusting to economic change for 
members of die protected group, and because it tends to locus much of die burden 
of adjustment on to a relatively small group, which will be particularly adversely af
fected. In practice, it seems likely diat die proposals for greater security which 
Indiana advocates would particularly disadvantage diose who are unable to obtain
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unemployment (except, perhaps, ‘employment of last resort’) and (through higher 
domestic costs) those who compete on world markets.

Government and Civil Society

The second major area of difficulty with Latham’s argument relates to die respective 
roles of government and non-state institutions in providing social services. I^adiam 
argues diat die dominance of state insdtudons in Australia ‘has left only a limited 
role for die type of social cooperadon which features in 11011-government, civil or
ganisations’ (p. 27). Later on he observes diat ‘generally, history tells us diat Aus
tralians have been inclined to pursue the logic of collecdvc acdon dirough personal 
networks of mateship and/or die patronage of die central state radier dian by spon
taneously civic means at die middle’ (p. 288). In summary, ‘Australia cannot be 
regarded as a high trust, densely civic society’ (p. 262). Neverdielcss, I^adiam notes 
diat public monopolies are simply not trusted and diere are advantages if services 
can be delivered by smaller scale organisadons. I^adiam dierefore wishes to re
invent civil society under government patronage.

There is litde doubt diat Australians (and probably odicr people as well) arc 
keen to look to die government for support. Hadiam, it seems to me, is mistaken in 
attribudng widespread dependence 011 government to an absence of trust. He rec
ognises diat diere is an ‘aedve 11011-state public sector in Australia’ (p. 287). A 
glance at die yellow pages should convince him of die trudi of diis should he doubt 
it. Given die strengdi of die expcctadon diat die government will provide, it is per
haps not surprising dial one of die first diings a typical associadon of Australian 
equals decides to do is to lobby for government patronage.

Whatever die trudi of this, it is evident that I.adiam’s proposals do not provide 
a soludon. It is unrealisdc to expect government to finance a service but leave issues 
ol service delivery to smaller-scale organisadons. The need to answer for die ex
penditure of public money to parliaments and die desire to obtain greater value for 
money will increasingly lead to detailed intervendon. The recent history of universi- 
des in Australia provides a good example of this process. The greater die extent of 
government involvement, however, die less die scope for meaningful coopcradvc 
acdon between equals. Indeed, Australia has a long tradidon of delivery of social 
services by voluntary organisadons in which exaedy these trends have increasingly 
been evident.

Concluding Comments

Mark I^idiam sets out to find a diircl way between what he secs as die harshness of 
die right and die ineffeedveness of die soludons dial have been offered by die left. 
I11 die end he emphasises redistribudon, new forms of income security, and chang
ing die reladonship between die 11011-state public sector and government. The em
phasis in die argument is, it seems to me, more 011 creadng new forms of depend
ence dian 011 promodng die capacity of individuals and civil society to respond in
dependently to changing economic and social needs.
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One must sympathise with the demands placed on a parliamentarian who is 
responsible for putting together a programme which is capable of gaining public 
support. But it is interesting that die demand for dependence, so to speak, is as 
large as it apparendy is. In rellccdng on diis I have been reminded of comments 
diat Ray Ball made over a decade ago on Australia’s economic and social problems:

Australia needs to teach opportunity radier dian egalitarianism and respon
sibility radier dian dependence in its families, schools, colleges, universities 
and churches. It needs to experience changes in attitudes, practices and 
structures in its corporations and dieir executives, in its labour unions and 
dieir leaders, among its politicians, regulators, administrators, academics, 
professionals, media and opinion-makers. The required changes are de
tailed, extensive and slow in coming. (Ball, 1987:21)

I do not know die extent to which diese attitudes are stronger in Australia dian 
elsewhere. Ncverdieless, Mark Ladiam’s interesting book illustrates just how great 
die shift in attitudes needs to be before Australians can face economic and social 
change widi confidence.
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Indigenous Policy, Native Title and 
the Rule of Law

Pam O’Connor

Michael Warby, Past Wrongs, Future Rights: Anti-Discrimination, Native Title 
and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Policy, 1975-1997, Tasman Institute,

Melbourne, 1997

r T l H E  recent judicial and legislative recognition of native title in Australia has 
enlivened criticism of policies and programs designed to deliver benefits 

J L  specifically to indigenous people. The debate has been fanned by the pro
vocative remarks of Mrs Pauline Hanson, leader of One Nation, who has described 
programmes for indigenous Australians as ‘a type of reverse racism ... encouraging 
separatism in Australia by providing opportunities, land, moneys and facilities avail
able only to Aboriginals’. The Commonwealth government, when seeking support 
for its Native Tide Amendment Bill, also appealed to notions of formal equality by 
characterising native tide as a ‘special right’; for example, Senator Nick Minchin is 
reported as saying dial ‘where Aborigines have diese special rights dial other Aus
tralians don’t have, that’s how you get die potential backlash’ {Sydney Morning 
Herald, 1 June 1996).

Nadve dde is a ‘special right’ only in die sense diat it is an interest diat is by 
definition restricted to indigenous people. If a formal equality radonalc is needed, it 
is sufficient to note diat the recognidon of nadve dde rests on die legal doctrine that 
a change of sovereignty does not exdnguish the prior property rights of die terri
tory’s inhabitants, whedier indigenous or non-indigenous. Just as die land-holding 
rights of die French citizens of Quebec were not wiped out by die cession of die 
territory to Britain in 1763, so die rights of die prior inhabitants of die Australian 
colonies were preserved by die operation of British and international law. It is not 
to die point diat, at die date on which die British Crown acquired sovereignty over 
Australia, diere were no non-indigenous inhabitants to benefit from the recognition 
of prior interests. Native tide is soundly based on a principle of equality of all be
fore die law.

House of Representatives, Hansard, 10 September 1996, p. 3802. 

Mabo v Queensland [No 2} (1992 ) 175 CLR 1.
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In Past Wrongs, Future Rights Michael Warby, formerly Public Affairs Man
ager of die Tasman Institute and now editor of IPA Review, observes dial whedier 
nadve dde is characterised as a ‘special’ or discriminatory right depends on die ref
erence point dial is chosen lor purposes of comparison. If one regards it as simply 
a property right, dien it is axiomadc diat nadve dde holders are endded to die same 
legal protecdon as die owners of odier property rights. While dais view is firmly 
established in several High Court decisions, some conservadvc politicians continue 
to denounce nadve tide as an affront to die principle of equality on die ground dial 
it is enjoyed exclusively by indigenous Australians.

Failure of Public Programmes

Warby grounds his contribution to die native tide debate in a wide-ranging and fun
damental critique of past and present government policies on indigenous matters. 
He objects to what he calls die ‘welfare model’ of policies and programmes of assis
tance targeted specifically at indigenous people. Government action over die past 
two or diree decades has conspicuously failed to overcome indigenous disadvantage 
as measured by indicators such as life expectancy 18-20 years below die Australian 
average, a maternal death rate ten times higher dian for noil-indigenous modiers 
(ATSIC, 1995:6-7), and unemployment almost diree times higher dian diat for noil- 
indigenous people (ABS, 1993).

Odiers have sought to answer die question diat Warby poses: why have die so
cio-economic circumstances of indigenous Australians proved so resistant to well- 
intended public expenditure programmes? The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Is
lander Social Justice Commissioner (1994) in his Second Report identified defi
ciencies in die design and delivery of programmes as a major reason for die poor 
results. Many indigenous people suffer from multiple disadvantages, rendering co
ordination of programmes an important precondition for success. For example, a 
treatment programme for trachoma was of limited value to a remote Aboriginal 
community diat lacked a supply of clean water.

The division of programme responsibilities among a range of agencies at 
Commonwealdi, State or Territory and local levels impeded die effective coordina
tion of programmes. Indigenous people were die recipients of a multiplicity of 
fragmented, under-funded and poorly coordinated programmes imposed by an un
responsive bureaucracy diat took little heed of dieir perspectives and priorities 
(ATSI Social Justice Commissioner, 1994). Similar criticisms have been made by 
die House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs (1990) and 
die Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deadis in Custody (1991). The Social Jus
tice Commissioner’s conclusion was diat programme planning and delivery should 
be devolved to local indigenous communities (1994).

Mabo v Queensland /No 1} (1988) 166 CLR 186; Mabo v Queensland /No 2} (1992) 175 CLR 1; 
Western Austndia v Commonwealdi (1995) 183 CLR 373.
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Warby draws a different conclusion. For him, die poor outcomes ol govern
ment expenditure programmes arc furdicr evidence Üiat no significant and lasting 
improvements in indigenous welfare can be produced by government action. This 
is an ideological position diat proceeds from first principles, and is not rigorously 
tested against die evidence or die findings of odiers who have examined die results. 
Warby declares diat ‘die disdnguishing feature of government is die operadon ol 
legal coercion’ (p. 93). How, lie asks, can intervention by a state whose mcdiods are 
essendally coercive effect an improvement in die outcomes for indigenous people? 
To overcome dieir position of disadvantage, indigenous people must learn to adapt 
to modern Australian society. Warby doubts dial diis process of adaptation can be 
facilitated to any great extent by government assistance. The provision ol govern
ment welfare can actually impede die necessary transformation by reducing incen
tives for indigenous people to improve dieir own circumstances.

There arc dangers inherent in diis analysis. At a time when die social and eco
nomic indicators point to a crisis of diird-world proportions in die welfare of in
digenous people, populist resentment at expenditure on programmes to relieve 
dieir plight is increasing. The notion that government assistance to indigenous peo
ple is foredoomed to fail and indeed counterproductive could serve to provide, in 
Shaun Carney’s words, ‘an intellectual fig-leaf for Hansonism’ {The Age, 13 June 
1998). While Warby does not rule out group-specific programmes altogedier, diis 
analysis would tend to lead to die abandonment or running down of public pro
grammes to relieve die disasters diat have bef allen indigenous people.

Indigenous policy is too important a matter to be captured by ideology. It 
would be folly to dismande government programmes of assistance to indigenous 
people in die blind hope diat diey will solve dieir own problems widiout die help of 
die nation. What is required is an active and continuing search for solutions, pro
ceeding from rigorous analysis of die problems, careful evaluation of die successes 
and failures of past programmes, die setting of achievable goals and improved co
ordination of programs. It may be unrealistic to expect diat entrenched disadvan
tages diat were decades in die making will respond rapidly to measures which have 
been implemented only over months or years.

Is Race a Useful Concept in Indigenous Policy?

Warby’s objections to die provision of programmes lor indigenous people go be
yond die usual economic rationalist criticisms of welfare expenditure. He opposes 
die targeting of programmes at groups defined by race. Race, he argues, is not a 
useful or even a relevant category for conceptualising individual and group needs. 
Public policy is concerned widi socio-economic disadvantage, a phenomenon de
riving not from membership of a race but from die effects of past discrimination 
and die difficulty of adapting to life in modern society. Warby’s perspective holds 
diat public policy must treat people as individuals, not as members of predeter
mined categories of persons assumed to share certain defining characteristics. Pub
lic policy must be ‘colour blind’, ignoring race for all purposes except to die extent 
necessary to oudaw racial discrimination.
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In support of this view, Warby appeals to the core meaning of racial non
discrimination as connoting the treatment of individuals on their merits without re
gard to race. Group-specific programmes for racial minorities have usually been 
justified as an allowable departure from the principle of equal treaUnent on die 
ground dial special measures of a transitional nature may be necessary to allow' dis
advantaged groups to achieve equal enjoyment or exercise of rights. Special meas
ures, so defined, are deemed not to constitute unlawful racial discrimination under 
die Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cdi), Section 8 and die UN Convention on die 
Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, Article 1.4. Warby is critical of 
die provision for special measures which, he says, conflicts widi die core principle of 
equal treatment and embodies a misplaced assumption diat die operation of society 
can be improved by government intervention.

I bis amounts to a demand for formal equality at die expense of any concession 
to notions of substantive equality. The exception for special measures involves a 
recognition diat it may be unfair to expect a racial group to participate and compete 
on an equal footing in society widiout assistance to overcome die effects of past dis
crimination. Warby’s response is to deconstruct die group, while acknowledging 
diat individuals may be suffering die disabling legacy of past injustices.

Warby’s individualism leads him grossly to understate die extent of shared dis
advantage stemming f rom die common experiences of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people. He contends diat diey are not one people but many, whose only 
shared experiences have been survival in die Australian continent and die coming of 
the setders. To diis list I would add die common experience of being die objects of 
discrimination and racial abuse as members of a visibly distinct racial group. It 
makes litde sense to distinguish between individual and group experiences. Injus
tices visited on individuals traumatised dieir families and communities, as die Hu
man Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (1997:212-20) found in die case of 
forcible removal of Aboriginal children by government agents.

Race is a relevant category for die identification of needs in the case of Austra
lia’s indigenous people, who have so often been selected for discriminatory treat
ment precisely on diat account. That does not imply diat programmes should be 
delivered nationwide widiout regard to local needs and experiences. Nor does it 
imply that services must be delivered on a group basis. Matters such as counselling 
and healdi care may be planned around individual requirements, hut racial group 
membership remains a relevant starting point for identifying diose in need of assis
tance and planning die delivery of services.

Race or Culture?

Warby suggests diat to die extent diat indigenous Australians do have common ex
periences and issues diese should be seen as cultural, not racial, matters. To con
ceive of die issues as racial ones, in his view, obscures die analysis and impedes die 
search for solutions. He defines culture in terms of die intergenerational transmis
sion of knowledge, values and odier factors dial influence behaviour. Race is a 
more elusive concept, involving an interplay of die elements of biological descent,
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self-identification as a member of a particular race, and acceptance of that identifica
tion by odicr members of die racial group.

Warby’s approach denies die reality of disdncdvely indigenous identity, issues 
and common experiences. Where a group of people is distinguished not only by 
common aspects of culture but also by a shared racial ancestry, litde is gained by 
redefining die group in cultural radier dian racial terms. Indigenous people con
sider diat diey have a special claim to consideration as die descendants ol die origi
nal inhabitants who occupied die Australian continent for at least 40,000 years be
fore white setdement. There is substantial international support for the view diat 
governments have special obligations to preserve and protect indigenous peoples 
and dieir cultures for reasons of justice and to preserve our human and cultural 
heritage. To define die group in terms of culture radier dian race tends to obscure 
their special status as indigenous people.

Warby’s basic assumption is an assimilationist one: diat indigenous people
must undergo a process of cultural adaptation to mainstream Australian society in 
order to compete and participate on an equal footing. There is no acceptance of 
die value of cultural difference. Distinctively indigenous values are classed as liabili
ties to be shed in die cause of cultural adaptation: die expectation diat wealdi will 
be shared destroys die incentive for individual effort, and kinship obligations ob
struct die development of formal str uctures for asset management. These impor
tant social values must be jettisoned as part of the price of economic salvation. 
‘Aborigines’, says Warby, ‘must give up some of what diey have been’ (p. 105).

Should Indigenous Titles to Land Be Communal and Inalienable?

Proceeding from this assimilation ist perspective, Warby challenges die conventional 
assumption diat land granted to indigenous people under land rights legislation or 
successfully claimed under die Native Tide Act 1993 should be held in communal 
and inalienable tide. He argues diat to deny indigenous people the power to dis
pose ol their title constitutes diem not as owners but as mere custodians of die land 
for future generations, an obligation diat is inconsistent widi our ‘meritocratic soci
ety’ (p. 116). What he overlooks is dial the notion of custodianship best expresses 
die traditional indigenous conception of land ownership. The belief that the land 
belongs to past and future generations, and is cared for on dieir behalf by those now 
living, is common to many indigenous peoples throughout die world.

It is not, as Warby suggests, ‘highly paternalistic’ to designate native tide and 
statutory Aboriginal title as communal and inalienable. On die contrary, Article 17 
of die International I^ibor Organisation Convention No. 69 concerning ‘Indigenous 
and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries’ (1989) enjoins governments to re
spect indigenous rules for die transmission of rights to land. Consistendy with diat 
principle, die High Court in Mabo v Queensland /No 2} ruled dial die incidents or 
content ol native tide was determined by die rights allowed under indigenous cus-

l(199‘2) 175 CLR 1 (hereafter 'Mabo').
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tomary law. Except lor the ease of surrender of title to the Crown, alienation of 
native title was permissible only to the limited extent allowed by custom, such as 
where a neighbouring or related clan succeeded to the land of a clan that had died 
out. Customary law recognised no individual ownership of parcels of land (except 
on the Murray Islands where an agrarian economy became established). Accord
ingly, die High Court ruled diat native tide was held communally, and was inalien
able except to die Crown or as permitted by customary law.

At a practical level, War'by’s proposals for transforming native and indigenous 
statutory tide into marketable forms merit consideration. Native tide and land 
grants may have beneficial effects in promoting die preservation of traditional cul
ture, kinship and identity, while doing litde to improve die economic status of in
digenous people, according to standard social indicators. Altman (1994) has found 
litde statistical evidence diat land ownership raises indigenous living standards, and 
suggests dierc may even be an inverse relationship. The outstation movement has 
in many cases returned indigenous people to marginal lands remote f rom services 
and employment opportunities.

Tides granted under land rights legislation are inalienable in die sense that diere 
are restrictions on die power of die owners to sell or mortgage die land to outside 
interests. Incases of various types and durations are permitted, in some cases subject 
to ministerial approval. Warby argues diat die restrictions on alienation result in 
inefficiency and under-utilisation of resources, denying die potential for land owner
ship to serve as a vehicle for indigenous economic advancement. Flic communal 
aspect of tides also encourages inefficiency by removing individual incentive to put 
die land to its best economic use.

Inalienability means diat die land cannot be used as collateral for venture capital 
provided by banks and odier commercial lenders. Nagy (1996) argues diat diis re
striction need not preclude die raising of capital for development projects on in
digenous land. Creative credit providers can explore odier financing options such 
as cash flow loans, or may suggest diat die landowners find a joint venture partner 
who can provide a guarantee. Australia’s commercial lenders have to date shown 
litde endiusiasm for diese options, with most successful non-mining developments 
on indigenous land being mainly funded widi equity from die Commonwealdi’s 
Commercial Development Corporation (Nagy, 1996:8). The inability to raise debt 
finance from die private sector has left indigenous projects dependent on govern
ment as dieir most likely source of funding. It has also contributed to die failure of 
a Commonwealdi scheme to purchase some 50 pastoral properties to be operated 
as commercial ventures by Aboriginal people (Nagy, 1996:2). As a result, many of 
diese indigenous operators have abandoned commercial pastoral activity, keeping 
catde for domestic consumption only (Ross, Young & Liddle, 1994:32).

Proposed Conversion of Indigenous Titles to Freehold

To remedy diese difficulties Warby proposes a scheme for die easy conversion of 
inalienable indigenous tide to ordinär}' freehold. This would raise die value of die 
asset, since the greater certainty of freehold tide reduces transaction costs. Indigc-
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nous land would be brought back within the general market for real estate, and 
could be used as a vehicle for financing development projects of economic benefit 
to indigenous people. Land of particular cultural significance could be held by in
digenous trustees on behalf of die community, while land of less significance could 
be held by joint-stock corporations. Some indigenous tides are already held under 
shareholder arrangements, but shares can be transferred only to a limited class ot 
persons. Warby envisages diat shareholders should have die right to ‘cash out’ dieir 
shares if dissatisfied widi die way die land is managed. This implies die existence ol 
a market for die shares outside die land-holding community, a possibility not con
templated by die present legisladon.

Warby’s proposals indicate ways in which die range of land ownership and 
management options for indigenous people may be widened, but it is ultimately for 
diem to decide whedier diey wish to convert dieir nadve and statutory tides to ordi
nary freehold tenure. That is die approach taken under Section 21 of die Nadve 
Tide Act 1993, which allows nadve dde to be exchanged for freehold ddc or any 
odier interests in land by agreement widi die relevant government. Warby appears 
to have in mind a more automadc conversion process. It is difficult to see how gov
ernment consent can be dispensed widi, since die conversion assumes die grant ol 
anodier interest.

Conversion to alienable dde creates die possibility diat die land may fall into die 
hands of outsiders. Warby suggests that die risk of failure is part of die price of 
indigenous enterprise and economic advancement. But die possibility of such fail
ure may be unacceptable to indigenous people if it jeopardises dieir hard-won land 
rights, die patrimony of future generadons and die key to dieir survival as a distinct 
social group.

The restrictions on nadve and statutory ddcs which Warby identifies as obsta
cles to efficiency were intended as a means of adapting English land law to indige
nous conceptions. It was at die request of die two Northern Territory Aboriginal 
Land Councils dial Woodward recommended to die Commonwealdi in 1974 dial 
its proposed land rights legislation should provide for communal, inalienable tide 
(Aboriginal Land Rights Commission, 1974:12). There is litde to indicate dial in
digenous opinion on die desirability of diose restrictions has altered.

Concluding Comments

Past Wrongs, Future Rights oilers a wide-ranging analysis and critique of past and 
present legislative and executive policies on indigenous affairs from a predominandy 
economic perspective. While dieory can make an important contribution to die 
formulation of public policy, diere arc dangers in adopting a doctrinaire position 
uninformed by empirical research. Indigenous people have too often been die un
happy recipients of ill-conceived policies implemented widiout regard to mounting 
evidence of their unfortunate consequences.

Warby’s lack of sympadiy widi die institution of native tide leads him to make 
some unsubstantiated claims which detract from die credibility of his work. He 
states dial ‘a suggestion in die lead judgment in Mabo No 2  diat a pastoral lease ex-
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tinguished native tide was later reversed in die Wik case’ (p. 51). This is misleading, 
as diere is not a word about pastoral leases in die judgment. It is notable dial die 
claim is not repeated in his detailed summary of die Mabo decision in Appendix 
IV.

Anodier controversial asserdon made widiout reference to any evidence or 
audiority is die statement at p. 107 diat miners have abandoned activity in areas 
where a ‘more hosdle property regime applies’ (by which Warby means dial die 
indigenous owners have a say in whedier dicir land is mined). This claim is often 
made by miners and vehemendy disputed by indigenous groups. The Industry 
Commission (now Productivity Commission) found diat die available data did not 
enable it to assess whedier die Mabo decision and the Nadve Tide Act 1993 had 
any adverse effect on mining acdvity; the impact of nadve dtlc could not be isolated 
from odier consideradons influencing investment decisions (1996:205). If Warby 
has better informadon, he should enlighten his readers.

The contribudon which this book makes to die debates on indigenous policy 
and nadve dde is marred by die narrowness of die audior’s economic and assimila- 
donist assumpdons, by his lack of understanding of indigenous perspeedves, and by 
his failure to ground his proposals in an analysis of die empirical evidence.
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Crowding Out Virtue

Bruno S. Frey, Not Just for the Money: An Economic Theory of Personal 
Motivation, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 1997

Reviewed by Gerald F. Gaus

V  N this wonderful little book, Bruno S. Frey, an economist at the University of 
I Zurich, provides a convincing —  indeed, to my mind a conclusive —  case 

A  against a fundamental tenet of the model of homo economicus, namely, that 
‘higher monetary reward (price) induces more of an activity’ (p. 119). A higher 
price, he effectively shows, can, and relatively often does, reduce supply. The core 
of Frey’s case is the ‘crowding-out effect’: rewards may crowd out other motivations 
to supply the good.

The analysis builds on the distinction between ‘extrinsic’ and ‘intrinsic’ motiva
tions. An extrinsic motivation is any sort of ‘external incentive’, such as a reward or 
a punishment. Monetary gain is, then, die really crucial external incentive, but gov
ernment regulations, supervision in hierarchical organisations and fear of punish
ment all qualify as external. Intrinsic motivations fall into two chief groups: die mo
tivation to perform an activity simply because one is interested in it or enjoys it; and 
die motivation to perform an acdon because one believes it is die morally right diing 
to do, or because it advances some moral value to which one is committed. Frey’s 
main claim is diat monetary motivations may ‘crowd out’ diese internal motivations. 
Offering a monetary reward may undermine intrinsic motivations, resulting in less 
of die good being supplied.

Frey can be understood as denying diat motivations are always ‘additive’. Ac
cording to what we (not Frey) might call die additivity assumption, if I have motive 
to perform an act, adding a second motive can only increase my tendency to per- 
lorm die act. If we see motives as psychological pushes or impulses to perform the 
act, die additivity assumption seems correct: being pushed by a second motive in 
addition to die first makes my disposition to perform die act even stronger. Much 
of Not Just for the Money consists of reviewing a large number of empirical studies 
showing that additivity often does not hold when one of die motivations is extrinsic 
and the odier intrinsic. For example, in his own study of attitudes toward accepting 
a nuclear waste facility in Switzerland, Frey found diat, in a community diat was be
ing considered for location of a die facility, before compensation was offered 50.8 
per cent of die respondents agreed to it. Frey attributes diis response to ‘civic duty’: 
diose accepting die f acility were likely to have faith in die fairness of die selection 
process. When compensation payments were offered, die percentage of respon
dents ready to accept die facility dropped to 24.6 per cent. Even more interesting,
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increases in the amount of compensation off ered had virtually no effect on whether 
residents were prepared to accept the nuclear waste.

It seems that one who accepts the location of the waste facility on the grounds 
that it is die fair result and secures the common good, and so is required by civic 
duty, does not also understand it as something he gains from and which advances 
his self-interest. Moreover, some citizens began to suspect that they were being paid 
(bribed) to overlook safety and other concerns. Consequendy, radier dian adding 
to die civic motivation die offer of monetary reward undermined it. Once die pro
posal was understood as a monetary transaction many citizens felt it was not wordi 
accepting it at any of die prices off ered. Consequendy, by raising die price (from 
zero) to he paid for accepting die facility, die supply of acceptors was substantially 
reduced.

Not only does diis replacement effect limit die usefulness of monetary rewards, 
off ering monetary rewards for one ‘good’ can, because of a ‘spill-over’ eff ect, restrict 
die supply of a whole range of associated goods. For instance, if citizens in an af
fected community see die location of nuclear waste as an opportunity to make 
money, diey may well come to view odier policies —  such as road and airport loca
tion —  in a similar light. What once was freely given may well be withheld, even 
when offered a high price. Frey acknowledges diat aldiough at some price die posi
tive relation between price and supply will eventually be restored, a surprisingly high 
price may be required before die supply returns to die level reached when die good 
was supplied ‘freely’ for internal motivations.

Perhaps die only significant shortcoming of Frey’s hook is die radier quick and 
not altogedier satisfying explanation of die psychological bases of die crowding-out 
and spill-over phenomena. As he secs it, monetary incentives may lead to crowding 
out internal incentives, for dirce reasons. First, die monetary incentives reduce 
feelings of self-determination: ‘die locus of control has shifted from die inside to 
die outside. ... The persons concerned no longer feel diemselves to be responsi
ble’. Second, such intervention leads to a loss of self-esteem, as die person feels 
diat his competence and commitment are questioned. Third, when external incen
tives are supplied, the ‘person acting on die basis of his or her intrinsic motivation is 
deprived of the chance to exhibit diis intrinsic motivation to odier persons’ (pp. 16- 
17). Widiout disputing diese points, it seems to me very plausible indeed diat die 
crowding-out and spill-over effects have their roots in our cognitive oudook, in par
ticular die way we conceive of our actions and goals. To conceive of an act as an 
instance of duty, or an expression of friendship, precludes also understanding it as 
an unwarranted cost for which one can, and should, be compensated. It cannot be 
bodi a burden diat one has a duty to bear and somediing diat can be refused unless 
one is adequately paid. And because seeing it as die latter precludes seeing it as die 
former, offering monetary rewards can lead people to see it, and similar diings, as 
(only) die latter, and so dieir motivation to supply diem will go down until fairly 
high levels of payment are offered.

One of Frey’s great merits is diat he is careful not to push die analysis too far. 
He does not question diat in a market, based on relations among essentially self-
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interested strangers, the price eiTect works as classical economics predicts. And he 
is also careful to acknowledge that some sorts ol external motivations can indeed be 
added to internal ones. Insofar as rewards are seen as recognition ot the impor
tance of, say, civic duty radier dian an attempt to ‘buy’ one’s civic performance, re
wards may well function to support, radier dian undermine, moral and odier intrin
sic motivadons. Aldiough, dien, Frey somedmes indicates diat crowding out con
cerns die way diat external modvadons undermine intrinsic ones, it is really about 
the way a subset of external modvadons —  monetary incentives and audioritadve 
regulations —  often do.

In several enlightening chapters Frey explores die implications ol die crowding- 
out effect for public policy issues: for example, constitutionalism, environmental 
policy, NIMBY problems, compensation for work and blood donation. Especially 
interesting for Australians is his position on institutional design, and his criticism ol 
Geoffrey Brennan’s Humean view dial political institutions should be designed lor 
knaves. Given crowding-out effects, treating citizens like knaves —  providing diem 
widi die sorts of incentives knaves will respond to —  is, in a wide range ol political 
and constitutional areas, apt to drive out civic-minded motivations, ensuring diat 
citizens will act like knaves. Again, the problem is die lack of additivity: constitu
tions dial recognise only self-interested incentives do not add to die civic-minded 
motivations but supplant diem.

Economists have long resisted efforts by psychologists to render homo 
economicus more realistic. The economist’s (and perhaps even more, die public 
choice dieorist’s) claim is familiar: while, of course, homo economicus is not an 
accurate psychological profile of most individuals, it is an immensely useful simplifi
cation diat has yielded impressive results. It does not tell die whole story, but it is 
an immensely important part of it. Efforts to make it more accurate, it has generally 
been claimed, will simply complicate die model, rendering it less, not more, useful. 
One of the great merits of Frey’s book is his demonstration ol howr, especially (but 
not only) in public policy contexts, employing die too simple model has often 
(diough by no means always) led to perverse results: payment has often decreased 
the supply of alrcady-scarce behaviour. Because we cannot suppose diat sell- 
interest supplies motivations diat simply can be added to existing intrinsic motiva
tions, die application of homo economicus, enlightening in most markets contexts, 
may be a perverse guide to public policy.

Gerald Gaus is Professor of Philosophy and Political Science at the University of 
Minnesota, Duluth.
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Bureaucratic Tribalism

Kenneth Minogue, Waitangi: Morality and Reality, New Zealand Business 
Roundtable, Wellington, 1998

EW ZEALAND’S 1840 Waitangi Treaty seemed a good idea at the time. In
die preceding 20 years guns with new firepower had intensified the usual
warf are between the Maori tribes, the behaviour of whalers and sealers and

Maori women in the fleshports of the North had become intolerable, and land- 
hungry settlers were beginning to arrive cn masse. What better than a treaty estab
lishing British sovereignty? It would nicely impose the pax briüumica, make Maori 
and settler alike coequal under law, and the Crown responsible for cleaning tilings 
up, maintaining order, and managing the sale of land.

But that was 1840. One hundred and sixty years later, it all looks rather differ
ent. After long years of rising prosperity, peace, and no more f riction than could be 
found in most Western democracies, deep divisions are once more tearing the 
country apart. Equality before the law has given way to retributive justice, ethnic 
politics-style, administered in a ‘come hell or high water’ spirit by a haughty judici
ary. At the same time a minute and vengeance-ridden reconsideration of the 
Treaty, under the delusory rubric of ‘reconciliation’, aiming to compensate Maori 
for a variety of real and imaginary injuries and creating hostility and hatred where 
there was merely tolerable grievance before, now occupies hall the nation’s waking 
hours.

It is Kenneth Minogue’s main thesis in Waitangi: Morality and Reality that all of 
this illustrates the shortcomings of the politics of abstract moral ideals. Born in 
New Zealand, and formerly Professor of Political Science at the London School of 
Economics, he notes that the word ‘justice’ is now on everybody’s lips: an influen
tial body of idealists, lawyers, politicians, and enthusiastic Maori opportunists find 
the slogan ‘Ix t justice prevail, though the heavens lall!’ all too appealing. Noting 
drily that ‘many people, however, would understandably prefer a bit of injustice to 
the fall of the heavens, or even a fall in prices’ (p. 4), the author brings a most wel
come humour to a subject which badly needs it. Yet this is no laughing matter. 
And by the end of his review of the situation he soberly warns of outright anarchy. 
Around the world there are numerous cases of once stable and orderly societies, 
containing disparate groups with assorted grievances, now fallen into murderous 
dissension —  Sri l^mka being only one of many. ‘Sustaining the unity of a civil so
ciety must be recognised as a very difficult business. And nothing in politics is more 
dangerous than taking difficult achievements for granted’ (p. 88).

Aside from taking far too much for granted, how did New Zealanders get them
selves into this mess? Minogue considers three main issues: the historical and legal 
context, the rhetoric of ‘cultural politics’, and certain realities of New Zealand soci
ety which should be taken into account in its politics, but too rarely are. The his-

Reviewed by Roger Sandall
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torical context is confusing. If Üie 19th century had seen a straightforward military 
conquest die situation might have been clear enough. Maori understand victory and 
subjugation (die tribes were good at diat) and, as de Gaulle said, ‘blood dries 
quickly’. But instead of a war followed by a treaty, diere was a treaty bestowing lull 
British citizenship on Maori (and intended to pre-empt a future war), followed by a 
land war against these self-same cidzens, dieir defeat, and large-scale confiscations. 
This led to ‘entrenching in Maori a sense of grievance which bubbled away’ (p. 15). 
It was basically to address diis diat die first Waitangi Tribunal was established in 
1975 in die hope of achieving ‘reconciliation’. It has in fact done nodiing ol die 
sort: die dredging up and dramatising of so-called historic injusdees, done widi all 
die colour and emotionalism diat modern media command, serves merely to ‘poi
son relations between present groups’ (p. 18). Each party, Maori and white, now 
dwell obsessively on die more contemptible aspects of dieir fellow New Zealanders, 
look askance, and fear die worst.

The conversion of die legal fraternity to American ‘legal realism’ has also had 
its effects. Liberated from die tedious technicalities of statute and precedent, an
swering now to a higher calling, die new judiciary sees itself as an instrument of pol
icy, a major mover and shaker on die political scene, flic appropriate role of die 
state (if any) in seeking die preservation ol die Maori language has been much dis
cussed. Recendy, a judge opposed die privatisation of media assets, taking it upon 
himself to argue die ‘compelling necessity’ for more active state broadcasting poli
cies favouring Maori language use. Indeed, he claimed, wagging his finger, ‘diere 
are strong grounds for considering die Crown has not done sufficient in recent 
years’ (p. 2.5). (It might be noted diat the attempt to introduce state-financed Maori- 
language rPV production has been a spectacular saga of mismanagement, waste, and 
misappropriated funds.) On current judicial developments, Minogue comments: 
‘It is well known diat die obiter dicta of judges are commonly indulgences allowed 
as compensation for die muscular work of close interpretation, but a continuous 
stream of obiter dicta in the Waitangi cases gives die irresistible impression diat a 
new power is stretching and Hexing its muscles’. Moreover, ‘diat power is explicidy 
disdainful of ... democracy’ (p. 27).

The ‘cultural question’ has an international dimension, widi die United Na
tions’ Declaration on die Rights of Indigenous Peoples being much cited in domes
tic argument. It affirms, inter alia, that indigenes are a protected species and that 
any country fortunate enough to have them must find ‘ways and means for financ
ing’ dieir autonomy, dius allowing them to enjoy ‘all dieir traditional and odier eco
nomic activities’. In die case of die Maori these would include bodi slavery and 
cannibalism —  and it is encouraging to find diat diere has been no recent call for 
dieir revival. These moral demands and political claims, expressed rhetorically as 
‘rights’, have led to considerable changes in die position of indigenous peoples 
worldwide, and have also had dieir own impact on die interpretation of ‘ justice’. 
‘Justice for Maori in diis context’, writes Minogue, ‘certainly creates a How of bene
fits from die Crown, alias die New Zealand economy and its taxpayers, to Maori . ..’ 
(p. 30). But it also produces a potentially dangerous dependence. Times change.
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Today’s fashion in moral sensibility benefits die Maori, but tomorrow’s may not. 
Taxpayers just might get fed up with footing the bill, and ‘it would be a misfortune 
for Maori to become dependent upon a supply of goods which could prove unreli
able’ (p. 31). Australian parallels come to mind.

One of the peculiarities of multiculturalism is its theory of the state. On the 
one hand the state is evil: die agency of die dominant western group’s hegemonic 
power, and somediing which die subordinate group’s claims to ‘cultural autonomy’ 
are set against. On die odier hand it is all too obviously die source of present bene
fits. This contradiction exists at die psychological level in all diose who simultane
ously denounce and beg, and means dial diey are always more or less acting in bad 
faith. Much die same is true of die doctrine of cultural relativism. ‘All cultures are 
equal —  diougli only one (yours) produces die wherewidial we need for modern 
life.’ Warning against naive zero-sum economics, and die view diat Maori are poor 
because die whites are rich, Minogue makes die simple point ‘diat European wealdi 
is based upon European culture, which turns nature into resources for use’ (p. 56). 
By contrast, no traditional Polynesian culture was rich: a fact somewhat obscured 
by die kind of utopian pastoralism now popular in Maori circles, which appears to 
demand ‘die protection of [diel static world of subsistence farming’ (p. 10). Maori 
assert diat it is die loss of land which has impoverished diem: ‘land [diey sayl is die 
father of money’. Widi exemplary patience Minogue comments diat ‘land is not, of 
course, die fadicr of money, for money requires cultivation and a sophisticated 
economy’ (p. 10) and it is a measure of how far die level of discussion on such mat
ters has fallen diat diis comment should have to be made at all.

The author makes some interesting observations on die apology industry, 
which, as he righdy points out, is an exclusively Western phenomenon. He warns 
of die complexities of demands ‘for a public apology as an instrument of converting 
a misfortune into a political advantage’ (p. 44). Much depends on whedier die 
apology cancels die grievance. When it does not —  when die apology is linked to 
demands for restitution or reparation, and die amount yielded is not considered 
sadsfactory —  dien far from cancelling die grievance die public apology merely ups 
die ante, and leads to a protracted and embittering exacerbation dangerous to civil 
life. One diing is clear: die ‘financial envelope’ widiin which reparations are pack
aged needs to be made of somediing stronger dian paper.

Maori and dieir supporters professing die glories of traditional Polynesian cul
ture have now colonised large tracts of New Zealand’s educational and welfare 
services. Widiin diese establishments diey bring togcdier two traditions inimical to 
modern economic rationality —  tribalism and bureaucracy —  under a single roof. 
Whedier die organisational padiology diis implies is susceptible to treatment, or its 
potential for corruption and obstruction can even be satisfactorily monitored, re
mains to be seen. Outsiders can only wish New Zealand die best of Kiwi luck.

A freelance writer living in Sydney, Roger Sandall taught in the Department of 
Anthropology at The University o f Sydney before his retirement in 1994.
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Is the System Really to Blame?

Graeme Hunt, Why MMP Must Go: The Case for Ditching the Electoral 
Disaster of the Century, Waddington Press, Auckland, 1998

Reviewed by David Denemark

RAEME HUNT, a stall writer with New Zealand’s weekly National Business 
■ Review, has written a provocative book which highlights the most important 

tension underlying New Zealand’s tumultuous experiment with electoral 
reform: that between decisive party government and the potential such government 
has for breeding a delegitimising lack of accountability or ‘elective dictatorship’.

Clearly fearing a curtailing of New Zealand’s liberal economic reforms under 
proportional representation while generally affirming the benefits of the first-past- 
the-post (FPP) electoral systems and single-party government, Hunt argues that gov
ernment must, above all else, be sufficiently powerful to deliver necessary —  even if 
frequently painful and unpopular —  economic and social policy outcomes. Unlike 
die majority of his fellow citizens in the decade 1986-96, Hunt contends that politi
cians ‘do not exist to make promises or indeed to deliver on those promises but to 
make good government’ (p. 141). He views the painful economic adjustments and 
social policy reversals which led voters punitively to ‘restructure’ the nation’s elec
toral system (sec Denemark, 1996) as just the sort of bitter policy medicine with 
which ‘good’ governments must persevere, irrespective of the electorate’s senti
ments. Hunt taps an issue of governmental legitimacy which, in many respects, re
mains unresolved in New Zealand.

Hunt argues that New Zealand’s new mixcd-mcmber-proportional (MMP) elec
toral system, used for the first time in the 1996 election, has precluded decisive govT 
eminent and, to date, failed to live up to its own promise to ensure open, consen
sual and accountable government. Hunt concedes that New Zealand’s erstwhile 
FPP electoral system was susceptible to the arrogance of unchecked power. But he 
thinks that this danger pales by comparison with the harm inherent in a (likely) coa
lition MMP government which is hamstrung by compromise and patchwork policy 
accords. Hunt contends that die piecemeal accommodations of minority interests 
in multi-faceted governments do not enhance representation but destroy vibrant 
programmatic government and policy innovation which, if left alone, would have 
better served die nation. But since neidier voters nor parliament would be likely to 
return to die old system, Hunt’s equivocal soludon for New Zealand is a citizen- 
initiated referendum to commit die country to an FPP system slighdy modified by a 
modest role for supplementary-member proportional representation. Indeed, a 
movement to initiate such a referendum is already under way and has accrued in
creasing support, reflecting die steadily mounting unpopularity of MMP since die 
1996 election.

Two problems undermine Hunt’s prescriptive agenda. First, diough his ac
count of scandal and extravagance under die first MMP National-New Zealand First
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coalition government is lair, he fails to demonstrate that diese shortcomings are in- 
herendy die consequence of MMP rather dian die self-serving arrogance ol politi
cians irrespective of die electoral rules under which diey assumed die parliamentary 
stage. Second, he doesn’t convincingly demonstrate that his preferred system of 
‘FPP widi atdtude’ would avoid die lack of accountability diat drove die call for elec
toral reform in the first place. The result, ironically in view of its self-proclaimed 
intention of stirring a voter-led revolt against die ‘electoral disaster of the century’, is 
a book which is perhaps strongest in its review of labour’s and National’s counter
productive and cynical manipulations of die electoral reform issue in die approach 
to MMP’s endorsement by referendum in 1993, and weakest in its case for a return 
to (a slighdy modified) FPP.

An interesting component of Hunt’s argument is his account of a missed op
portunity for New Zealand to pursue effective electoral reform. Hunt argues that 
die country may well have avoided its recent tumult if, in 1950, it had set up an 
elected senate as an institutionalised brake on parliamentary power. Instead, faced 
widi the need to abolish the discredited appointed legislative Council, the Holland 
National Government opted to abolish die second chamber altogether. But a 
popularly elected upper house using, as does Australia’s Senate, a system of single- 
transferable vote/proportional representation (STV-PR) may well have been an ef
fective check on House of Representatives power which was otherwise ‘ripe for 
abuse’ (p. 19) and thus provided a functional outlet for voter frustrations. In die 
absence of such a check, Hunt argues, voters turned against die electoral system 
itself in the 1980s and 1990s. At die same time, reformist zeal by labour’s Geof
frey Palmer, a ‘stacked’ Royal Commission in favour of MMP, and an almost mind- 
numbing combination of cynical and strategically bankrupt manoeuvres by die two 
major parties ensured not only diat MMP would be accorded disproportionate 
credibility as a desirable alternative, but that New Zealand’s voters would have the 
chance to vote on the issue of electoral reform and to replace die existing system 
widi die affirmation of only 50 per cent of die voters in the 1993 binding referen
dum. Yet ncidier major party leader, and only a handful of MPs, wanted electoral 
reform.

However, Hunt’s tone of ironic incredulity at die cynicism of diese manoeuvres 
works against his own agenda of restoring aggressive FPP government, since it helps 
to explain why New Zealand’s voters, with some justification, came to punish their 
major parties for dieir arrogance. In die end, die pro-MMP forces had merely to 
‘play on public anger’ while citing the Royal Commission’s endorsement of MMP 
as a desirable alternative in order to assure dicmselves victory in die referendum.

Hunt’s argument for once again reforming New Zealand’s electoral system 
hinges on two points that are less persuasively conveyed than his depiction of elec
toral arrogance under die old system. The first is his attempt to discredit MMP by 
laying die predominant share of die blame for post-election scandals at the doorstep 
of die electoral system. While it is true diat New Zealand First’s neophyte MPs 
would probably not have been elected under die old electoral system, it is less obvi
ous diat MMP is responsible for dieir excesses. Hunt may well be right diat MMP
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broadens small-parly representation and, as a consequence, can serve to promote 
die elevation o f ‘political greenhorns to positions of power’ (p. 119). Indeed, diis 
was virtually inevitable in die first elecdon under die new electoral rules. Nonedie- 
less, it is not inevitable dial parliamentary freshers will abuse die public trust.

Similarly, while MMP may indeed promote two disdnct degrees of party at
tachment for constituency and list MPs, it is not inherent in MMP diat list MPs will 
be disciplinary loose cannons. At die same time, FPP systems can create incentives 
for MPs to establish and sustain a personal vote through constituency service and 
local activities, which, to some degree, can immunise diem from die fortunes of 
dieir party. Though diese are strongest in 11011-party governmental systems such as 
in die US, small but significant constituency-level effects on MPs’ electoral fortunes, 
widi clear implications for dieir attention and dieir loyalties, have been shown in 
such parliamentary systems as die UK and Australia (Bean, 1990; Cain et al., 1984). 
In short, New Zealand First’s extravagances since die 1996 election should be 

blamed 011 die individuals concerned and not die electoral rules diat promoted 
diem to parliament.

Finally, Hunt’s call for electoral reform rests on a return to FPP widi a modest 
role for supplementary-member proportional representation, because, diough ‘logic 
would dictate a return to FPP ... parliament would not support such a radical 
about-face and neidier would die electorate’ (p. 13v5). But it is not clear why diese 
list MPs would be less susceptible to parliamentary independence dian list MPs un
der MMP. Hunt seems convinced diat, because dicre would be only 19 of diem 
out of a total of 99, as opposed to 55 out of a total of 120 under MMP, and because 
diey would be apportioned using die parties’ overall constituency vote totals radier 
dian a separate vote as under MMP, diey would never be sufficiendy powerful to 
constitute a ‘tail wagging die dog’ (p. 137). But if diese 19 list MPs could never ‘wag 
die dog’, voters may not view diem as providing a credible check 011 the parties’ 
power, or as constituting an alternative avenue of parliamentary access for minority 
interests. If so, dien Hunt’s formula, skewed as it is toward party-governmental 
power, might well be caught, like New Zealand’s previous FPP system, between die 
need for decisive party government and die need for sufficient accountability and 
checks to sustain die support of the electorate.
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Fresh Perspectives on Judicial Independence

Helen Cunningham (ed.), Fragile Bastion: Judicial Independence in the 
Nineties and Beyond, Judicial Commission of New South Wales, Sydney, 1997

Reviewed by Brian R. Opeskin

V  N the wake of the Australian High Court’s recent controversial decisions on 
I native title and implied rights, conservative politicians have lambasted members 

A o f  die Court, collectively and individually, for dieir excessive creativity injudicial 
law-making, dieir usurpation of legislative functions, and dieir allegedly poor grasp 
of Australian pastoral history. In addition, die Commonwealth Attorney-General, 
Daryl Williams, who by tradition bears responsibility for defending die federal judi
ciary from political attack, has denied dial diis is a proper function of his office. 
The courts have dius been left to fend for diemselves in die face of intense political 
and public scrutiny. Unaccustomed to die harsh glare of die media’s attention, and 
seemingly unprepared for die task, die High Court mounted a somewhat timid de
fence in which it both accepted die legitimacy of fair public criticism and stressed 
die importance of restraint in treating the Court as a political player. As the former 
Chief Justice of Australia, Sir Andiony Mason, remarked in 1997, some of die at
tacks on the Court ‘reflected a lamentable failure to respect die independence of die 
judiciary and a failure to appreciate die importance of die rule of law as a central 
pillar in our society’ {Sydney Morning Herald, 28 February 1997).

Fragile Bastion is dius a timely publication. Taking its tide from Sir Ninian 
Stephen’s 1981 Soudicy Memorial lecture, die book is an interesting but somewhat 
quirky collection of six chapters on die dieme of judicial independence. Three of 
die contributors are past or present judges (Sir Andiony Mason, Chief Justice John 
Doyle and Ix>rd Justice Brooke), two are legal academics (Pat Lane and Bron 
McKillop), and one (Daryl Williams) is a politician. Despite die diversity of per
spectives diat diese contributors bring to die subject, it might have been useful to 
include odicr views, for example by including a chapter by a political scientist or 
odier expert on Australia’s political institutions. In diat way, die almost uniform 
acclamation of judicial independence by die contributors might have been tem
pered by a discussion of die trade-ofi in values diat is inherent in die relationship 
between die judiciary and odier branches of government.

One laudable feature of die collection is its willingness to view judicial inde
pendence in historical and comparative perspective. lo rd  Justice Brooke’s chapter 
on die history of judicial independence in England and Wales provides a wealdi of 
information on die use of judges as pawns in die long-drawn hatde between King 
and Parliament, leading eventually to die Act of Setdement in 1701, upon which die 
modern conception of judicial independence is founded. Bron McKillop’s chapter 
charts die fascinating history of judicial independence in pre- and post-revolutionary 
France, and in particular its rise since 1958 under die Fifth Republic. The Attor
ney-General’s chapter also has an international flavour in its description of Austra-
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lia’s initiative to chair a working party of law ministers from the Commonwealth ol 
Nations. The purpose of the exercise is to gather information on law and admini
stration relating to judicial independence in each of the countries comprising the 
Commonwealth, with die aim of facilitating practical steps to promote judicial inde
pendence and die rule of law.

Judicial independence is a concept widi bodi external and internal aspects. The 
external aspects concern die reladonship between die judiciary and odier branches 
of government —  die execudve and die legislature. Pardcular issues arising in dial 
context are die way in which judges are appointed and removed from office, dieir 
ability to hold extra-judicial appointments, die remuneration of judges, die financing 
of die judicial system, and die reladonship between die courts, die media and die 
public. The internal aspects concern die reladonship between judges and lidgants in 
individual cases. Here, independence is protected by rules reladng to bias, imparti- 
ality, and immunity from suit in relation to die exercise of judicial funedons. Each 
of diese issues would provide die basis for an intcrcsdng study in its own right. For 
example, Ixird Justice Brooke reminds us diat, historically, die King of England 
paid his judges such low and intermittent wages that it was customary for them to 
take bribes to supplement dieir income. Lingering concern over die execudve’s 
control over judges’ salaries finds expression in die Australian Consdtudon and in 
legisladon or custom dial sets judicial salaries in accordance widi die recommenda- 
dons of independent remuneration tribunals. Addidonally, Chief Jusdce Doyle ad
dresses die issue of die reladonship between the courts, die media and die public by 
strongly urging judges to work widi die media to help diem provide accurate and 
balanced coverage of die work of the courts, and to educate die community about 
the work diat judges do. Some courts have already appointed media officers for 
this purpose, but many appellate courts have a long way to go in terms of encour
aging greater use of joint judgments, reducing the prolixity of judicial reasoning, and 
providing a short statement widi each decided case on the relevant facts and findings 
for consumption by the media and the public alike.

The appointment and removal of judges, as discussed in die sdmuladng chapter 
by Sir Anthony Mason, has generated much recent debate. This is even more die 
case now than when Fragile Bastion was published. There have been recent calls 
for an inquiry into die conduct of Justice Callinan of the High Court. And in June 
1998 die New Soudi Wales Legislative Council considered, but rejected, an historic 
motion to dismiss Justice Vince Bruce of die New Soudi Wales Supreme Court on 
die ground diat his extensive delays in delivering judgment made him unsuitable to 
hold judicial office. This was apparendy only the second time in Australia’s federal 
history diat a parliament had considered an address for removal of a judge from 
office. The significant media coverage of Justice Bruce’s attempted dismissal signals 
a growing public interest in the processes and procedures by which judges are ap
pointed and removed, and highlights die need for greater transparency in deter
mining who shall comprise die ‘diird arm of government’.

Judicial appointments in Australia have always been a secretive allair. Formally, 
appointments are made by die Governor in Council for State appointments and by
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tiie Governor General in Council for federal appointments. In practice, this means 
that Cabinet makes the appointment, usually on the advice of the relevant Attorney- 
General. The processes are accordingly, informal, ad hoc and opaque. Only in re
lation to High Court appointments is there a legislative requirement to consult more 
widely, but even then die States, the intended beneficiaries ol diis provision, com
plain about dicir lack of effective participation in die process. Arguments lor 
changes to die appointments process find support in die fact dial judges exercise 
considerable public power but are in many respects unrepresentative ol die com
munity diey serve. To take die example of gender balance, over die life ol die fed
eral Court of Australia only five out of 85 appointees have been women, while only 
direc out of approximately 180 appointees to die New Soudi Wales Supreme Court 
have been women. This may be contrasted with the situadon in France, where (as 
Broil McKillop relates) 46 per cent of die judiciary arc women, diough even dierc 
men still predominate at die higher levels.

Few people would subscribe to die view diat a judge of a particular gender, race 
or religion should be appointed in a representative capacity for members ol diat 
class; after all, judges must do justice to all manner of litigants belore the court. 
But diis leaves open the question whether die composition ol the judiciary should 
noncdicless be representative of die community that it serves. On this issue, Sir 
Andiony treads a delicate line in which he accepts dial the composition of the judi
ciary ought to be ‘reasonably balanced’ (p. 8) but rejects the claim diat die judiciary 
should approximate the composition of society as a whole. Yet it is difficult to see 
why that degree of approximation would not be achieved (over time, and over a 
large enough sample of judges) if there were true equality of opportunity in educa
tion, employment and professional development for all members of the commu
nity.

The real impediments to such equality are not just the mediod of selecting 
judges, but those social and economic factors, operating at an earlier point in time, 
which resuict the diversity of individuals comprising the pool ol diose who would 
(by any reasonable criteria) be eligible for appointment to the bench. Sir Anthony 
advocates continuing the practice of appointing judges predominantly from the bar 
because, in his view, die professionally skilled barrister is more likely to be a suc
cessful judge iu the cut and thrust of die court room than would a lawyer from odier 
backgrounds. This view has merit, but it is still necessary to ask why the pool ol 
potentially appointable barristers is comprised overwhelmingly of white Anglo- 
Celtic males. Plausible explanations include die nature of work practices at die bar 
(which make it difficult for women to reconcile paid work widi family responsibili
ties) and die propensity of individuals to see as meritorious those attributes ol an- 
odier person which replicate dieir own social experience. The status quo is dius 
reproduced in a club-like atmosphere that is highly resistant to infiltration by out
siders. If die composition of die bar were to change signilicandy over time, one 
might dare hope diat the composition of die judiciary would chart die same course.

Brian Opeskin is Senior Lecturer in Law at The University of Sydney.
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NON-AGENDA

With the view of causing an increase to take place in the mass of national wealth, or 
with a view to increase of the means either of subsistence or enjoyment, without 
some special reason, the general rule is, that nothing ought to be done or attempted 
by government. The motto, or watchword of government, on these occasions, 
ought to he ae Be quiet. . . Whatever measures, therefore, cannot be justified as 
exceptions to that rule, may be considered as non-agenda on the part of govern
ment.

------ Jeremy Bent ham (c. 1801)

Australia’s Digital TV Giveaway

Ross Jones

W N March 1998, Australia’s Minister for Communications, Senator Richard Al- 
I ston, announced the Commonwealth government’s plan for the introduction of 

-JLdigital TV in Australia. The plan, which was also generally supported by the 
Shadow Minister for Communications, Senator Chris Schacht, continues a long 
tradition of Australian governments protecting the three free-to-air commercial tele
vision broadcasters at consumers’ expense, and limiting the potential development 
of a broad range of new services and employment opportunities. The introduction 
ol digital services to Australia could have provided opportunities for an increase in 
the number of free-to-air broadcast services, enhancing competition in an industry 
that has been protected from it for far too long. It had the potential to improve the 
efficiency of spectrum use and to generate additional revenue for the government.

As it is, the government has decided to continue protecting the existing broad
casters well into the next decade and to inhibit the growth of new technologies. In 
doing so it has also lost the opportunity to review its outmoded cross-media and 
foreign investment rules.

Background

In early 1997, the Australian Broadcasting Authority (ABA) recommended the in
troduction of digital terrestrial television broadcasting (DTTB). In its report, the 
ABA (1997) stated that it expects DTTB to be the technology which delivers televi-

Ross Jones is Senior Lecturer in Economics at University o f Technology, Sydney.
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sion in the next century. There is growing demand for large-screen home theatre- 
style television receivers, which require high-definition television pictures to be ef
fective. Digital transmission allows a wide-screen cinema format, widi a clear picture 
and die facility to provide additional information in parallel with the television pro
gramme. Australian pay TV providers plan to offer digital transmission in the near 
future; it is the ABA’s view that the future for terrestrial free-to-air television is 
bleak unless providers adopt digital technology.

A single DTTB transmitter can carry around 20m bits a second, a rate which 
die ABA believes is sufficient to carry one high definition television (HDTV) signal, 
or between six and eight conventional television quality signals, according to die 
types of visual images being sent. It can also be used to send odier types of infor
mation, such as data.

As DTTB is designed to operate using die same channel bandwidth as the ex
isting television signals, it is capable of operaüng in die VHF and UHF bands cur- 
rendy used by Australian free-to-air stations. Through more efficient use of die 
spectrum, it also makes it possible to introduce additional channels. Existing Aus
tralian television broadcasting uses a wide-frequency (six to seven megahertz, MHz) 
channel, and requires diat one or more adjacent channels of die same bandwiddi be 
left vacant to avoid interference. DTTB transmissions can use diese vacant chan
nels widiout interference to or from die existing analog services.

Using only die existing VHF and IJHF spectrums reserved for broadcasting, 
and widiout moving existing channels, a digital channel could be found for six ana
log channels (die direc commercial networks, ABC, SBS, and a sixdi channel cur- 
rendy used for community broadcasting in some cities). If existing broadcasters 
were forced to move frequencies, additional channels would be available.

The ABA recommended diat existing broadcasters be given sufficient spectrum 
to enable diem to broadcast in die HDTV format. This would require each broad
caster to have access to an additional 7MHz channel so as to enable it to simulcast 
digital and analog for a number of years. Under die terms of die allocation, one of 
die channels would eventually be returned to die government. The ABA also rec
ommended dial broadcasters be required to move to HDTV and dial DTTB 
should not be available to pay TV.

The Free-to-Air Broadcasters’ Case

The ABA’s recommendations to die Minister following die publication of die re
port were heavily influenced by die representatives of die free-to-air broadcasters 
who formed part of die specialist group which produced die report. The free-to-air 
broadcasters argued diat dicy should be given die spectrum free because of die sub
stantial costs involved in upgrading to digital technology and simulcasting a digital 
and an analog signal. The Federation of Australian Commercial Television Stations 
argued diat, as digital would substantially add to die networks’ costs while providing 
no additional revenue possibilities, broadcasters would have no incentive to under
take die investment unless die spectrum was made available free. They lurdier ar
gued diat no restrictions should be placed on die use of die free spectrum. While
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die three commercial networks downplayed die likelihood diat diey would use die 
allocated spectrum to muldchannel rather dian provide a single H DTV signal, diey 
neverdieless wanted die option to be available to provide services odicr dian HDTV  
should die demand arise.

The claims by die free-to-air networks lor being given spectrum at zero cost are 
weak. At die simplest level, die free-to-air networks have argued diat dieir very large 
investment in digital TV should be subsidised by die gift of spectrum which could 
odierwise have been auctioned to provide additional revenue to die government. 
This is die equivalent of die satellite pay 1"V operators asking die government to 
subsidise dieir satellite delivery mechanisms. W idi pay TV, die opposite occurred: 
the government put die licences up for auction and extracted very high prices from 
diose wanting to deliver TV by means of new technology.

The free-to-air networks have argued diat diey each need 7MHz of spectrum to 
provide H DTV. However, dierc is no certainty diat HDTV will be die technology 
o f die future. Its development has been slow and HDTV receivers are currendy 
very expensive. While it should be expected diat die price of equipment would fall 
as overseas manufacturers expand produedon, it will not necessarily do so. There is 
no certainty diat overseas broadcasters will switch to H DTV or diat overseas de
mand for H DTV receivers will be substantial. Unless overseas consumers adopt 
H DTV, prices will remain high and consumers in Australia will be unlikely to 
switch from analog. However, die free-to-air broadcasters take die view diat as Aus
tralian consumers become aware of die superior quality of digital video discs over 
VHS home video and of digital pay TV over analog PAL free-to-air transmission, 
the competitiveness o f free-to-air for viewers and advertisers will be considerably 
eroded (Branigan, 1998).

International Approaches

The US has an ambidous programme which proposes diat major networks transmit 
digital signals by die end of 1998. Each service has been lent a digital channel and 
must return its analog channel by 2006. But while die US implementation is based 
on die assumption diat broadcasters will use die spectrum for HDTV, it is possible 
for die free-to-air broadcasters to use die spectrum for free-to-air multichannel 
services.

The Disney-owned ABC network in die US has already indicated diat it is likely 
to multiplex its signal and not offer HDTV. Anodier major US broadcaster, die 
Sinclair Broadcast Group, has announced diat it plans to provide several channels 
of standard definition television serv ices (Click, 1997).

US broadcasters will be required to hand back dieir analog or digital spectrum 
to die Federal Communications Commission (FCC) by 2006. But diis may be de
layed if consumers are slow to take up digital services or if die technology for con
version from digital to analog is not available.

US broadcasters will be allowed to oiler broadcasting and 11011-broadcasting 
services. They are not required to broadcast in HDTV. The FCC has taken die 
view diat some degree of flexibility is needed given die uncertainty of demand for
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HDrrV. It plans to implement a statutory provision to establish a fee structure lor 
broadcasters’ use of digital capacity for any ancillary services such as datacasting and 
subscription services. Such a regime appears designed to ensure diat broadcasters 
give HDTV priority. However, Uiis regulatory bias towards HDTV may be at die 
expense of more efficient use of die spectrum and may encourage investment by 
broadcasters in HDTV not matched by consumer demand.

In die UK, six transmission networks (or muldplexes) will provide 30 or more 
digital channels. Exisdng broadcasters have been given capacity on diree ot diese 
muldplexes, while die remaining diree have been awarded to new entrants. Under 
die UK model diere is no requirement for HDTV and die actual muldplex model 
is based on multichannel standard definition TV services (ITC, 1997).

Should overseas frec-to-air broadcasters not move to complete HDTV trans
mission, diere will be litde demand for die consumer electronics industry to mass- 
produce HDTV receivers. HDTV has been available in Japan for a number of 
years and has not had a great deal of acceptance. Quite possibly in Australia, lim
ited demand coupled widi die high price of equipment may encourage the free-to- 
air networks to seek to avoid broadcasting in HDTV and use die frequency for mul
tichannel broadcasting. It would come as no surprise if at some time in die future 
the lree-to-air networks lobbied die government to change die regulations to allow 
diem to switch from HDTV introduction to standard definition digital widi mul
tichannels. Such an argument would be perfeedy reasonable had the networks not 
been provided widi valuable spectrum for free to provide HDTV. Should diey dien 
be able to switch to multichannel broadcasting widiin dicir free spectrum allocation, 
diey would have been granted a series of valuable licences for dieir own expansion 
and would have blocked any new entry into free-to-air television.

file proposal forcibly to transfer frec-to-air television to digital and to free ana
log space is likely to present difficulties similar to diosc arising in die cellular phone 
market. As widi die phasing out of analog mobile phones, die termination of ana
log television services will generate a considerable political backlash and raise sub
stantial consumer welfare issues, especially if die cost of digital TV receivers re
mains high.

Because of die very long transition period diat is likely to be necessary, die f ree- 
to-air networks will probably keep substantial amounts of spectrum for a large 
number of years. Any new competition in the market after die free-to-airs have re
turned dieir analog spectrum will occur so far in die future diat die competitive im
pact of such a proposal cannot be estimated.

The Decision

Alter extensive lobbying, die free-to-air broadcasters won a substantial victory over 
dieir potential competitors wlicn Senator Alston announced die new regime.

The government’s decision provides for die free-to-air broadcasters in major 
markets to start broadcasting digital services from January 2001. They will be given 
an eight-year simulcast period, after which diey will be required to return 7MHz of 
spectrum to die government.
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The government has indicated that it will mandate HDTV broadcasting from a 
yet to be specified date, and die free-lo-air broadcasters will be required to broad
cast some minimum level of HDTV broadcasting. Datacasting services will be al
lowed on part of die spectrum not used for digital TV, and die free-to-air broad
casters will be charged to use it. Spectrum not used by die lree-to-air broadcasters 
for datacasting will be auctioned to odier service providers.

The free-to-air broadcasters have been banned from using die spectrum allo
cated to diem for multichannel or subscription services. Enhanced services will be 
allowed. The government has yet to decide whedier die ABC and SBS will be al
lowed to provide multichannel services.

The government also announced that no new commercial television licence will 
be granted until December 2008 at die earliest. However, subsequent amendments 
in die Senate shortened diis period to 2006. Existing local-content requirements on 
the free-to-air broadcasters will remain.

A number of reports and inquiries over die next decade have been foreshad
owed. The Department of Communications and die Arts will hold an inquiry, to 
be completed by 1 January 2000, on regulations governing allowable enhanced pro
gramming and datacasting services and on issues related to die convergence between 
broadcasting and non-broadcasting services. The government has proposed a ma
jor review of digital television in 2005. Emphasis will be placed on die efficiency of 
use of spectrum. The review will report on whedier any spectrum is available for 
allocation and whedier a new regulatory regime should be imposed.

A Lost Opportunity

The government’s decision on digital television indicates diat it has learned nothing 
from die regulatory fiasco of pay TV. The previous government’s decisions on die 
regulatory framework for die introduction of pay TV in Australia were based on 
assumptions about technology dial proved to be incorrect. The Keating Labor 
Government established rules for pay TV based on the assumption dial satellite 
would be die dominant delivery mechanism. It dien instituted requirements for 
digital transmission technology, an underdeveloped and expensive approach diat 
added to the costs, and substantially delayed die introduction, of satellite-delivered 
pay TV.

The government dien mandated the nature of satellite competition by providing 
opportunities for diree satellite licensees and limiting die number of channels diey 
could oiler. Cable-delivered pay TV competitors Eoxtel and Optus entered a 
largely unregulated segment of the market and quickly gained ascendancy over their 
heavily regulated satellite rivals.

The digital rfV rules are a repeat of die failed technology-based regulation witii 
additional anti-competitive elements diat protect existing media interests, flic deci
sion to provide die existing free-to-air networks widi digital capacity at zero cost is 
based on the assumption diat HDTV will be die technology of die future. Radier 
dian allow' market forces, and specifically consumer demand, to determine die way
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in which television will be available in the future, the government has mandated a 
technology so far unproven anywhere in the world.

There is no certainty that consumers will pay for upgrading to HITIV’. The 
free-to-air commercial networks claim that they see no additional revenue potential 
from HDTV. Even in die US, which uses die inferior NTSC signal, diere is doubt 
diat consumers will pay for die quality provided by HDTV. In Australia, where die 
superior PAL system is used, diere would likely be even less demand for upgraded 
picture quality, given the substandally higher price.

A more appropriate policy would have been to auction die digital spectrum. If 
die free-to-air broadcasters were of die view diat die spectrum had value, diey would 
have been able to bid, as would odiers who may have wished to use die spectrum 
lor 11011-broadcast services. The government has held auctions for spectrum in die 
past and auctioned die pay TV satellite licences. Subject to general competition 
policy rules, such a system is likely to allocate spectrum to its most valuable uses.

The government collects in excess of $100m a year in licence fees from die 
commercial networks in return for allocating diem spectrum. The introduction of 
digital broadcasting could have allowed die entry' of a number of new free-to-air 
broadcast networks. There was potential for die government to earn some increase 
on diis SlOOm by first auctioning spectrum and dien, if it were taken up by new 
broadcast networks, earning revenue from licence fees from diese new networks.

Digitalisation provided die government widi an opportunity to rediink com
pletely Australian media policy. Many of die current regulations, such as restric
tions on cross-media ownership and on foreign ownership of commercial networks, 
are grounded in assumptions o f scarcity of spectrum. While diere may have been 
some justification for such regulation in die past, die opportunity for substantial ex
pansion in broadcasting channels created by digitalisation should have led to an 
abandonment of outdated regulation. In a market of diree commercial networks, 
arguments for cross-media laws to protect diversity may make some sense. Where 
digitalisation would allow numerous free-to-air networks, restrictions on cross-media 
and foreign ownership would be irrelevant.

An expansion o f die broadcast market would likely lead to increased employ
ment opportunities. If die government continued to insist on its local content rules, 
die increased number of broadcasters would generate an expansion in the number 
of television-related jobs and a diversity of programming to match subscription tele
vision.

Opponents of new entry into die free-to-air broadcast market might argue that 
local content regulation adds so much to broadcasters’ costs diat advertising reve
nues can support only a lew' free-to-air networks. This argument may have some 
validity, diough advertising revenue has increased substantially in die 33 years since 
die last free-to-air network was allowed entry and die Bureau of Transport and 
Communications Economics found die rate of return to capital city free-to-air sta
tions to be 29 per cent during die period 1991-95, well above returns for die Aus
tralian corporate sector (1996:77). However, new entrants may well be more effi
cient dian some existing firms. The current arrangements merely protect die in-
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cumbents. More open entry with expensive local content regulation may not result 
in the survival of a substantial number of free-to-air services, but this is no reason to 
continue to protect the existing free-to-air owners from competition. What other 
industry in Australia has been given protection from any new competition since 
1965, when die Ten Network stations were licensed? These networks were given 
their licences free of charge, providing huge windfall profits for the original proprie
tors, and diey continue to be provided widi protection far beyond diat given to most 
Australian industry.

Having provided die direc commercial networks widi at least anodier eight 
years of protecdon, die government has compounded its error widi furdier regula- 
don of die industry whose only purpose must be to placate diose who missed out 
on an opportunity to enter. Why else have die free-to-airs been restricted in dieir 
use of die spectrum gift? While die spectrum provided would allow die free-to-air 
networks to muldchannel and provide data services, diey will he prevented from 
multichanneling and will have to pay a fee to die government to provide data sen- 
ices. According to die minister, die fee will be equivalent to die price obtained from 
auedoning spectrum to 11011-broadcast data providers. The exisdng diree commer
cial broadcast networks will dierelore be free to enter die emerging market for data 
senices. They will have spectrum and transmission mechanisms immediately avail
able and substandal profits from dieir broadcast base to facilitate entry into die data- 
cast market. Their potendal compedtors in die data senices market will be handi
capped by being unable to enter die broadcast market or to access any economies 
of scope which may exist between broadcast and datacast markets.

In an indirect way, die struggling pay TV companies also benefit from die deci
sion. Optus and Telstra have invested billions of dollars to provide subscriber tele
vision senices. Muldchannel digital free-to-air broadcasdng would have severely 
damaged die penetradon of die fledgling subscripdon television business. The deci
sion to prevent muldclianneling and limit die free-to-air segment to diree commer
cial networks lor a furdier eight years should provide a substandal market of dissat
isfied television viewers desperate for die diversity offered by pay TV.

Even die application of this policy is inconsistent. Whereas the metropolitan 
networks will not be allowed to multichannel digital signals, some regional television 
operations are likely to be allowed to do so. The major regional pay TV operator 
Austar has had considerable success in attracting rural television consumers to its 
pay TV services. Austar paid die government for diis opportunity, presumably 011 
die assumption diat die status quo would prevail. The government’s inconsistent 
approach adds to die uncertainty attached to any new investment. The decision 
also undermines die commitment of die government to prohibit die metropolitan 
networks from multichanneling. It may be only a few years before die diree com
mercial networks lobby die government to be able to provide free multichannel 
broadcasting to compete against die pay TV companies.

This is not to say diat competition should be prevented. The unfortunate out
come of diis policy is diat die existing diree commercial lrce-to-air networks have 
had dieir oligopoly furdier protected while being able to enter die new markets diat
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digitalisation may create. However, other companies, including telecommunica
tions companies and other media (especially print media) companies, are prevented 
from entering the free-to-air broadcast market.

If die personal computer and television merge at some time in the future, the 
commercial television stations would appear to have gained an advantage over their 
internet rivals. The Nine Network/Microsoft venture, ninemsn, will have a major 
headstart over its 11011-television rivals. It will be possible to utilise the terrestrial 
digital capacity given to die Nine Network much more cheaply dian the expensive 
cables of Telstra and Optus.

Conclusion

I11 announcing die new regime, Senator Alston said: ‘This Government would nor
mally welcome additional competition, in any industry, as healdiy and likely to lead 
to benefits for the consumer. However, Australia’s free-to-air and pay TV indus
tries, in diese circumstances, deserve a degree of special treatment and die Gov
ernment makes no apologies for this decision’ (Shanahan, 1998). The reality is that 
die government is mandating a version (HDTV) of a new technology so far un
proven and dien protecting die commercial networks from competition for a con
siderable period so diat diey will be willing to invest in diis new technology. It locks 
odier media and information providers out of die*market and artificially perpetuates 
the shortage of spectrum scarcity —  which then justifies its outdated and inefficient 
cross-media rules and restrictions on foreign investment in the media. By giving 
valuable spectrum to die free-to-air broadcasters in excess of what they need to pro
vide digital television, die government has missed die opportunity to gain additional 
revenue from allowing new entry and competition into the lucrative oligopoly of 
commercial free-to-air television.
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